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Mayor’s Budget Submission

May 31, 2001

The Honorable Board of Aldermen

City Hall

93 Highland Avenue

Somerville, MA 02143

Dear Honorable Board Members:

I hereby submit, subject to the approval of your Honorable Board, the fiscal year 2002 Operating

Budget for the City of Somerville. The total budget submitted to your Board for FY ’02 is $162

million.

The new budget represents an increase of $9.0 million or a 5.89% increase over the current fiscal

year. The top priority of my administration is a continued commitment to the best educational

environment possible for our children. Somerville’s future generation should have every

available means to succeed and I believe it all begins with a quality education. Accordingly, I

have asked for an increase of $2.5 million, or a 5.21% increase over this fiscal year. The City’s

Public Safety departments also merit an increase in funding to address critical training and

equipment needs. The Fire Department budget increases by $70,000 in FY 02 while the Police

Department budget has an increase of $544,000. Lastly in an effort to effectively utilize

computer technology across all city departments, improve access to government services and

infonnation, provide IT training, and consolidate departmental technology spending, the IT

department budget is increased by $325,219 over the current fiseal year.

These requests not withstanding, it should be noted that almost half the projected increase of

$9.0 million is due to escalating health care costs for employees and retirees, and the continued

escalation of energy costs. We are aggressively researching and pursuing ways to cut our utility

obligations. The Department of Public Works and the Traffic & Parking Department have been

especially innovative in efforts to reduce these costs. One example being the initiative to replace

traffic signals with digital lighting, which will amount to an approximate $60,000 annual savings

once the project, is complete.
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Assembling a budget that is based in fiscal reality requires making many tough decisions. I have

submitted to your Honorable Board a budget that, except for these aforementioned increases,

“holds the line” on spending. Most departments were level-funded, indeed some show a decrease

from or. I have settled long overdue contracts with several of the unions representing our

municipal workers during my administration. Included in this budget is approximately $600,000

for Capital budget items previously submitted to the Board.

1 am very pleased with the progress that we have made in the past two years, but I am also

mindful of the fact that we face continuing financial challenges in the years ahead. Hard work,

diligent planning, and innovative cost-saving methods will go a long way toward meeting this

challenge head on.

Budget Development and Highlights

At first glance, you may notice that the budget document and format is a dramatic change from

prior years. This document clearly illustrates my desire for a more open and accessible municipal

government. We will continue to work to refine this document in future years to conform to new

national guidelines. This document, along with my previously released Capital Improvement

Plan, will dramatically improve our ability to more effectively manage and analyze municipal

costs.

Administration

We are currently moving on several fronts to centralize items in this budget. I recently released a

comprehensive initiative to sell off underutilized city buildings, and consolidate many
municipal offices into a new City Hall Annex, at the adjacent Homan’s Building. This plan will

improve public access, increase employee production, and will save the City over $5.4 million in

utility and lease costs alone. The Executive Department has now incorporated the Memorial Day
and Celebrations and Convention budgets to reduce administration and paper work in managing

these small budgets.

In the area of personnel, we are adding to Traffic & Parking, Law, and Fire Alarm, in an effort to

improve enforcement capacity and reduce costs in overtime. We are continuing our efforts to

keep both Police and Fire Departments at budgeted strength. This minimal number of new
positions will allow us to continue to improve current levels of service. While staff reductions in

Purchasing and Personnel should not affect our productivity or service level, we will continue to

monitor perfonnance overall, and will reassign or eliminate programs that are no longer needed.

We are also investing in our greatest resource, our employees, with a new and fully functioning

Employee Assistance Program. In addition, we are moving aggressively ahead to improve

proficiency through our increased use of technology, by setting aside funds to train city

employees on the latest tools available.
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Economic Development

Fiscal Year 2001 brought many interesting challenges in the area of economic development. In

October of 2000, the Cecil Report was released, a comprehensive planning study for the

Assembly Square district. The report clearly showed the long-term development potential for this

area and the substantial commercial tax revenue for the City of Somerville. I will soon release a

Request For Proposal (RFP) for the city-owned Yard 21, a nine-acre tract, which we hope, will

be the site of a new MBTA Orange Line station. The fonner Somerville Lumber site has a

proposed mixed-use project that will dramatically improve the site and surrounding area.

Additional developments in the Webster Avenue and Boynton Yard districts will transform a

former industrial area into a thriving residential and commercial district.

Conclusion

In summary, we have made great strides towards improving our financial outlook, but we must

continue to build upon the past success in order to even more fiscally sound in years to come.

We approach the next year with excess capacity in our tax levy, a new and improved capital

plan, and new budgeting practices in place. While we need to remain enthusiastic about our

potential as a city overall, we must be ever vigilant of our financial limitations in the years

ahead, and work together to solve the problems as they arise. I am confident that we can do this

and more in the future that lies ahead.

Respectfully Submitted,

Dorothy A. Kelly Gay
Mayor of Somerville
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The City of Somerville

The City of Somerville is a city of neighborhoods with 77,478 people of diverse ethnic and

socio-economic backgrounds living together in fewer than four square miles. Somerville is also a

city of squares, with five major commercial centers boasting unrivaled dining and entertainment

opportunities as well as unique shops and ethnic retailers from virtually every nation. But mostly,

Somerville is a city of spirit and community pride. As you walk through our city, you quickly get

a “sense of place.” The energy and enthusiasm residents have for their community is evidenced

in every neighborhood.

Next to downtown Boston, MIT, Harvard and Tufts, Somerville is the only city in the world

located at the intersection of the Hub of the Universe and the hub of universities. By car, boat,

bicycle, and public transit or by foot, Somerville is an ideal location. Boston’s new Central

Artery and tunnel system will be just half a mile away and immediately accessible from the

Somerville leg of Interstate 93. A Bikeway links Somerville, Cambridge, Arlington, Lexington

and Bedford. The community is served directly by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation

Authority’s Red Line and has the Green Line, Orange Line and seven commuter lines within 1 .5

miles.

The City of Somerville offers a wide spectrum of services for its residents and businesses. The

community’s electrical and energy needs are served by NSTAR/Boston Edison, NSTAR/Boston
Gas and Commonwealth Gas. Somerville’s municipally owned water and sewer system

successfully provides residents with some of the lowest rates in the Greater Boston area.

Somerville was the first community in the Commonwealth to offer residents a choice in cable

television providers. Today, RCN, AT&T Broadband and Bell Atlantic all serve Somerville via

advanced fiber-optic networks.

Throughout this compact, vibrant community, over fifty different languages are spoken and over

fifteen religions are practiced. The international flavor of Somerville guarantees that you will

feel at home. Diversity is a key component of Somerville’s attractiveness to residents and

business owners.

Somerville formally separated from Charlestown and incorporated as a Town on March 3, 1842.

Growth of the Town led to the creation of a City Charter, which took effect on January 1, 1 872.

This Charter remained in force until the voters adopted a Revised Charter, which the State

Legislature approved in 1 899. The Revised Charter has since been amended, but remains the

basic law of local government.

The Mayor and Board of Aldennen are elected in biennial elections on the Tuesday following

the first Monday in November. The Board is composed of eleven members: one alderman is

elected from each of the seven wards of the City, and four aldermen are elected at large.
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City Government 200

1

MAYOR

Dorothy Kelly Gay 1 Avon Street 02143

BOARD OF ALDERMEN

Aldermen At Large

Joseph E. Favaloro, Jr.

Denise Provost

William A. White, Jr., Vice President

Joseph A. Curtatone

27 Franklin Street 02145

20 Albion Street 02143

16 Browning Road 02145

1 1 Prospect Hill Avenue #1 02145

(617)666-8473

(617) 628-1130

(617) 625-9110

(617) 776-8685

Ward Aldermen

Ward 1: William M. Roche

Ward 2; Kevin A. Tarpley 1, President

Ward 3: Thomas F. Taylor

Ward 4: James V. McCallum
Ward 5: Sean O’ Donovan

Ward 6: John M. Connolly

Ward 7: James F. Halloran

17 MacArthur Street 02145

22 Laurel Street #34 02143

32 Vinal Avenue 02143

145 Sycamore Street 02145

31 Rogers Avenue 02144

17 Winslow Avenue 02144

152 Powder House Boulevard 02144

(617) 623-6661

(617) 625-6089

(617) 776-1618

(617) 776-3154

(617) 776-6456

(617) 628-1076

(617) 628-4951

STANDING COMMITTEES

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS
Thomas Taylor, John Connolly, William White, Joseph Curtatone, Sean O’Donovan

FINANCE
Joseph Curtatone, Joseph Favaloro, Kevin Tarpley, William White, Sean O’Donovan

HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
William White, Thomas Taylor, Denise Provost

LEGISLATIVE MATTERS
Denise Provost, Joseph Curtatone, Kevin Tarpley, William Roche, William White

LICENSES AND PERMITS
John Connolly, James Halloran, Sean O’Donovan
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND PUBLIC SAFETY
John Connolly, James Ilalloran, Sean O’ Donovan

PUBLIC UTILITIES AND PUBLIC WORKS
James McCallum, Sean O’Donovan, William Roche

TRAFFIC AND PARKING
James Ilalloran, James McCallum, Thomas Taylor

VETERANS AND PUBLIC SERVICES
Joseph Favaloro, Thomas Taylor, James McCallum

YOUTH SERVICES
William Roche, Denise Provost, Joseph Favaloro

SPECIAL COMMITTEES

CAPITAL PLANNING
Joseph Curtatone, William White, Kevin Tarpley

CHARTER REVIEW COMMITTEE
Denise Provost, Joseph Curtatone, William White, Thomas Taylor, Kevin Tarpley

RULES COMMITTEE
Sean O’Donovan, William White, Joseph Curtatone, Kevin Tarpley

COMMITTEE ON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
James Halloran, William Roche, William White

SCHOOL COMMITTEE

Ward 1: Dennis M. Sullivan,

Vice Chairman

Ward 2: M. Teresa Cardoso

Ward 3: Roberta Bauer, Chairperson

Ward 4: Charlene Harris

Ward 5: Katrina K. Murray

8 Florence Street 02145 (617) 628-1857

Ward 6: Carolyn Taylor

Ward 7: Mary Jo Rossetti

9 Adrian Street 02143

58 Berkeley Street 02143

10 Fellsway West#l 02145

36 Rogers Avenue 02144

29 Powder House Terrace 02144

80 Electric Avenue 02144

(617) 666-3445

(617) 628-6320

(617) 628-9249

(617) 627-9525

(617) 623-2631

(617) 623-0092
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City Boards and Departments

DEPARTMENT DIVISION DIRECTOR

Board of Health Genita Johnson

City Clerk John Long

Communications Sean Fitzgerald

Department of Public Works Administration David Dow, Commissioner

Buildings & Grounds James Aurilio

Engineering Thomas Donahue

Environmental Protection Vithal Deshpande

Highway Joseph Greco

Inspectional Services Patrick Scrima

Lights & Lines

Water

Joseph Voutour

Elections Mary Walker

Executive Mayor’s Office Dorothy Kelly Gay, Mayor

ADA/Disabilities Coordinator Dana Rudolph

Animal Control David McCloskey

Arts Council Gregory Jenkins

Community Youth Program Marty Martinez

Conservation Commission Lisa Brukilacchio

Council on Aging Lawrence Murphy

Grants Administration Kathleen Ashton

Housing/Benefits Advocate Fabiola Alvarez

Human Rights Commission Christie Mase

Mayor’s Office of Human Services

Volunteer Director

Melissa McWhinney

Women’s Commission Christie Mase

Finance Treasurer/Collector Thomas Hedderick

Auditing Edward Bean

Board of Assessors Richard Brescia

Purchasing Patricia Berg Callinan

Fire Kevin Kelleher

Historic Preservation Brandon Wilson

Information Technology Patrick McCormick
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Lav\' Susan Callahan

Librar>' Paul DeAngelis

Licensing Commission Peter Miller

Office of Housing & Community Development Stephen Post

Personnel Diane Jenkins

Planning Kristen Levesque

Police George McLean

Recreation James Callahan

School Department Albert Argenziano

Traffic & Parking William Lyons Jr.

Veterans Services Walter Pero

Weights & Measures Stephen Burgess

Zoning Board of Appeals
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Board of Aldermen

Purpose & Overview

The Board of Aldermen is the legislative body of City government, deriving its powers from the

City Charter and the laws and Constitution of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The Board

of Aldennen appropriates funds for the necessary operations and expenditures of the City. The

Board approves appointments of the Mayor for executive positions, boards and commissions.

The Board also acts as the local pennitting authority, and adopts regulations and ordinances

affecting commerce and public life.

Accomplishments

In Fiscal Year 2001, the Board of Aldennen enacted significant legislation that will contribute to

the City’s bettennent for years to come. Accomplishments included:

• Support for the Administration’s development of a coherent long-range fiscal strategy,

including a capital improvement plan.

• Significant amendment to the City’s Zoning Ordinances, to support developments that

provide tangible benefits to the City and its neighborhoods.

• Adoption of Ordinances encouraging both inclusionary and affordable housing in the City.

• Creation of a comprehensive Noise Ordinance.

• Simplification of the permitting process for both garage licenses and storage of flammables

licenses.

• Authorization of a change in the City’s Ordinances so that City Hall’s hours of operation

could be better tailored to the needs of the City’s residents.

• Consideration and disposition of over one thousand Board Orders and Resolutions on a

range of constituent, neighborhood, and City-wide issues.

• The pennitting of local businesses and local events, encouraging both free commerce and

livable neighborhoods for the City’s residents.

• Appointment of the City’s 8*'’ City Clerk, John J. Long, following the retirement of former

City Clerk Arthur B. McCue and the interim service of Temporary City Clerk Patricia Berg

Callinan.
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Executive Office oe the Mayor

Purpose & Overview:

The Mayor is elected by the citizens of Somerville and is the Chief Executive Officer of the City.

Cotemiinous with members of the Board of Aldermen, the Mayor serves a two-year period of

tenure and is an ex-officio member of the School Committee. The Mayor, herself, provides

leadership to and administration of all City departments and services.

The Office of the Mayor is responsible for the administration of the City by executing highly

responsible administrative decisions, relaying administrative orders and disseminating other

infonnation to department heads.

The Mayor’s Office performs the following functions:

• Serves as a resource for members of the public seeking assistance in housing, schools,

employment and all governmental services.

• Responds to citizen inquiries and concerns about all City services.

• Develops and implements policies and procedures to be followed by all those in City

Government.

• Plans and supervises the administration of executive functions including personnel and

fiscal operations.

• Participates in the interviewing and hiring ofjob applicants at the managerial level.

• Acts as a liaison with other departments, agencies and all governmental entities.

• Aids in public relations work.

• Assists in promoting economic development in the community.

• Coordinates meetings of municipal boards, committees, commissions and constituents.

• Organizes and sponsors diverse city-wide public events and celebrations throughout the

year.

For many residents, civic groups and business owners the Mayor’s Office is the principal point

of access to City government. Additionally, the Mayor is the City’s offieial receiver of visiting

dignitaries and distinguished visitors. The Mayor’s Office staff keep the Mayor informed about

intergovernmental issues and assist her in representing the City’s interests in all matters.

Accomplishments

• Instituted bi-weekly senior staff meetings for inter-departmental communication and

coordination

• Completed a Police Management Study & instituted an implementation committee

• Conducted an Assembly Square district planning process and development negotiations

18



Settled SMEA Units A & B contracts

Instituted quarterly tax billing system

Increased linkage fees paid by developers to the city to be used for affordable housing

Instituted a Welcome Desk, voice mail, e mail, web access & an enhanced City website to

increase public accessibility to city government

Negotiated public benefits packages (to include the installation of street lights in two

squares; curb-to-curb street re-paving) with fiber optic companies who have wired city

streets for economic development opportunities for new environmentally clean businesses

Strengthened the city’s Ethics Ordinance and designated municipal officials to comply with

reporting requirements

Vigorously opposed Cambridge truck regulations and entered into a regional truck traffic

planning study

Instituted a Municipal Scholarship Committee to distribute funds to deserving Somerville

students. This fund was initiated and established by the Mayor when she was a School

Committee member in the 1 980s

Helped plan a new festival, “Spice of Life,” to highlight Somerville’s pride in Union

Square

Resolved the TAB rent dispute and negotiated a new lease

Planned exterior renovations for all three Public Libraries

Conducting an on-going Union Square revitalization study

Made aesthetic improvements and commenced a streetscape project for East Broadway to

support local businesses and enhance the quality of life for East Somerville residents

Undergoing a comprehensive evaluation and planning process for city’s real estate assets

Launched aggressive enforcement of existing liquor licensed establishments

Entered into an on-going Public Safety Building feasibility study

Initiated revitalization and restructuring efforts for the Somerville Community Youth

Program

Re-instituted city-wide Annual Spring Clean Up Day

Celebrated our city’s history with a reenactment of the historical events at the Powder

House and undertaking a renovation of this important landmark

Instituted a city-wide senior citizen transportation program

Enhanced programming on cable access channels to provide useful information to the

public

Instituted evening hours at City Hall to better suit public access for working people

Engaged in management training sessions with senior-level managers to enliance

management skills and abilities

Publicly testified and submitted written comments offering Somerville’s perspective on the

proposed Logan Airport expansion

Organized unpreeedented publie processes for major development proposals

Painted Somerville High School and the Powderhouse Community School to enhance the

learning atmosphere for our students

Completed Neighborhood Improvement Grant funding cycle

Researched and submitted proposals for several grant funding opportunities

Made major strides in technological advances for the internal operations of city

government
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Developed policy and procedures to assist in the administration of grants in the City

Designed, developed and implemented grants survey

Designed and developed active grants database

Drafted grants interdepartmental flow chart outlining grant process protocols

Drafted guidelines for benefit charges to grant proposals

Developed departmental procedures for reviewing aging grants

Developed protocols and procedures for evaluation of sub grantees to certain City grants

Developed grant research tools

Created a Grant Funding Resource Library: print and electronic versions

Researched new grant resources for City: 75% of grants submitted in conjunction with City

Departments were first time submissions

In conjunction with City departments researched, edited and/or submitted grants in excess

of $5,000,000. Of these submissions, to date, in excess of $2,400,000 was awarded to the

City

Acted as a resource for non-profit community grant applicants in need of City input and/or

mayoral support

Initiated participation of Tufts Work Study Program in City Hall

Planned and coordinated several city events including:

o The formation of City Government / Mayor’s mid-term address and reception

o Holiday season celebrations

o Patriot’s Day commemoration

o Memorial Day Parade

o Dedication of the Korean War Memorial

o Dedication of two elementary schools

o Dedication of selected rooms at various schools and squares throughout the city

o Greek Independence Day

o Gay Pride Day & flag raising

o Co-sponsored Davis Square concert series

o Coordinated several neighborhood / constituent meetings

o Receptions for dignitaries from Ireland, Holland, Russia & Brazil

o Coordinated the Mayor’s involvement in several school activities such as young

students’ tours of City Hall, book readings and a variety of visits to classrooms

throughout the city

o Concerts on the Concourse



The Council On Aging

Purpose & Overview

The COA is responsible for assessing, coordinating, and servicing the needs of Somei'ville

residents, age 60 and older. The council works collaboratively with residents and community

agencies to comprehensively address the issues affecting elders today. Additionally, the COA
offers a wide array of social services and recreational programming at each of its three Senior

Center sites. It is estimated that there are 13,500 Somerville residents who are age sixty or older.

Eligibility for services is based on residency and age requirements.

The COA mission is to provide comprehensive services that enhance the lives of elders, and

enrich the community at large. The COA is deeply committed to providing programming which

reflects the diversity of our senior population, we promote and safeguard the health and

independence of seniors, to advocate for seniors in many areas, to arrange for necessary services,

and provide meaningful social and recreational options that enhance their lives. We provide

information, referral and case management services to seniors, and coordinate services that may
include homemaker, transportation, counseling, and meals as well as numerous other social,

advocacy, recreational and support services.

A ccomplisitmen ts

• The Holland Street Center, Cross Street Center and Ralph and Jenny Center seniors

provided a variety of services, classes and events. Services and classes included counseling

and support groups, vision screening, blood pressure screening, men’s breakfast, computer

classes, along with many other educational and recreational offerings, including numerous

classes devoted to exercise, movement, and physical well being.

• An outreach coordinator was added in response to the increase demand for services.

Several visits to all of the senior resident buildings, conducting informational and referral

programming, blood pressure screening, and photo ID programs, were very successful.

• Due to the increasingly complex problems of health and prescription drug benefits

coverage, the COA’s Shine Counselor sponsored numerous informational sessions.

• The Substance Abuse Service for Seniors (SASS) program, a unique program within the

Commonwealth, served seniors who have difficulty with substance abuse or medication

misuse.

• The COA reached out to seniors with a monthly mailing of over 500 newsletters and the

distribution of over 2,500 copies of the newsletter. This distribution increased the number

of seniors participating in the various programs, classes and trips.

• A new program was added to City Cable Ch. 16: “Senior Circuif’ This is an informational

program exclusively for seniors and their families. Each month a new segment is

introduced enlightening seniors to a variety of benefits and programs that may be helpful to

them.
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• A new senior transportation program was introduced. The COA operates a Senior Shuttle

bus on a fixed-route service to senior housing buildings, senior centers and several

shopping areas throughout the City of Somerville, Tuesday through Friday. The city has

provided a budget of $40,000 for this service.

The COA’s service statistics are as follows:

10 staff members:

1 Executive Director

1 Assistant Director

1 Staff Assistant

1 Fiscal Aide

1 Social Worker

1 Outreach Worker

3 Senior Center Coordinators

1 Special Events Coordinator

1 Substance Abuse Social Worker

120 volunteers, for a total of 17,528 hours contributed (approximately $105,168 of services)

General information service distributed 4,354 clients

Referral to other agencies 683 clients

Referral from other agencies 350 clients

Case management continued 224 clients

Case management new 957 clients

Group support 1 1 1 clients

Housing assistance 75 clients

Health Benefits counseling 222 clients

Health screening, blood pressure 132 clients

Fitness/ exercise 22 clients

Intergenerational 40 clients

Community Education programming 451 clients

Transportation 1,776 clients

Legal assistance 48 clients

Newsletter 557 clients

Recreation 9,427 clients

Social events 1,015 clients

General information 200 clients

Family assistance 125 clients

Lunches served 10,142 clients

Holiday Scam Outreach 451 clients

Photo ID 266 clients

Holiday Building parties 992 clients

Shine Program 124 clients

Educational Programs 654 clients
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Executive Office of Community Youth

Purpose & Overview

The Somerville Community Youth Program has worked on honing a community oriented

program vision, which reflects the department’s intention to design programs in direct response

to the expressed needs of the community. By both asking and listening to our stakeholders, we
are able to create education, arts and workforce development programs which compliment

Somerville’s existing recreation offerings and, which aim to produce desired outcomes for our

participants, their families and potential external funding.

CYP is committed to enriching the lives of all Somerville youth by:

• developing in young people a sense of personal and community awareness and respect;

• improving access to youth services, resources and referrals;

• creating and facilitating culturally competent, consistent, programs;

• mobilizing and maintaining partnerships and collaborations between local youth focused

organizations and municipal entities.

Accomplishments

• Daily operations of the Cross Street Youth Center, with satellite stations at Powderhouse

Circle, Somerville Public Schools, Somerville Housing Authority, Boys & Girls Club.

• Youth Leadership Development Program for 7*'’, graders

• NIA, teens mentoring program/Tufts undergraduates

• Snow Shoveling Program, pairing senior citizens & teens

• School break. Vacation, and Half-day activities

• Pintamos Nuestros Mundo
• Girls Group West Somerville & East Somerville Neighborhood Schools (Tufts/BC)

• Youth Workers Network
• Brazilian Youth Club

• Boys Group
• Boston Chill Program (snowboarding)

• Neighborhood Drop-In Center

The Community Youth Program had a year of great transition and exciting new beginnings.

Through fiscal year 2001, the Program prepared for a new director and worked to maintain its

programmatic offerings. It continued to run the many programs that it coordinates as well as

assist in the overall youth work within the city. All of this was done while facilitating and

organizing the Youth Drop-In Center in East Somerville. Some of the highlights of the year

included:
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The Completion of the Summer Youth Program in 2000,which worked with over 50 young

people in two separate programs: Kids of Community and Computer Crew. Both programs

engaged young people on a variety of issues and providing them with safe and productive

alternatives for the summer. Young people were paid stipends and given an opportunity to

attend numerous community-building activities throughout the summer.

The Department continued its Snow Shoveling Program in the winter of 2000. Connecting

over 20 young people with over 40 elderly to assist them with snow shoveling works to

bridge the gaps that exist between generations while providing a badly needed service at

the same time.

A successful year of the Youth Leadership Development Program was also completed.

With over 60 young people involved in the peer leadership program, the YLDP program

works to support and empower young people to take an active leadership role in

community development.

Various collaborations highlighted the year as well. Collaborations included work with the

Somerville Prevention Coalition, Centro Presente, The Massachusetts Alliance for

Portuguese Speakers, The Haitian Coalition as well as the Somerville Mental Health

Association. Various programs and initiatives worked with these organizations to reach a

wide variety of youth throughout the city. Collaborations and bridge-building will be a

main focus of the next fiscal year.

The Department took part in a community building process to select its new director. With

over 15 members of youth-serving agencies, parents and city officials, the Department had

an ad-hoc committee that worked diligently to select a new director for the Department.

This committee worked to find a Director that would bring revitalized energy and a

commitment to collaboration to the foundation of the Somerville Community Youth

Program.

The Program continued its commitment to working on various committees and programs

for the community-at-large. Work continued in the After School Committee, the Healthy

Communities Project, the Somerville Prevention Coalition, the Anti-Racism in School

Committee as well as several others. The department continues its commitment to being a

voice for young people throughout the city.
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Executive Office of Animal Control

Purpose & Overview

The Somerville Animal Control Department was established to enforce Massachusetts General

Law Chapter 140 sections 136-174. Our department continues to work for a safe environment for

people, domestic pets, and wildlife through enforcement, education, and rescue services.

Accomplishments

During 2000-2001, the Animal Control Department, funded and operating under the Executive

Department and staffed by two Animal Control Officers; David McCloskey, employed 40 hours

per week, and Maureen Clark, employed 24 hours per week.

During 2000 - 2001, the Animal Control Department answered an average of 3,200 animal

related calls. These included unleashed and unlicensed dogs, barking and nuisance complaints,

abuse and neglect allegations, stray and unwanted animals, assorted wildlife complaints and

adoption questions.

All kenneling of stray animals was done within the city shelter located at the DPW on Franey

Road. Kenneling by ACO's is more efficient than boarding the animals in numerous ways: 1 ) by

keeping the ACO's in the city during a greater part of the day, 2) by keeping kenneling costs

down, 3) by allowing longer holding periods for dogs, thus allowing for more time to find

adoptive homes, 4) by allowing for extended adoption hours. We have a continued success rate

of placing over 90% of our stray dogs in new adoptive homes.

The Animal Control Department continues to be one of very few cities that takes in cats and

places them in new adoptive homes. The shelter has a capacity of 10 cats and is generally always

full. We worked closely with other animal shelters during 2000-2001 in the hopes of placing all

the animals that we received.

The Winchester Veterinary Hospital was the primary veterinary service for the eity. The MSPCA
was the secondary veterinary service for the city during the past year.

Numerous animals were submitted for rabies testing during 2000 - 2001 . There were no animals

found to be positive for rabies. The second annual rabies clinic was held on April 9, 2001 at the

DPW on Franey Road. The clinic offered rabies shots for $5 and was attended by 68 Somerville

residents and their pets. We hope to continue this clinic yearly.

All in all, the 2000-2001 year brought the Animal Control Department change in a positive

direction, including greater efficiency of enforcement of dog laws, improved animal care

facilities and a continued higher than average rate of adoption for Somerville's stray and

unwanted animals.
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Executive Office of Human Services

Purpose Si Overvieu’

The mission of the Mayor’s Offiee of Human Serviees is to enhance the quality of life for

Someiville residents by responding appropriately to requests for assistance with any resources

cun'ently available through MOHS. When necessary, MOHS provides referrals to other city

agencies, state and federal agencies, and private organizations. Among the service components

of the Department itself are the Human Rights Commission, the Disability Commission, the

Commission for Women, the Family Advocacy Program, and the Housing and Benefits

Advocacy Program. Financial and clerical staff aids the service components.

Constituencies vary by program:

• The Human Rights Commission serves all residents, each of whom are potential victims of

discrimination and all of whom benefit from education about their rights and others’ rights.

• The Women’s Commission primarily serves female residents of the city and agencies that

serve female residents.

• The Disabilities Commission serves disabled residents and agencies that serve disabled

residents.

• The Family Advocacy Program serves families with children, the ehildren themselves, and

agencies that serve children.

• The Housing and Benefits Advocacy Program primarily serves low- to moderate- income

tenants with financial assistance, and provides education and referral to all residents in

need of information.

• The bookkeeper keeps financial records for each of the above.

• The receptionist fields and directs all calls for assistance, and provides seeretarial

assistance to all program staff

The Mayor’s Office of Human Services, together with city, state, federal and private agencies,

endeavor to improve the quality of life for all residents by performing the following roles:

Direct Service

• Respond to low- and moderate-income residents’ requests for assistance with utility

payments, food and rent, and provide information about additional services available

elsewhere.

Advocacy
• Raise public awareness of federal, state, and local laws securing our human and civil rights

through public forums, training and individual consultation.

• Advocate for persons and groups who are being denied justice in housing, employment and

public accommodation matters.

• Collaborate with other organizations to raise the level of effective advocacy.
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Information And Referral

• Work with other agencies to ensure residents who require assistance of various kinds are

directed toward organizations with the means to assist them.

• Collaborate with other organizations to improve communication of infonnation and referral

through production of electronic and print referral guides, and through trainings.

Community Building

• Continue ongoing work within the City’s burgeoning immigrant community to build on the

new relationship between the immigrant community and the MOHS by hosting and

facilitating the new Somerville Immigrant Alliance.

• Collaborate with agencies such as the Somerville/Cambridge Health Agenda, SCC, CAAS,
the Chamber of Commerce, community organizations serving immigrants, charitable

organizations, private non-profits, other cities’ agencies, state and federal agencies, and of

course, all City of Somerville departments, to improve provision of services to residents.

Complaint Resolution

• Assist residents who believe they have been treated unfairly in matters concerning housing,

employments, provision of entitlements, education, and physical access

Accomplishments

The MOHS helped many residents in many different ways, including:

• 124 residents received help paying a portion of electric and gas bills when shut-off notices

had been received; MOHS provided 100 gallons of heating oil for 31 residents whose tanks

were dry;

• $3,000 in food vouchers were given to residents who were hungry;

• 120 turkeys and supermarket gift certificates were given to hungry residents for

Thanksgiving and Christmas

• Provided information and referral for thousands of resident’s calls about:

• snow shoveling programs

• handicapped accessibility to buildings

• where to access food pantries & soup kitchens

• used blanket drive

• tenants’ rights advocacy

• landlords’ rights advocacy

• accessing mental health care

• emergency shelter availability

• health clinic locations and services

For the Mayor’s Office of Human Services, FY2001 was a year of huge changes in the area of

personnel:

• Melissa McWhinney replaced Ralph Hergert as the new Director of MOHS. Mr. Hergert,

who had been Director for ten years, resigned in March 2001. Melissa McWhinney
formerly was Director of the Human Rights Commission.
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• Christie Mase, our new Director of the Commission for Women, replaced Maya Hasagawa.

• Dana Rudolph, our new Director of the Commission for Persons with Disabilities, replaced

Karen Barrata.

• Fabiola Alvarez, our new Bousing and Benefits Advocate, replaced Irene Miscavage, who
passed away in August, 2000 after seventeen years of outstanding service to the

community.

• Bonny Carroll, our Director of the Family Advocacy Program, continues to serve the

community in her sixteenth year with the city.

• The Human Rights Commission Directorship has been vacant since March 2001. Melissa

McWhinney and Christie Mase are continuing the work of the Commission until a new
Director is hired.

• The Human Rights Commission’s half-time Investigator, Simone Haber, resigned in March

2001 to move to Florida. A new Investigator should be hired soon.

• Somerville Conversation is still headed by Alex Pirie

• Ann Pike, our bookkeeper, is in her third year of service.

• Jean Ragucci, our MOHS receptionist, fomierly part-time and temporary, became full-time

and pennanent in May, 2001.

Despite these changes, the Mayor’s Office of Human Services continued to accomplish its

mission of enhancing the quality of life for Somerville residents. We did so through direct

servdce, advocacy, infonnation and referral, community building and complaint resolution. The

accomplishments of each division of the Mayor’s Office of Human Services are outlined below.

Human Rights Commission

The Human Rights Commission continued its work to effectuate the spirit and letter of the city’s

Human Rights Ordinance through a combination of education, collaboration and direct service.

Highlights of the Human Rights Commission’s work this year include: providing ESL students at

SCALE with information about their rights, the law enforcement system and the judicial system;

hosting community meetings concerning racism; using print media and cable television as

forums as educational tools; aiding voter registration for limited-English-proficient citizens;

achieving certification as a “No Place for Hate” community as part of the Anti-Defamation

League’s anti-discrimination program; performing outreach and making contacts during the

ArtBeat and Spice of Life Festivals; and undertaking formal investigation and resolution of 13

discrimination cases under guidelines prescribed by the Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination.

Commission For Persons With Disabilities

The Disabilities Commission, headed by new Director Dana Rudolph, continued its work

promoting the full integration of people with disabilities into all aspects of Somerville

community life and working toward full private and public compliance with all aspects of the

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). This year, that work included: inspection of public

works for compliance with the ADA; resolution of disabled persons’ complaints for

accommodation; performing inspections of private construction or renovation sites for ADA
compliance; educating public officials and the public regarding disability issues; ongoing

education with written materials, cable television appearances and meetings with small groups.
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Commission For Women
The Women’s Commission, headed by new Director Christie Mase, continued to work to ensure

the equal status of women in educational, economic, political, health, legal and social spheres.

This year, the Women’s Commission’s work included: organizing a job fair for women;

reconvening of the Somerville Domestic Violence Task Force; creation and distribution of palm

cards in four languages for Somerville Police Officers to distribute to victims of domestic

violence; collaborating with state and other cities’ groups to present a forum on girls’ issues for

legislators; publication of a Commission newsletter.

Family Advocacy Program
The Family Advocacy Program, headed by Director Bonny Carroll, continued its sixteen-year

tradition of serving parents, families, and agencies that serve families by helping families

negotiate the complex system of services, opportunities and resources available in Somerville.

This year’s work included both new and tested programming including: creation and production

of a monthly cable television show, “Raising Families”; workshops on topics of interest to

parents; facilitating and co-facilitating ongoing support groups for parents; training facilitators to

lead parent support groups; mediation between parents, schools, and agencies in the city;

participation in the School Age Advisory Council After-School Committee working on after-

school issues; the 7'*^ Annual Parents Count Cook-Out, attended by 500 residents; and providing

information and referral to services.

Housing and Benefits Advocacy Program
The Housing and Benefits Advocacy Program, newly headed by Fabiola Alvarez, distributes

monies to residents requiring assistance in paying rent or utility bills or purchasing food, and

provides extensive information and referral regarding landlord and tenants’ rights, housing

searches, and other resources, services and programs available to low and moderate-income

people in Somerville. This fiscal year, and in some cases since January 2001, this work has

included: helping 58 people pay electric bills, giving 39 people information concerning tenants’

rights, giving 39 people assistance in purchasing food, helping 34 people pay for emergency oil

deliveries, helping 32 people search for housing, helping 25 people requested paying gas

heating/cooking bills, providing 12 people with infonnation about Section 8 vouchers, and

giving 72 people infonnation or referrals on other matters. Other work included: advocacy to

legislators on issues important to low and moderate-income people; direct assistance with

housing search and advocacy for disabled people; translation of various departmental items for

distribution to the public.

Somerville Conversation

The Somerville Conversation, headed by Alex Pirie and funded by a Community Law
Enforcement Block Grant, engages an intentionally wide range of Somerville residents for

ongoing civil dialogue. Highlights for this year include: follow-up activities for Teen Summit

2000 such as compiling data from participant questionnaires and preparing reports; planning for

a large citywide Conversation on gender issues, planning for early fall of 2001; planning for a

smaller, pilot Conversations project dealing with issues between older residents who were once

immigrants, and teens who are recent immigrants; Conversations outreach to community and

governmental groups in Lexington, Malden, and Framingham, which have expressed an interest

in doing projects similar to or based on the Somerville Conversations.
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Executive Office of the Historic

Preservation Commission

Purpose & Overview

The Somerville Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) was established in 1985 as a fourteen

( 14) member body to administer the City’s Historic Districts that have grown from the initial 105

to currently just over 300 properties. This includes many multiple building districts, such as

Westwood Road, Bow Street, Chester Street, Columbus/Warren Avenue, Pleasant Avenue, and

Meacham Road/Campbell Park. The HPC reviews applications for exterior alterations to these

designated historic properties and offers constructive and practical advice to the owners. The

Commission and its two (2) part-time staff also provide a wide array of design review, technical

assistance, and historical information services on an ongoing basis to other property owners,

municipal staff, local schools, government officials, and the general population. Another mission

of the HPC is to foster community pride in the City’s history and to encourage the preservation

of Somerville’s historic architecture. This is achieved through sponsorship of periodic walking

tours, annual historic preservation awards, special programs on City Cable television, and regular

articles in the local newspaper related to important historic issues, activities, and figures.

In addition, the staff reviews demolition permits, conducts Section 106 reviews for publicly

funded projects, and regularly collaborates with several local organizations dedicated to historic

preservation, including the Central Library reference staff, the Somerville Old House

Organization (SOHO), and the Somerville Historical Museum, writes other grant applications to

secure funds needed to reconstruct or restore historic properties owned by the City.

A ccomplishments

• A new addition has been re-enacting historic events in the community which have national

significance, such as the First Great Union Flag Raising on Prospect Hill on January U*

• Paul Revere’s Ride on Patriot’s Day
• The raid on the Old Powder House on September

• The HPC is also intent on promoting appreciation of the City’s historic assets among the

youth of the community and this is accomplished by developing educational materials and

programs at the elementary, middle, and high school level, working with cub and boy scout

leaders

• Leading bus tours for new teachers and librarians, and involving local youth in historic re-

enactment events
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The Arts Council

Purpose & Overview

The Executive Office of the Arts Council is responsible for making the arts an integral part of

life in Somerville by sponsoring quality programming, accessible to all community members,

which celebrates and builds community. In addition, the Arts Council is active in supporting

local artists and cultural organizations, and contributing to economic development and city

planning efforts. The Arts Council also serves as a resource and advocate for the arts.

Accomplishments

• Raise $230,000 from local businesses, area corporations, the Massachusetts Cultural

Council and other public agencies, foundations, and individuals in order to implement

annual programs.

• Recruit more than 300 qualified volunteers, 5 interns and 12 professional staff to

implement annual programs.

• Plan, manage, publicize and evaluate the following programs;

o ArtBeat Festival: serve 10,000+ residents and visitors through a multimedia arts

festival with indoor and outdoor venues showcasing local music, dance, theater,

film/video, and visual art.

o The Windows Art Project; serve 10,000+ residents and visitors through a month-long

exhibition of site-specific installations by local artists,

o The Mystic River Mural Project: provide summer Jobs for 5-10 at-risk, low-income

youth and expand the mural on Mystic Avenue,

o Art in the Garden: provide free summer arts program 4 days per week to more than

100 Somerville children.

o Books of Hope: provide free after-school creative writing program to 25 at-risk, low-

income teenagers.

o The Fifth-Grade Fieldtrip: send 500 students in the Somerville Public School

system’s fifth grade classes to a high quality perfonning arts event,

o The Illuminations Tour: provide a positive winter holiday celebration for over 600

residents and visitors.

o The Spice of Life Festival: assist local committee to serve 3,000+ residents and

visitors while celebrating the diverse cultural heritage of the residents and businesses

of Union Square.

• Provide support to Somerville residents with questions about the arts and culture through

the following:

o ongoing information and technical assistance provided by staff in person and by

phone;

o publication of a quarterly newsletter available by mail and at drop-off spots;
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o maintain an extensive agency web site providing information on agency programs as

well as other arts resources in the community;

o host web sites for other significant arts initiatives (for example, Somerville Open
Studios);

o convene an annual town meeting on the arts to solicit feedback on LCC grant

program and to encourage participation in the arts in the community;

o organize annual “Arts Summit” meetings for artists and arts organizations to network

and collaborate.

Assist artists in the implementation of special projects:

o assistance with city agencies and permitting processes;

o assistance with fundraising;

o assistance with publicity and marketing;

o assistance finding collaborators in other agencies.

Administer the Local Cultural Council grant program in compliance with all Massachusetts

Cultural Council regulations:

o publicize the availability of grant forms;

o update application fonns and guidelines per MCC regulations;

o recruit qualified panelists to review over 150 applications to support community arts

and educational programming as well as individual working artists in our city.

Advise and support the city administration with public art initiatives including:

o the conversion of the Broadway Theater into affordable artists workspace;

o any commissioned art projects (for example, the Korean War Memorial);

o developing percent for art ordinance or other policy for integrating support for the

arts into new development projects.

Represent the Arts Council and Somerville at local and regional conferences and panel

discussions on the arts.

Collaborate with other city agencies on citywide initiatives when possible.



Communications Department

Purpose & Overview

The Executive Office of Communications and City Cable is responsible for all the internal and

external telecommunications in Somerville City flail, and all other municipal governmental

offices. Responsibility includes the procurement, administration, and maintenance of land-line

telephones, cell phones and pagers issued to City personnel. The department also oversees

programming and production of the two municipal cable television stations. City Cable Channel

16, and Educational Channel 15. These stations make up 2/3 of the PEG triad (Public,

Educational, Government) of municipal cable TV access.

The purpose of the department is to provide efficient inter-governmental communication and

service between city departments, and more importantly, externally between City residents and

the municipal government that serves them. The land-line, cell phone, and pager apparatus are

tools, that when properly utilized, maximize this communication and constituent service.

Communications Department staff includes: City Hall telephone reception. Police E-91 1 call-

takers and dispatch. Police Department reception telephone operators. These operators report to a

Systems Operator, who supervises these divisions, in addition to being the City’s liaison to

communications and telephone repair companies that service the network. A content coordinator

provides daily updates to infonnation posted on the City Web Site. This coordinator also

administrates all cell phone and pager issuance. A clerk performs department telephone

reception, accounting functions and overall office management. The cable television stations are

supported by three program directors, who directly supervise several free-lance camera operators

and production assistants. A communications intern assists the cable technicians. The entire staff

reports to the Communications Director, who in turn reports to the Mayor.

Recently, the Information Technology Department, under the direction of the Chief Information

Officer, has provided valuable assistance and technical expertise in the recent advances in the

telecom industry. These changes have come on the heels of the rapid emergence of computer and

internet-based technologies providing a new basis for communication among businesses and

individuals. It is clear that the communications industry in the future will have a strong reliance

on this web-based information technology to stay abreast of the competition.

Accomplishments

The department accomplished many of the goals set for FY 01, all with the intent to improve the

service, information, and access the residents of the City have with municipal government. They

include the following:

• Settlement of union contract for E-91 1 call-takers and dispatch operators.

• Installation of emergency telephones in municipally operated buildings.

• More effective monitoring of employee cell phone issuance and usage.
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Completed first phase of cell phone upgrade and consolidation.

The updating and distribution of informational “At A Glance” booklets.

Departmental sponsorship of “ArtBeaf’ and “Spice of Life” festivals.

Sponsorship of many other events, including “Somersday”, the Mayor’s Spring Cleanup

Day.

Oversaw negotiations on two major ‘right-of-way’ dig contracts.

Established 2002 Cable Advisory Board to begin 10 year franchise renewal.

Instituted four new monthly shows to City Cable Channel 16 and Educational Channel 15,

(Senior Circuit, Raising Families, Veteran’s Hour, The ISD Show).

Re-established production of the Mayor’s Report and the Alderman’s Hour.

Broadcast bi-weekly live meetings of the School Committee and Alderman.

Covered live Somerville High School Football, Men’s and Women’s Basketball, and Men’s

Hockey.

Covered Men’s Baseball and Women’s Softball playoff action.

Diversified programming across the board to include many community events and

functions not previously telecast, (i.e . summer recreation activities. Community

Preservation and Conservation Commission events).

Re-established internship association with Massachusetts Communication College.



Personnel Department

Purpose & Overvieyv

The mission of the Personnel Department is to provide and retain the manpower necessary for

the City of Somerville to function at optimal capacity .This includes: the maintenance ofjob

descriptions; recruitment of qualified applicants; administration of the State Civil Service

systems (Labor and Official Service); administration of wage and benefit packages (including

School Dept health benefits, and workers compensation and retiree health benefits); development

of employment policies and standards within the various operational departments; labor relations

and contract negotiations with seven unions, compliance monitoring of State and Federal

employment laws.

Major Areas of Responsibility:

• Collective Bargaining

• Recruitment and Employment affirmative Action

• Administration of Pay Plans

• Administration of Workers Compensation

• Administration of Civil Service -Labor Service and Official Service Administration of

City-wide Benefits Plans (including retirees health insurance) Liaison with Employee

Assistance Program (CASPAR)
• Employment Laws

Accomplishments

• Compliance with applicable Federal and State Laws
• 14"’ Amendment (equal protection)

• Civil Rights Act of 1964, (Title VII)

• Pregnancy Discrimination Act, amendment to Title VII Equal Employment Opportunity

Act of 1972

• Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 and amended by Older Work’s Benefit

Protection Act Equal Pay Act of 1963

• Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504

• Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA), 1986 Fair Labor Standards

Act (minimum wage and overtime) Immigration Reform and Control Act, 1986 Americans

with Disability Act, 1991 Civil Rights Act of 1991

• Family and Medical Leave Act, 1993

• Omnibus Transportation Employee Testing Act, 1994

• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996

• I have dealt with numerous situations during the past year when employees needed to be

referred for assistance and there was no contracted service.
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Information Technology

Purpose and Overview

The mission of the Infomiation Technology Department is to provide city government staff and

city residents with computer technology that effectively automates and “innovates” the

gathering, processing, storage, management, and delivery of municipal government information.

The last year has been a busy time for the IT department staff as entirely new high speed

networks were rolled out on the fiber cable between city and school buildings, connecting city

workers, educators, and students together, and to the Internet. Enterprise wide e-mail and

scheduling software was distributed for the first time while Internet access and back office

financial applications became far more widely available. A new city web site was built as a true

e-government citizen centric portal to the City of Somerville. The site offers easy access to

current changing content from snow emergencies and bridge closings to basketball games and

public meetings, official forms and documents, web based applications to determine a resident’s

elected officials, house value, and trash day, and soon, on line financial transactions. Fortunately

many of these major IT upgrades to the city were funded through some significant cuts in other

IT expenditures.

The coming year promises to be packed with more new IT projects as well as some significant

ongoing IT efforts but the biggest department developments will be organizational. In FY02 all

IT spending will be under a single budget. As recommended in the IT study conducted by ATI
Telemanagement in September of 2000, all PC, peripheral, desktop software, and IT training are

to be consolidated under the IT department. This change will provide true accountability of IT

spending, offer economies of scale in cost, ease planning, and enable the capitalization of IT

assets with a rational articulated replacement schedule. The FY02 budget also aims to squarely

itemize and define areas of IT spending in more detail then ever before. New IT projects in FY02
including cross department use of GIS and an Intranet will take advantage of the new high speed

network while other projects such as the police and fire record system and the telephone network

upgrade will offer unprecedented levels of services and functionality. The city's web site will

continue to be enhanced with financial transactions on line and increasing levels of useful up to

date content.

A ccomplishments

Back Office Applications

Access to financial applications has been expanded and increased enabling on line budget

submissions for the first time. New features have been added to databases based on user input.

Improvements have been made to ease cross platform reporting and sorting of data.
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City Network Infrastructure

A switched gigabyte network was rolled out connecting municipal buildings via a high-speed,

secure, managed network utilizing fiber cable provided by RCN. City hall, the City Hall Annex,

DPW, Traffic and Parking, Fire Central, and the TAB are now connected on a single backbone

enabling enterprise applications, groupware, and high speed Internet access.

Cost Savings

Through a technical and competitive review process we have realized an annual cost savings of

$158,935 in network related expenses. The sum total is due to savings in a) Internet access costs

($33,650), b) network maintenance costs ($100,000), and c) network leased line costs ($25,285).

E-Government
A new citizen centric, highly interactive, ADA compliant city web site was developed and

unveiled in December. The web site utilizes extranet technology to ease distributed content input

by all departments. Features include a searchable calendar of events in the city, an application

called mySomerville that provides residents with links to their city, state, and federal elected

officials, the assessed value of their property, their trash pick up schedule, a ticker on the home
page with important information, and a what ’s new page with current news. The software

platform is also designed to accommodate financial transactions and other useful features.

Enhanced Network Monitoring & Security

AH city and school network devices are now monitored closely with Big Brother network

monitoring software. Our Checkpoint firewall has been upgraded to protect the city and school

networks from outside intrusion and internal security risks.

Internet Access

Internet capacity to the city and schools has been doubled and content filtering was implemented

for school Internet access. Internet access is now available throughout city departments in part

due to the new wide area network.

IT Support & Training

The IT helpdesk has been enhanced with a task tracking database and use of e-mail to improve

service to city staff. Various IT training was completed including 1) IT staff led basic training, 2)

Individual and group sessions with New Horizons, and 3) IDC financial software training.

Office Automation & Groupware
Microsoft Exchange with the Outlook 2000 client has been rolled out to city staff enabling e-

mail, scheduling, and other group utilities. Microsoft Office was installed on city computers as

the standard software package easing collaborative work across departments.

Open and Collaborative Planning

Web site committee and GIS committee have been instructive toward project goals and priorities.

The Somerville IT Advisory Committee (SITAP) was established to gather feedback from IT

professionals in the community regarding ongoing IT efforts.
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Schools Network Infrastructure

An expensive low capacity (56-384k) frame relay network connecting the schools was replaced

with a low cost, high-speed (100MB) network utilizing the fiber provided by RCN. The new
network is private and secure making use of old PC’s as routers with the Linux operating system

and fiber to Ethernet transceivers. Prior performance issues with the Student Information System

application have been eliminated and new educational technology uses have been made possible.

Standardization of Hardware
Dell was chosen as the preferred manufacturer for all new PC’s and servers and Cisco chosen as

the preferred manufacturer for all network hardware. These tier one products have proven to be

cost effective, reliable, robust, and conform to or exceed current industry standards.
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Treasurer/Collector

Purpose & Overview

The Treasurer/Collector’s primary function is to preserve, protect and manage the financial

resources of the City. The Treasurer/Collector is responsible for receipt, accurate accounting, and

prudent investment of all City funds to maximize yields while maintaining adequate liquidity and

ensuring compliance with Massachusetts General Laws, City of Somerville ordinances, and any

other applicable financial mandates. The Treasurer/Collector is also responsible for negotiating

all borrowings, collecting committed taxes, and providing prompt and courteous assistance to the

taxpayers and residents of the City.

Accomplishments

• Assisted in the development of a comprehensive disclosure document for the City’s short

term borrowing, a $5.5 million issue in support of the Capital Improvement Program.

• Implemented electronic transfer of real estate billing infomiation to tax service agencies

eliminating the need to print and distributed 6,000 paper bills and improve cash flow from

this procedure to the city and reducing overtime costs for processing tax service payments.

• Successfully oversaw the conversion to a new quarterly tax billing system, resulting in a

savings of $2,000.
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Auditing Division

Purpose & Overview

The mission of the Auditing Division is to protect the fiduciary interests of the City by providing

independent, timely oversight of the city’s finances and by ensuring that financial transactions

are executed legally, efficiently, and effectively.

The Auditing Division provides the controllership and audit functions for the city and its

departments. Auditing assures that financial transactions are undertaken in accordance with

federal, state, and local law, regulation, contract, and policy as well as adherence to generally

acceptable accounting principles (GAAP). The Division serves as a barrier to potential fraud or

misuse of city’s resources.

The Auditing Division is responsible for maintaining and administering a financial account and

management information system that provides accurate, complete, and timely information

pertaining to all financial activities of city departments, boards, and commissions. Auditing

provides financial information to a wide variety of stakeholders including the Mayor, the Board

of Aldermen, city departments, the investment community, federal, state, and other levels of

government and to the citizens of Somerville.

The Auditing Division processes payment of all city invoices and prepares the warrant. Auditing

also administers the payroll functions and distributes IRS 1099 forms to vendors. Other major

responsibilities of the Division include: coordinating the external audit and preparing the City’s

annual financial statements; overseeing and processing all transfers of city funds from one

budget code to another; reconciling cash and account receivables to the books of the Treasurer;

certifying availability of all appropriations; preparing and submitting to the State Department of

Revenue necessary reports such as Schedule A, quarterly cash reconciliation, all funds balance

sheet and free cash certification; assisting the School Department in preparing their End of the

Year Report; and closing the financial books at the end of the fiscal year.

A ccomplishments

• Reconciled real estate, personal property, and motor vehicle excise receivables to the books

of the Treasurer to conform to Department of Revenue mandate. Reconciliation of water

charges and tax title receivable balances to be completed by June 30, 2001.

• Audited and reorganized the city’s revolving funds to conform to the requirements of

Chapter 44 Section 53 ‘A of the Mass. General Laws.

• Upgraded the accounts payable, accounting, and budget modules on the automated

accounting system.

• Assumed functional responsibility for the daily update of the general ledger on the

automated accounting system.
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Designed new system for recording cash receipts that results in the elimination of manual,

paper posting of cash and uses technology to timely record revenue. Evaluated and selected

a new cash receipts module for the automated accounting system. Currently implementing

automated cash receipts posting.

Initiated planning for compliance with GASB 34. Evaluated and selected a fixed assets

module for the automated accounting system.

Redesigned School Department accounting structure to comply with new Department of

Education End Of Year reporting requirements.

Provided end users access to the automated accounting system. The School Department,

OHCD, and DPW are currently on line.

Implemented training program for end users on how to use the automated accounting

system.

Began drafting an internal procedures manual documenting day- to- day processing and

controls including reconciliation of cash and accounts receivable, administering the warrant

process, closing the fiscal year, and processing IRS 1099 forms.
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Purchasing Division

Purpose & Overview

The Purchasing Department’s function is to assist and oversee the city departments in the

procurement of services and supplies needed to perform their responsibilities. Our charge is to

purchase the highest quality of services and supplies for the best price, while complying with all

state statutes and local ordinances.

Accomplishments

• Working in conjunction with the Law Department updated and revised our contract to one

boilerplate with individual cover pages to meet our needs and streamline the document.

• Implemented a new shortened version of a quoted and sole source contracts reducing the

processing time drastically.

• Instituted new procedures to automatically include bid infomnation on the City web page

for further outreach to vendors. Staff received additional training in Microsoft Word, Excel,

Internet, E-Mail, and City’s IDC auditing system for more efficient use of programs

available.

• Director completed training for MCPPO Designation by the Inspector General’s Office.

Designation requires continuing educational in order to keep abreast of all changes and

additional information available to better serve the City.

Activity Report

FY2000 FY2001

City Bids 33 27

RFP’s 9 4

Quotes/SS n/a 31

Contracts

City 198 112

School 120 95

Renewals 70 15

Purchase Orders 6,571 4,916
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Assessing Division

Purpose & Overview

It is the mission of the Assessor’s office to provide taxpayers and the general public with

the best service and information possible. Efficient and effective assistance allows

taxpayers, the general public, other city departments and state agencies to maintain the

highest level of confidence in the Assessors and their data.

Accomplishments

• Maintained accurate, fair and equitable values that are complete and up to date through

routine reinspection of all property classifications. The DOR minimum inspection standard

is at least 1 1% of residential and 20% of commercial properties on an annual basis. The

table below shows that the Assessors met or exceeded the DOR standards.

Performance Measures

(All Inspections)

FY 2000 Actual

Inspections/

Interior

FY 2001 Actual

Inspections/

Interior

1, 2, 3, Family* 12% 22%
City Total - 10,870

Complete Interior 4% 7%
Apartments - 4 and over 20% 28%
City Total - 750

Complete Interior 12% 12%
Condominiums 11% 12%
City Total - Average 965**

Complete Interior 9% 9%
Commercial/Industrial/Mixed 24% 37%
City Total - 1050

Complete Interior 19% 28%

*Approximately 55% completed 3y consultant.

**Actual # of condo units was 864 in FYOO, 949 in FYOl, and 1,075 in FY02 (estimated)

Collected market data by processing all property transfers (deeds), name and address

changes, and the compilation of income and expense information. Fiscal year 2001 was a

revaluation year.

Performance Measure FY 2000 Actual FY 2001 Actual

Deeds Processed 1,330 1,511

Income & Expense Forms* 1,800 1,800

*Rate of return of these forms averages 21%.
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Maintained accurate personal property accounts by listing all new businesses and review

existing accounts for changes or deletions.

Performance Measure
FY 2000 Actual FY 2001 Actual

New Accounts listed and

Inspected (total 1200)

291 328

Personal Property Accounts

Reviewed (total 1200)

942 948

Processed residential, commercial, and personal property overvaluation, statutory,

residential exemption and all motor vehicle excise abatement applications in a timely

manner. The DOR accepts no more than a 15% ratio of abatements filed to total. The table

below shows that Somerville has been consistently under this standard for all types of

property.

Performance Measure FY 2000 Actual FY 2001

Actual*

Residential Overvaluation

Applications (total - 12,875)

62 230

% of total taxable real estate 0.5% 1.8%

Commercial Overvaluation

Applications (total - 1,050)

110 154

% of total taxable real estate 10.5% 14.7%

Statutory/Residential

Exemptions Actual Count

1,234 1,214

Motor Vehicle Excise Actual

Abatement Applications

2,201 2,098

Personal Property

Overvaluation Applications

9 10

(total - 1200)

Percent of total

0.75% 0.83%

*Revaluation year

Eliminated or reduced the small number of State Appellate Tax Board cases, allowing the

Assessors to focus on other important tasks and to level fund the legal services budget item.

Performance Measure FY 2000 Actual FY 2001 Actual

Appellate Tax Board Cases 21 40

Pending (of 14,000 parcels) 0.25% 0.11%

Upgraded technology by providing public access computers, high-speed copier and

printers, GIS software and update Assessors maps as necessary.
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Performance Measure FY 2000 Actual FY 2001 Actual

Upgrade public access

computers

1 1

Digitize/Update Assessor Maps 100% 100%

Provided ongoing training and courses for all staff to acquire new Assessor designations or

re-certifications.

Performance Measure
FY 2000 Actual FY 2001 Actual

Massachusetts Accredited

Assessor Designations

6 6

Employees with GIS training 4 4

• Through the Residential Exemption, reduced tax bills by 30% on 8,222 owner occupied

property owners, or, 63% of residential taxpayers.

• Through Statutory Exemptions, assisted the Elderly, Veterans, Widowers, and Blind (some

972 in total) by reducing taxes $400 on average.

• Certified by The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Revenue for re-

appraising some 15,197 properties at 100% full and fair cash market value.

• Extremely high 97.5% taxpayer confidence level as evidenced by low level of

overvaluation abatement appeal applications; only 388 out of 15,197 parcels filed, 186

were approved with only a 1 .2% margin of error.

• As mandated by Department of Revenue standards of performance. Assessing Staff

completed approximately 3,125 residential field inspections of properties as well as 800

inspections of commercial properties and 300 personal property reviews.

The average single family tax bill in Massachusetts in FY2001 was $2,827. The average owner-

occupied one-family tax bill in Somerville was $1,686, $1,141 (40%) less than the state average.

The average residential tax rate in Massachusetts was $13.72. The residential tax rate in

Somerville was $12.89.

FY200rs tax levy was $56,486,783.06. The maximum levy limit was $61,053,404. The percent

used was 93%, leaving an unused or surplus capacity of 7%.

In FY2001, Somerville was the first city or town in the state to have a residential exemption of

30%.

Somerville’s residential tax rate was $12.89 per $1,000 of assessed value.

Somerville’s commercial tax rate was $22.00 per $1,000 of assessed value.
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Hoiisinti Demographics And Tax Bills

Class Count Average

Value

Average

Tax Bill

Residential Exemption

Condo 949 $179,000 $1,225.54 yes

1 family 2,386 $214,700 $1,685.71 yes

2 family 5,775 $275,100 $2,464.27 yes

3 family 2,694 $308,000 $2,888.35 yes

4-8 family 593 $394,000 $3,996.89 yes

Multi apartment 150 $1,347,800 $17,373.14 no

Commercial/industrial 836 $865,600 $19,043.20 no
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City Clerk

Purpose & Overview

The City Clerk’s Office is the City’s keeper of records, vital statistics, and general information.

The mission of the Office is to record, maintain, and certify municipal records, including resident

vital statistics, business licenses and permits, and legislative acts. To that end, the Office

provides technical assistance to individuals, businesses, and public officials, and provides

support to the Board of Aldermen, including meeting agenda preparation, interdepartmental

communication, pennit processing, and document management.

Accomplishments

• In Fiscal 2001, despite the turmoil created by three different individuals serving as City

Clerk, the Office managed to achieve several significant accomplishments, in addition to

uninterrupted service to the public on a daily basis.

• With regard to vital statistics, the Office began computerizing births, marriages, and other

resident vital statistics. This involved installing an upgraded computer network,

customizing the software to fit Office needs, training the staff to operate the software, and

beginning the process of data entry. In Fiscal 2001, the groundwork was laid for the City to

shift from paper to electronic record keeping with regard to resident vital statistics.

• With respect to business licensing and permitting, the Office reviewed and streamlined

several procedures, in order to simplify the requirements for doing business in Somerville.

For businesses operating garages or storing flammables in particular, licensing procedures

were clarified. And for the area’s charitable organizations, the Raffle and Bazaar permitting

process was similarly streamlined.

• The Office instituted internal enhancements to speed the preparation of the Board of

Aldermen Meeting Agenda, and began Agenda delivery by electronic mail. Post-meeting

document tracking and distribution was also streamlined, eliminating lost or missing

papers.

Vital Records Recorded, 2000

Births 790

Marriage Intentions 436

Marriages 406

Deaths 584
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• Outdoor Seating Approvals - Drafted applicable ordinance amendments to provide for a

more streamlined process for obtaining approvals to conduct outdoor seating at local

eateries.

• Garage License Ordinance -Revised the garage license ordinance to make the licensing

process for commercial garages licenses more effective and efficient.

• City Hall Hours - Revised the ordinance to create evening hours for City Hall operations.

• Trash Decal Ordinance: Drafted an ordinance amendment to increase the rate for

commercial trash collection decal fees from 4 cents per pound to 5.5 cents per pound to

cover the cost of the services provided.

Litigation and Claims

• Evarts v. Planning Board and Assembly Square Limited Partnership - Represent the

Planning Board in an appeal by Louanna Evarts and the Mystic View Task Force of the

Planning Board’s grant of a special pennit finding to Taurus Investment for the renovation

and retenanting of a portion of the Assembly Square Mall to a Home Depot. This matter is

pending in the Superior Court.

• The Aquarium v. City of Somerville - Prosecuted The Aquarium before the Somerville

Licensing Commission for excessive noise complaints. Successfully defended the

Licensing Commission’s decision modifying The Aquarium’s entertainment license before

the Superior Court, the Appeals Court and a single justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.

• Bertram Switzer - Assisted in settling a long-standing arbitration decision against the City

regarding payment of back wages, along with all other pending grievances.

• Risman v. City of Somerville - Obtained summary judgment on all claims against the City

alleging negligent maintenance of property acquired through tax foreclosure.

• DeSanctis v. City of Somerville - Obtained dismissal of spot zoning case challenging

whether the property located at 229-23 1 Lowell Street was given more restrictive treatment

than similarly situated properties.

• Wong, Qin v. City of Somerville - Obtained a dismissal of the plaintiff s personal injury

action against the City in connection with an automobile collision with a police cruiser.

Land Use/Real Estate

• Provided legal assistance with regard to numerous matters pending before the Planning

Department and the Zoning Board of Appeals, including 191 Broadway, 17 Hamlet Street,

1 1 Durham Street, 34 Allen Street, 313-315 Highland Avenue, 1-4 Hayden Court, 48

Elmwood Terrace, 94 Vernon Street, 34 Linden Avenue, 96 Conwell Avenue and 10

Oakland Avenue.

• Assisted in negotiating and drafting a Memorandum of Agreement regarding development

by Assembly Square Limited Partnership at Assembly Square Mall.

• Negotiated and drafted a lease amendment between the City and Tufts University regarding

the TAB building.

• Completed real estate purchases for Edgerly Early Education Center

• 303 Medford Street - Reacquired property from the Somerville Housing Authority in order

for the City to ensure its development for low-moderate income housing.
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Opinions

• Set out the procedures for restraining or removing a vicious dog for the Animal Control

Officer.

• Detennined whether the Board of Aldenuen may conduct a CORI investigation of

applicant for licenses and/or permits to operate small, independently owned businesses in

the City.

• Specified the necessary procedures for the Mayor to disburse scholarship funds pursuant to

G. L. c. 60, § 3C.

• Determined that disciplinary infonuation is exempt from the public records statute.

• Notified the Zoning Board of Appeals and other departments that the City is not stopped

from enforcing zoning ordinances because of the issuance of a building pennit.

• Advised the Police Department as to enforcement of the rules and regulations of the

Somerville Licensing Commission while on police details.

• Infonued the Board of Aldenuen as to the ability of the City to regulate halfway houses,

graduate centers and rehabilitations centers.

• Memorialized for all Boards and Commissions of the City general recommendations

regarding the Open Meeting Law, Executive Session and Due Process requirements.

• Set out the procedures for disposition and conveyance of municipal real estate for the

OllCD Economic Development Department.

• Advised the Zoning Board of Appeals on the withdrawal of petitions/applications pending

before them.

• Defined, at the request of the Inspectional Services Department, the meaning of “proper

person” in relation to CORI checks for Used Car License applicants.

• Drafted an opinion letter for the Board of Aldermen addressing numerous issues pertaining

to private ways in the City.

Miscellaneous

• Management Study of the Police Department - The City Solicitor serves on the Police

Management Study Advisory Committee monitoring implementation of the

recommendations of a comprehensive management study of the police department.

• Code Enforcement - Worked with the Health, Fire, and Inspectional Services Departments

on improving code enforcement techniques and represented those departments in litigation

to achieve code compliance on various properties throughout the City.

• Somerville Licensing Commission - Handled numerous prosecutions before Somerville

Licensing Commission of establishments that violated state liquor laws and/or city rules

and regulations.

• Police Issues - Worked with the Police and Personnel Departments to establish uniform

procedures for reviewing claims by police officers for sick leave and/or injury leave under

G. L. C.41, § lllF.

• Curbside collection and disposal of yard waste - Worked with DPW in preparing a contract

with F. W. Russell & Sons/Langton & Douglas to collect and transport yard waste, as a

result of a new state regulation banning disposal of yard waste with regular trash.

• Recount of Register of Probate - Provided legal counsel to Election Commissioners prior

to, at, and subsequent to recount.
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Night-time truck traffic - Represent the City of Somerville in a dispute with the City of

Cambridge regarding Cambridge’s zoning ordinance prohibiting night time truck traffic in

Cambridge. Obtained a state-financed study of the issue. The matter is not yet resolved.

Second Injury Fund - Assisted outside counsel with Second Injury Fund cases. Five cases

settled for payment to the City of $135,000.

Contracts - Established a shorter quotation contract procedure to streamline the paperwork

and processing of contracts for smaller vendors.

CORl Checks - Obtained approval for the Board of Aldermen to perform CORI checks on

applicants for certain licenses and for the City to perform such checks on school nurses.
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Licensing Commission

Purpose Overview

The Licensing Commission consists of a three-member board appointed by the Mayor, a police

officer who is assigned as the Commission’s investigator, and an executive secretary. The

Commission also relies on a Board of Health inspector for restaurant inspections.

The Licensing Commission is charged with the responsibility of issuing various types of alcohol

licenses, common victualer, innholder, entertainment and dance licenses, adopting and enforcing

rules and regulations pertaining to such licenses as well as local ordinances and state laws. The

Commission determines the amount of license fees and the hours of operation in accordance with

local and state laws. Meetings are held at least once a month to hear applications for new
licenses, transfers of license or location, and to approve any license changes. Some common
changes include change of hours, change of manager, transfer of corporate stock, new
stockholders, officers or directors, alterations to the premises, and pledge of license and/or

corporate stock.

The number of liquor licenses available for the city to issue was determined by the adoption of a

Home Rule Petition in 1980 that was amended last year to increase the number of Wine and Malt

Restaurant licenses for the city to issue from one to sixteen. Of the fifteen new licenses, five

have been issued and two applications are awaiting approval of the Alcoholic Beverages Control

Commission.

A ccomplishments

• The Commission issued over 200 Common Victualler licenses, 54 All Forms Alcoholic

Beverages 7-Day Restaurant licenses, 1 Wine and Malt Restaurant license, 13 Club

licenses, 20 All Forms Package Goods licenses, 5 Wine and Malt Package Goods licenses,

25 Special Alcohol licenses, 65 Entertainment licenses, 20 Dance licenses, 1 Innholder, 1

Educational Institution license, 12 Special Hours Permits and 1 Non-Intoxicating

Beverages Permit.

• Fifteen Wine and Malt Restaurant licenses were acquired for issuance to fine dining

establishments in the city. The Commission adopted guidelines for qualifying and applying

for said licenses, and the annual fee was set at $2,000.

• Numerous changes were made to the Licensing Commission Rules and Regulations

including a new Section 7 pertaining to Wine and Malt Restaurant licenses.

• The Commission and the City Solicitor’s office developed guidelines for sanctioning

establishments for violations of Licensing Commission Rules and Regulations and/or

Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 138.

• Adopted guidelines for conducting undercover stings

• The Commission worked with the City Solicitor’s office in prosecuting offenders that

ultimately resulted in fewer appeals to the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission.
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Sixteen hearings were held for violations of Mass. General Law Chapter 138 and/or

Licensing Commission Rules and Regulations resulting in twelve rollback of hours and

four license suspensions.
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Zoning Board of Appeals

Purpose Overview

The Zoning Board of Appeals was established in relation to the zoning ordinances of the city

under the provisions of Section twenty-seven of Chapter forty of the General Laws and also in

relation to the general building ordinances of the city. This act was accepted by the voters on

Febmary 1 7, 1928 and accepted by the board of aldermen with approval of the mayor, March 9,

1928.

The purposes of the ordinance are to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the inhabitants of

the City of Somerville; to lessen congestion in the streets; to conserve health; to secure safety

from fire; panic and other dangers; to provide adequate light and air; to prevent the overcrowding

of land; to avoid undue concentration of population; to facilitate the adequate provision of

transportation, water, sewerage, schools, parks and other public requirements; to conserve the

value of land and buildings; to encourage the most appropriate use of land throughout the city;

and to preserve and increase the amenities of the municipality

Accomplishments

After the resignation of the previous Administrative Assistant in April 2001, the Planning Staff

assumed these responsibilities with the assistance of a temporary employee over the summer

months. During this time, as the Planning Department was restructured, the ZBA Administrative

Assistant position was relocated to City Hall from the Annex and placed under the supervision of

the Executive Director of the Planning Department.

As of October 1, 2001, sixty-two applications have been processed, with the majority of those

being public hearings held by the Zoning Board of Appeals. The Administrative Assistant is

responsible for complying with the requirements of M.G.L. c.40A for noticing residents of

public hearings, writing and filing recorded decisions and transcribing the minutes of the

meetings.
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Planning Department

Purpose & Overview

The mission of the Planning Department is to encourage and facilitate development of an

appropriate nature, enhance the overall living environment and shape the community character in

the City of Somerville by implementing the Somerville Zoning Ordinance.

The Department works with the residential and business communities to improve the quality of

life and living environment through supporting sustainable growth which contributes to the tax

base, expands job opportunities for residents and ensures a high level of services. The Staff

strives both to enliance relationships with residents and neighborhood organizations and to

expand participation in the planning process by providing information and technical assistance to

the City’s residents, property owners, neighborhood groups and developers.

The Plamiing Board provides non-binding advisory recommendations to the Zoning Board of

Appeals on all Variances and Appeals as well as most Special Permits with the exception of

Plamied Unit Developments and Special Permit Applications in the Assembly Square area. The

Board is the Special Pennit Granting Authority (SPGA) for all Planned Unit Developments and

all Special Permits in the Business Park Assembly and the Industrial Park Assembly zoning

districts. The Planning Board is also responsible for all Site Plan Approval applications.

Accomplishments

• Planning, organizing, directing and coordinating planning activities for the City of

Somerville, including updating and execution of the City’s Zoning Ordinance;

• Administering planning and zoning activities before the Planning Board and the Zoning

Board of Appeals including preparation of reports and memoranda for action on matters

appropriately before or initiated by each Board;

• Coordinating the flow of infonnation and procedures with other City Departments and

offices as appropriate, such as the Mayor’s Office, Zoning Board of Appeals, Inspectional

Services Division, City Solicitor’s Office, Office of Housing and Community

Development, etc;

• Maintaining liaison with the other metropolitan, state and federal agencies and private

institutions on matters pertaining to Planning Board activities;

• Exploring the potential for obtaining funds from sources beyond the City budget in order to

assist or execute the objectives of the Plamiing Board;

Making available on the City’s website the entire Zoning Ordinance, all applications, all

agendas and results of the meetings of the Planning Board and the Zoning Board of

Appeals, and other public hearing information as well.
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Condominium Review Board

Purpose & Overview

The Condominium Review Board is comprised of five members (two home owners, two tenants

and one elderly, handicapped or low or moderate income Somerville resident) who are appointed

by the Mayor. The Board has the power and the duty to enforce the provisions of Ordinance

1985-9 which pertains to condominium conversion and the removal of rental units from the

market. The Board is responsible for carrying out the provisions of the Ordinance and it

promulgates policies, rules and regulations as may be necessary.

The Board is responsible for conducting hearings and for surveying and updating information

concerning rental units in the City. The Ordinance requires the issuance of Removal Permits for

the conversion of rental units to condominiums and for the sale of a condominium unit which has

most recently been a rental unit. If the unit being converted to condominium use has never been

rented a Certificate of Exemption is issued stating that the unit is exempt from the provisions of

Ordinance 1985-9.

A ccomplishments

• From July 1,2000 to date the Condominium Review Board removed 134 units from the rental

market and granted 31 Certificates of Exemption.
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Redevelopment Authority

Purpose & Overview

The Somerville Redevelopment Authority (SRA) was founded in 1956 and is comprised of a

five-member appointed board. It is the City of Somerville's "redevelopment authority" as defined

in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts urban renewal statute, MGL ch. 12 IB. The SRA works

closely with the City of Somerville Office of Housing & Community Development (OHCD),

which has traditionally provided the professional staff to plan for and implement SRA urban

renewal projects. This is permissible under s. 50 ofMGL ch. 12 IB, which authorizes

redevelopment authorities to delegate any of their urban renewal powers and functions with

respect to the planning or undertaking of an urban renewal project to the city or town in which an

urban renewal project is located.

OHCD also acts as the conduit for and recipient of funds for SRA projects by accessing and

managing funds that are typically obtained from federal sources such as the U.S. Dept, of

Housing & Urban Development or the U.S. Commerce Dept. Economic Development

Administration. Occasionally, state funding has been obtained through the Community
Development Action Grant program. During the course of urban renewal projects, the SRA has

conducted land acquisitions through negotiated sales or, where needed, utilized the power of

eminent domain. Recent projects undertaken by the SRA have included the Cobble Hill

redevelopment (1970'5), the Boynton Yards Revitalization project (1980'5 through 1990'5), and

the revitalization of Assembly Square, presently underway.

Accomplishments

• September, 2000; Purchase of Yard 21 (9.3 ac.) for $3.1 million from the MBTA, to facilitate

redevelopment within the Assembly Square district including construction of a new Orange

Line transit station.

• January, 2001: Sale of Boynton Yards disposition Parcel C (38,200 s.f.) for a price of

$171,270 [representing $4.48/s.f.] to Boynton Yards Associates I, LLC, in order to construct

83 on-grade parking spaces for abutting businesses.

• March, 2001: Sale of Boynton Yards disposition Parcels G (18,315 s.f.), L (868 s.f.) and C-

2A (899 s.f.) for a total price of $120,492 [representing $6. 00/s. f.] to Royal Institutional

Services, Inc., for use as parking and loading to support this existing Boynton Yards

business.

• April, 200 1 ; Sale of Boynton Yards disposition Parcels D-
1
(7,622 s.f.) and D-2 ( 1

,970 s.f.)

for a total price of $50,000 [representing $5.21 /s.f.] to Banco Scaffolding, Inc., for use as

loading and storage area to support this existing Boynton Yards business.
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• April, 2001 : Documentation satisfactoiy to HUD is obtained to substantiate the creation of

526 jobs as a result of the Boynton Yanis Revitalization Project (Phase I).

• June, 2001 : A Request For Proposals (RFP) for redevelopers of (9.3 ac.) Yard 2 1 was

advertised and documents were available to the public. (8/15/01 was the established deadline

for Yard 21 proposal submissions.)
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Election Commission

Purpose and Overview

The Board of Election Commissioners was established by the Acts of 1928 Chapter 82, Section 1

to conduct voter registration, supervise all elections, assume responsibility for the annual census,

and certify voter signatures on nomination papers, petitions and ballot questions. Its role was

expanded in 1990 to include administration of Chapter 55 of the Massachusetts General Laws,

governing campaign and political finance reporting. In 2000, the Commission was also assigned

the task of implementing ordinance 1997-5 Chapter 15 the Somerville Code of Ordinances

known as the Ethics Ordinance.

Accomplishments

• Successfully administered 2000 State Primary and Election and precinct counts using

Optical Scanning Voting System and Precinct Tabulation software.

• Successfully met all mandated Federal and State Laws pertaining to Elections.

• Certified over 40,000 signatures on ballot petitions.

• Certified over 10,000 signatures on nomination papers.

• Registered 7,200 voters for the Presidential Election.

• Strengthened poll worker training for Wardens, Clerks, and Inspeetors.

• Monitored numerous Elections held in various Somerville Housing Authority buildings.

• Worked successfully with the Federal Census Bureau and inereased Somerville’s eensus

returns by 5% over the 1990 census.

• Worked with the Secretary of the Commonwealth’s Elections Division to validate

continuous residency in City, assuring accurate voting privileges on Election Day.

• Provided infonuation on computer disks regarding voters and voter activity upon request.

• Spoke to new citizen groups regarding voter registration, and voting rights.

• Processed absentee voter applications and mailed over 2000 absentee ballots for the State

Primary and State Election.

• Counted and tabulated votes for the 8"’ Congressional District Democratic Caucus.

• Participation in State Central Voter Registry User’s Group / Somerville is one of six

communities in the State involved in testing new upgrades in the software program and

evaluating accuracy of proposed new changes.

• Attended training sessions provided by Secretary of the Commonwealth and reevaluated all

21 polling places - met with standards set forth by the Americans with Disabilities Act.
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Veteran’s Services

Purpose Overview

Mandated by Massachusetts General Law, (MGL) Chapter 1 15, the Veteran’s Services

Department’s mission is to advocate on behalf of Somerville’s wartime veterans (7500). The

Department provides veterans with quality support services and directs an emergency financial

assistance program for those veterans and their dependents who are in need.

The primary function of the Department is to administer a benefits program which provides

monetary aid to qualified veterans and/or their dependents for food, clothing, shelter, utilities,

house supplies, personal needs, insurance, fuel, telephone and transportation, as well as medical,

dental, hospital, nursing home care and burial allowances. The cost of this benefits program is

reimbursed by the State at the rate of $.75 for every city dollar expended. The Department assists

veterans in processing applications for federal benefits, such as service connected

compensations, disability pensions, personal needs/aids and attendance pensions, social security

benefits, medical, education, housing, employment, life insurance and death benefits.

In FY 2000, Somerville veterans and their dependents received $6.5 million in Federal VA
benefits. In addition there were 65 VA claims generating an additional $500,000 dollars. The

Department, along with the City Assessors Office, provides assistance in filing for local tax

exemptions and abatements earmarked for veterans or their spouses.

In addition to assisting veterans with various benefit programs, the Department, along with The

Somerville Allied Veterans Council, helps to coordinate public events on Patriots, Veterans’ and

Memorial Days, including the Memorial Day Parade. In conjunction with The Somerville Allied

Veterans Council and the City’s Square Dedication Committee, the Department also participates

in the dedications of streets, squares and parks named in honor of veterans.

The Department also serves as Burial/Graves Agent for indigent Somerville veterans who may
need our financial assistance in their final interment. Each Memorial Day, over 100 flags are

placed on the graves of veterans (only those who were killed in action) interred in our cemetery.

Staff members of this department also attend funerals of veterans.

A ccomplishments

• Successfully managed a significant increase in the number of weekly units of service

(client services). Continued to reduce city-funded Chapter 1 15 expenditures by

aggressively procuring federal benefits, initiating third party reimbursements and

enhancing case management.

• Co-sponsored with the School Department, “Operation Recognition,’’ which awarded High

School Diplomas to World War II Veterans who left school to fight in World War II.
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Organized with the Arts Council and The Mayor's Office, the construction and dedication

of a Korean War Memorial at Central Park, located near Somerville High School.

Implemented a new benefit program for 100% service-connected veterans. This program

entitles 100% disabled veterans a permanent annual annuity of $1500.

Implemented a new program which entitles each surviving spouse and each parent of a

veteran who was killed in action or died as a result of a service connected injury, a

penuanent amiual annuity of $1500.

Needy wartime veterans and their families were provided food, shelter, fuel and medical

assistance as needed in order to meet their basic needs until they were able to return to

work, or were otherwise eligible to receive federal VA or social security benefits payment

on a permanent basis.

The total amount of benefits payment to recipients was $1 17,048, of which the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts will reimburse the City $79,491.

Developed and submitted claims to the Veterans Administration for service and non-

service connected disability and death benefits payments. A report generated by the Mass.

Department of Veterans Services indicates that 62 VA claims credited to this Department

during the past fiscal year generated a total of $492,204 in federal VA benefits for

Somerville Veterans and their dependants.

The Department, with the Allied Veterans Council, participated in public events on

Patriots, Veterans and Memorial Days. In conjunction with the Dedication Commission the

Department participated in dedications of street, parks and squares in honor of Somerville

Veterans. On Memorial Day over 100 flags were placed on the graves of Somerville

veterans interred in our cemeteries.

This past fiscal year marked the retirement of long-time Veterans Services Director Leon

“Mickey” Curtin, after 40 years of service to the City. He was succeeded by Walter F.

Pero,who resigned from the Board of Aldemien after 5 years of service there.
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Education

Purpose & Overview

The Somerville Public Schools presently have 6,600 students and a staff of 1,200, which include

both teaching and non-teaching personnel.

A ccomplishments

• Completed NEASC (New England Association of Schools & Colleges) Accreditation of

Somerville High School

• Continued Tufts University Partnership with Dr. Martha Sellers and her work with the

Latino community

• Plans were approved for a new Lincoln Park Community School

• Additional funding was approved by the Department of Education to complete the new
Edgerly Early Childhood Learning Center

• A three-year contract was settled with the Somerville Teachers Association and the

Somerville School Committee

• A five-year Technology Plan for the Somerville Public Schools was completed and

submitted to the Department of Education

• The school department actively participated in the renovations of a new Dilboy Field

• State funding was garnered for MCAS students’ success plans

• Our Annual School Fair, Career Fair, Job Fair and College Fair were all successful. Career

Fairs were held in all K-8 schools this year

• The school department actively participated in the expansion of the Teen Connection

• A Scheduling Study Committee fomialized through the Somerville Teachers Association

and the Somerville School Committee completed their work on providing Somerville High

School with a new schedule for the new 2002-03 school year

• The Somerville School Committee and the Somerville Teachers Association successfully

completed their work on the Technology/Media Study Committee

• An In-House Study Committee completed their work on setting up a Mentoring Program

for new staff entering the Somerville Public Schools in September 2001

• The Somerville Public Schools completed their Fifth Annual Leadership Institute providing

opportunities for staff to become future leaders in the Somerville Public Schools

• The Somerville Public Schools planned and implemented dedications for people who have

made major contributions to the Somerville Public Schools. These were held during the

year at the Cummings School, Somerville High School and Lincoln Park Community

School.

• The Choice Program which is a developmental program in the Somerville Public Schools

was expanded for the first time effective September 2001
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• The Brown School building improvements have been placed under a Pilot Program with

the Department of Education and is moving forward to begin work in the not-too-distant

future

• Mr. Phillip Bassett was hired as the new Vocational Director to replace Mr. Vincent

Callaghan who retired June 30, 2001

• Ms. Carole Gilbert! was hired as the Department Chainnan for Health Education to replace

Ms. Janet Wierzbicki who retired the previous year

• The FY02 budget was completed with the list for the Five Year Capital Improvement Plan

that the School Committee had sought earnestly to have included in the Five Year Plan

• A review and needs assessment of our Parent Infonuation Center was completed during the

past year

• Under the direction of Roberta Bauer, Chairperson of the School Committee, a Long Range

Plan utilizing our facilities was presented for discussion

• An extended school year plan was presented for discussion and will continue into the next

school year

• Pre Kindergarten programs were expanded to begin on a full day basis September 2001

.

Now the Public Schools have full day programs, pre Kindergarten through Grade 12

• Planning began for March of 2002 when Somerville High School will celebrate its 1

50*'’

anniversary

• A new position was approved by the Somerville School Committee entitled Director of

Alternative Programs which will deal specifically with our Two-Way Bilingual Program in

Spanish, the feasibility of having a Two-Way Bilingual Program in Portuguese and finally,

the supervision and assistance to the Choice Program presently housed at the Healey and

Brown Schools

• The East Somerville Community School was selected as an “Exemplary School” by the

Department of Education. Four Massachusetts schools were selected.

• The Lady Highlanders at Somerville High School won the Division 1 North Girls’

Basketball Championship and made it to the Fleet Center.

School Enrollment - 2000-2001

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

REGULAR

BILINGUAL

SPECIAL

ED

SMILE TOTAL

Brown 27 31 29 25 35 27 29 203 203

Cummings 20 19 20 21 22 17 19 35 26 199 199

East Somerville

Community
19 53 55 73 77 53 70 69 469 126 31 626

Edgerly 54 38 92 99 28 26 245
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K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

REGULAR

BILINGUAL

SPECIAL

ED

SMILE TOTAL

Healey 36 36 31 48 44 54 39 40 41 369 47 32 15 463

Healy Choice

Program
20 20 20 24 17 18 14 133 133

Kennedy 38 31 29 30 35 35 45 66 60 369 76 16 461

Lincoln Park

Community
36 35 35 41 40 30 36 58 54 365 225 16 606

Powderhouse

Community
20 19 16 22 19 18 15 22 35 186 141 63 10 400

Two Way 13 15 28 31 59

West Somerville

Neighborhood
35 41 42 33 31 38 31 31 38 320 4 324

Winter Hill

Community
41 48 46 49 39 63 55 64 56 461 8 33 502

High School 1,761

Full Circle/ Next

Wave
90

Charter School 441

Out Of District

Placements
78

Grand Total 6,591
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Fire Department

Purpose tS Overview

The Somerville Fire Department’s primary mission is the protection of all citizens from the

ravages of fire. However, the responsibilities of the Department have expanded into many other

areas including emergency medical response, hazardous materials mitigation, water rescue,

confined space rescue, and trench rescue. The traditional goals of the Fire Department are to

prevent fires from starting, to prevent loss of life and property when fires start, to confine fire to

the place where it started, and to extinguish fires.

The majority of the Department’s resources are committed to the Suppression Division. The

Suppression Division is responsible for responding to calls for assistance to any of the

emergencies listed above. The operations of the Suppression force in the event of a fire or

emergency are extremely difficult due to the mostly wooden construction of buildings and the

lack of space between them. Fires must be effectively extinguished by aggressive interior

operations.

There are five firehouses in Somerville:

1. Headquarters houses Engine 1, Engine 2, Ladder 2, and C-2. The Administration Office,

Training Division, Public Education Office, and Maintenance Division are also located

here.

2. Union Square houses Engine 3 and the Fire Prevention Bureau which includes Fire

Investigation and Flammable Compliance Units.

3. Somerville Avenue houses Engine 4 and Tower 1

.

4. Teele Square houses Engine 6, Ladder 3 and C-3.

5. Highland Avenue houses Engine 7.

Currently the Fire Department employs one Chief Engineer; 7 Deputy Chiefs, 4 District Chiefs;

10 Captains; 32 Lieutenants; 103 Firefighters; 2 shop mechanics; and 2 civilians for a total of

161 employees.

Training is a dynamic component of the Fire Department operation. Training must cover a wide

variety of topics covering all the various types of incidents the Department may respond to. Also,

certification must be maintained for all personnel in the use of the defibrillator. Because we are a

primary public safety provider, performance is not judged solely on actions such as fire and

medical response but also on the preventative work associated with public safety which is

difficult to measure statistically. Public Education, Fire Prevention, Flammable Liquid

Compliance, Fire Investigation and Emergency Management together make up the remainder of

the Somerville Fire Department team.

Public Education works closely with the school age population to give them a basic

understanding of what to do before, during and after an emergency situation occurs. Before an
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incident, lessons are taught on checking and testing smoke detectors; escape route planning; and

behavior that may cause fire. During an incident, how to call 911; stop, drop and roll; and

crawling low under smoke are just a few examples of the lessons learned. After an incident,

going to a designated safe meeting spot and notifying firefighters that everyone is safe are some

of the safety tips.

The Fire Prevention Bureau’s primary responsibility is preventing fires from occurring by

aggressive enforcement and educating the public on all laws and ordinances relative to fire

safety. This is accomplished by conducting inspections, issuing permits, following up on citizen

complaints and fire company violation reports. Fire Prevention also reviews plans for new
construction, additions, sprinkler and fire alarm system upgrades, and demolition of structures.

Inspectors also monitor the installation and removal of underground and aboveground storage

tanks. The Fire Prevention Office works closely with many City agencies to assure fire safety,

most notably Inspectional Services, the Board of Health, and the Planning Board.

The Flammable Liquid Compliance Unit is a recently developed unit which specifically

targets businesses using flammable liquids. This is an educational and enforcement unit. The

primary goal is to locate occupancies using flammable liquids not in compliance with existing

legal requirements. The occupancy is then entered into the permitting system and will require

periodic inspection. Another goal is to infonn and educate users of flammable products.

The Fire Investigation Unit is responsible for determining the cause of fires and threats. Strong,

aggressive investigations will decrease the number of incendiary fires. The identification of the

cause of accidental fires is very important. The information from the investigation of fires is used

by the other non-suppression units as an educational tool and to target areas that need additional

enforcement to prevent similar fires from occurring.

The Emergency Management Division is responsible for the safe storage and use of hazardous

materials regulated by the Federal Government. Emergency Management coordinates the Local

Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) which is responsible for a coordinated response in the

event of an emergency. The Emergency Management Division constantly updates the City’s

Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan to be prepared for any large-scale emergencies.

The following is a list of accomplishments of the Somerville Fire Department for Fiscal Year

2000 and 2001:

A ccomplishments

• Full implementation of the Semi-Automatic External Defibrillator (SAED) Program

• Establishment of the Flammable Liquids Compliance Unit

• Re-establishment of the position of Public Education Officer

• First Citywide “Great Escape” coloring contest held in the City schools

• Three police vehicles rehabbed for Fire Department use

• Completed the purchase of bunker gear for the entire Department

• Twelve Academy trained firefighters started working
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• Secured the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Fire Safety Equipment Grant for the

purchase of Themial Imaging Cameras

• Extensive training at the property vacated for the Edgerly School complex prior to

demolition

• Standardized the nozzles utilized by all Engine Companies to increase efficiency and

effectiveness

In calendar year 2000, the Somerville Fire Department responded to 10,240 calls (See

attachment). Almost half of these calls (4,127) were medical emergencies. All firefighters in

Somerville are certified “First Responders” and are trained in the use of semi-automatic external

defibrillators. Sixty-three (63) firefighters are certified Emergency Medical Technicians.

In 2000, the Department responded to 12 working fires, 5 second alami fires, and 1 third alarm

fire. There were 51 motor vehicle fires, 74 outside fires and 545 calls for food on the stove and

oven fires. There were 706 auto accidents requiring Fire Department response.

Fire Department Responses - FY 2001

CODE DESCRIPTION
NUMBER OF
RESPONSES

00 Undetermined (No Code Given By FD) 0

11 Building Fire 163

12 Mailbox Fire 1

13 Auto Fire 51

14 Brush Fire 15

15 Dumpster Fire 74

16 Delayed Ignition 36

19 Manhole Fire 6

21 Steam Leak 6

31 Medical Aid 4,127

32 Auto Accident 706

33 Lock In 9

35 Extrication 33

36 Jumper 1

37 Water Rescue 2

40 Carbon Monoxide Detected 9

41 Natural Gas Leak 100

42 Bomb Removal 0

43 Overheated Motor 23

44 Wires Down 140

45 Electrical Problem 128

46 Aircraft Standby 0

47 Chemical Emergency 107

48 Power Failure 55

49 Boiler Problem (Delayed Ignition Code 16) 140
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CODE DESCRIPTION
NUMBER OF
RESPONSES

50 Haz Mat Vehicle Response - Mutual Aid 8

51 Lock Out 168

52 Water Problem 173

53 Cover Assignment (In City) 0

54 Animal Related 12

55 Assist Police 232

56 Cook Out 33

57 Cover Assignment (Mutual Aid) 138

58 Mutual Aid (Fire/Line Box) 191

59 Assist Occupant 301

60 Investigation (Nothing Found) 98

61 Cooking 545

62 Wrong Location 31

64 Vicinity Alarm 3

65 Steam For Smoke 11

66 Drill 4

69 Good Intent 407

70 Fire Alarm-Faulty System-Zoned Out 517

71 False Alarm 337

72 Bomb Scare 7

73 Fire Alarm-No Cause Found 659

74 Fire Alarm-Accidental 241

75 Knocked Down Fire Box 4

76 Carbon Monoxide -Faulty Detector 17

77 Sprinkler System-Faulty 48

78 Sprinkler System-Faulty (Broken Pipe/Head) 44

79 Medical Alann-Accidental/Faulty 76
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Police Department

Purpose & Overview

It is the goal of the Somerville Police Department to provide the highest level of professional

police service while respecting the constitutional rights of every person living or frequenting

within the jurisdictional boundaries of the City. The staff and personnel of the Somerville Police

Department are committed to using modem approaches and techniques to decrease crime and

improve the delivery of service to the community. It is the ultimate goal of the Department to

utilize integrated approaches to involve citizens and police in the fonuulation of policy, policing

strategies and the continued implementation of community oriented policing to combat crime

and the undesirable elements associated with crime.

A ccomplishments

• The Crime Analysis Unit published daily and weekly reports on crime in Somerville as

well as Neighborhood Crime Reports. A Neighborhood Crime Report is comprised of

statistics for the City’s seven wards. The focus of the reports is on the five target crimes the

Crime Analysis Unit monitors to establish thresholds and to forecast potential crime trends.

FYOO ACTUAL FYOl ACTUAL
Number of daily crime bulletins distributed to

sworn personnel

0 78

Number of weekly crime bulletins distributed to

sworn personnel

48 48

Number of department newsletters published and

distributed to community

0 0

Number of cable programs on public safety 4 6

Throughout the year, members of the Community Policing Unit represented the

Department as partners in various committees and coalitions throughout the City. These

included the Community Based Justice Program, Crosswalk Enforcement Safety Program,

Council on Aging, DSS Citizens Advisory Board, Board of Director’s Project Alliance,

Somerville High School Council, Massachusetts Juvenile Police Officers Association,

Board of Director’s CASPAR and Respond, Inc. These partnerships are critical to the

success of the Department’s continued evolution in community policing.

FYOO ACTUAL FYOl ACTUAL
Number of neighborhood meetings scheduled 215 220

Number of community policing neighborhood

problem solving projects

10 12
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FYOO ACTUAL FYOl ACTUAL
Number of citizen police academies 0 0

Fully implemented the School Resource Officer (SRO) Program. This program has been

designed to have a certified SRO assigned and available to the High School. The SRO
handles all crime related matters in her school but, just as importantly, she is able to

interact with students and faculty in a variety of new and creative ways. These include

teaching courses in teen dating violence, providing safety talks, assisting in literacy

programs, and facilitating presentations by probation officials, detectives, crime scene

specialists, etc.

Implemented the Rape Aggression Defense Program for residents of Somerville. This

program teaches self-defense techniques to women. The Department, in teaching the

program, is able to share the methods whereby women can protect themselves from a

sexual assault. Many business and community members will be able to participate in this

program.

The Community Policing Unit coordinated the Department’s 16th Annual Open House in

conjunction with the Increase the Peace week’s activities. This daylong event highlighted

exhibits, presentations and demonstrations by various units of the Department. It provides

community members and police officers an opportunity to interaet in an extremely positive

environment.

Awarded $125,000 in grant funds received from the Office of Community Oriented

Policing Services (COPS), for Cops in Schools.

Approximately $636,697 in grant funds were solieited and received for various projects:

o $132,831 from the U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justiee Assistance, for a

variety of crime prevention and problem-solving programs,

o $354,366 from the Executive Offiee of Public Safety in order to continue the

implementation of eommunity policing initiatives citywide,

o $ 1 7,000 for the Cops & Kids Program.

o $7,500 from the Governor’s Highway Safety Bureau to assist selective enforcement

measures.

The officers of the uniformed patrol section achieved the following:

o Targeted truck restricted roadways,

o Enforced crosswalk violations.

o Conducted selective traffic enforcement in all areas of the City.

For the ninth year the Department engaged in a strategy of creating safe parks, specifically

throughout the summer months. In an effort to foster a “user friendly” atmosphere, officers

have been assigned, both days and evenings, to all City parks and playgrounds. Those parks

that have historically been the site of reported crimes were targeted in particular. This

endeavor has been successful as evidenced by the absence of drug and criminal activity

overall in these locations.

The Supervisor in Community Policing hosted a series of shows on Somerville Cable

Access TV that focused on a variety of community/police related issues.

The Auxiliary Police continue to volunteer service hours to visit elderly residential

complexes, visit and inspect school buildings and playgrounds during the evening hours,

and assist at major fires and functions in the safe and effieient movement of traffic.
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The Detective Bureau participated in 7 inter-agency warrant service operations and cleared

in excess of 70 felony warrants.

In-service training for all sworn personnel in compliance with Massachusetts Criminal

Justice Training Council guidelines was completed during the year. The sessions included

four classroom days. Classroom training included commercial vehicle enforcement,

criminal law update, survival tactics, traffic stops, racial profiling and First Responder/CPR

courses.

The Property/Evidence Unit has cleared out all firearms, not held as evidence, from the

property room. The property/evidence officers, in collaboration with the Special

Investigations Unit and the District Attorney’s Asset Forfeiture Unit, continue working on

clearing old drug cases, which resulted in the forfeiture of monies and vehicles from drug

evidence cases. In FY200I the amount of monies received was $38,471.39, and six (6)

vehicles were taken and added to our fleet of undercover units.

The Detective Bureau Narcotics Unit, in collaboration with the Drug Enforcement

Administration and the United States Treasury, continue working on clearing old drug

cases, which resulted in the forfeiture of monies. In FY200I the amount of monies received

was $95,247.17.
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Traffic & Parking Department

Purpose & Overview

The Mission of the City of Somerville’s Department of Traffic and Parking is to ensure public

safety by providing the best possible service to the residents of the City of Somerville in the

areas of traffic control and parking regulation enforcement. We will do this by ensuring that all

customers and constituents are treated with courtesy, respect and dignity. We will also achieve

our mission by conducting ourselves with the utmost professionalism, striving to achieve

efficiency and maximum capacity in the discharge of our daily responsibilities.

The Department of Traffic & Parking performs three major functions.

1 . First, it directs, manages, and operates the City’s parking control and enforcement efforts.

2. The second function the Department of Traffic & Parking performs is all of the traffic

engineering and traffic maintenance for the City, including: day-to day maintenance activities

for more than eighty traffic signals, three thousand street signs, and fifty lane miles of

pavement markings; performing engineering analyses and reviews of citywide traffic issues;

and providing advice and support to other city departments, such as planning, public works,

and police and fire.

3. The third and final function the Department of Traffic & Parking performs is serving as the

staff of the City Traffic Commission.

Accomplishments

• Participated in the special pemiitting process of more than 90 planning cases, representing

an 82% participation rate.

• Revised, reviewed, and republished the City’s Traffic Regulations for the first time in 38

years.

• Developed and issued construction traffic management details and participated in the

successful management of the Level(3) dig.

• Developed and issued the Neighborhood Traffic Management and Traffic Calming

Guidelines for use and approval by the Traffic Commission.

• Executed a ticket amnesty program that secured more than $30,000 worth of food for

Project Soup.

• Participated in the successful development of the Assembly Square IPD Zoning Ordinance

and other Assembly Square activities, including development of the transportation plan

scope of services and the MBTA station scope of services.

• Participated in the ongoing Union Square Revitalization Project by providing technical

assistance to OHCD.
• Conducted seven neighborhood traffic studies, spanning five wards.

• Successfully completed the Broadway Street Name Signing project and initiated the LED
signals project as well as traffic signal improvements along the length of the Level(3) dig.
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Designed two parking lots for construction by the Somerville Redevelopment Authority

and conceptually design several additional parking lots for other city departments.

Installed the citywide banner program.

There have been additional installations of audible pedestrian signals at various locations

throughout the City to aid and assist our impaired community.

We began the process of upgrading all red & green signal lenses to new LED technology

for improved safety and energy efficiency.

Staff continues to install, replace and maintain all street signs as necessary and as approved

by the Traffic Commission. This Department works closely with Commission members in

field assignments in conjunction with matters before the Commission.

Dedication Ceremonies have been coordinated with City Officials for numerous

installations throughout the City. Assisted with the installation of banners in our business

districts in conjunction with the many different businesses and the Chamber of Commerce.

Continually work with DPW for public safety during street closures for races, festivals,

block parties and City events.

This Department along with the IT Department has worked together with the ticket vendor

to implement the computer technology, which allows for ticket payments to be processed

through the Internet.

As daily issuance of parking pennits show an increase of 10% over FY2000, the issuance

of parking tickets has increased by 8%.

We have successfully coordinated with a number of City Departments to better serve the

community. Good working relationships have developed with ISD, Planning Dept., OHCD,
Police and Fire Dept.

Also coordinated with private firms on successful projects such as NNT (National Network

Technologies) for installation of new pavement surface and markings along Broadway,

Holland St. and Elm St.
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Sealers of Weights & Measures

Purpose & Overview

The Weights and Measures Department is committed to the responsibilities of ensuring that

equity and fairness prevail in the marketplace and of protecting the interests of buyers and sellers

of commodities. This Department is charged with the duty of enforcing Massachusetts General

Laws and Regulations pertaining to Weights & Measures, Regulation of Trade, Unit Pricing, and

Price Verification.

Most people assume the accuracy of weighing and measuring devices, but this department

guarantees the accuracy of these devices through inspections and specified tests and procedures.

This Department tests and inspects all weighing and measuring devices used commercially for

accuracy and correctness, and seals or condemns the same according to the results of their

findings. The weighing and measuring devices used by local establishments include taximeters,

home heating oil truck meters, gasoline pumps, supermarket and deli scales, manufacturing

scales, shipping scales, and apothecary and jewelry scales.

It may seem that a large part of the good resulting from the work of your weights and measures

officials is intangible, because it consists of the prevention of short weight and short measures

before it happens, which is truly consumer protection at its best. Our department has documented

few customer complaints about our work, because we strive to be efficient and proactive in our

duties.

The department re-weighs and inspects pre-packaged foods and merchandise to ensure

compliance with weight measurement as well as proper labeling and price markings. This

department also performs unit price inspections. The department investigates complaints of short

weight, price misrepresentation, and use of illegal or non-conforming devices and may issue civil

citations for non-compliance of any weights and measures law.

In accordance with the Consumer Merchant Protection Act Chapter 295 of the Acts of 1998 the

Sealer of Weights and Measures performs bi-annual inspections of all retail stores with three or

more scanners.

All inspections and activities of the Weights & Measures Department are subject to review by

The State Division of Standards through reports and periodic examinations. This office also

makes an annual written report to the Director of the Division of Standards that describes all the

components of this municipalities’ weights and measures program as required by MGL Chapter

98 Sec. 37
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A ccomplishments

• Implemented the process of automating all records of devices in the city by maintaining an

activity log, instituting new and redesigned field forms, computerizing 80% of the office

data and educating personnel on procedures.

• Implemented the use of new annual color-coded vinyl seals with proper information for

devices.

• Processed all field equipment through Division of Standards State Metrology Lab for

certification and official documentation.

• Completed written certification exam and field practicum mandated by Consumer

Merchant Protection Act, Chapter 295 of the Acts of 1998 for both the Sealer of Weights

and Measures, and the Deputy Sealer of Weights and Measures.

• Completed 6.8 continuing education units for the Sealer, and 2.0 continuing education units

for the Deputy Sealer towards the 3.0 minimum bi-annual requirements as per 202 CMR
6.07

• Increased sealing fees through the Board of Aldenuan, per M.G.L. Chapter 98 Sec. 56

• Calculated financial impact savings of over $50,000.00 to consumers as a result of

adjustments made on gasoline meters, oil truck meters and scanning system errors and

complaints.

• Calculated financial impact savings of over $16,000.00 to merchants as a result of

adjustments made on gasoline meters, oil truck meters and scanning system errors and

complaints.

• Took full advantage of the web site created by the City of Somerville and produced a web
page with a narrative about weights and measures, a legal notice and answers to the

public’s most frequently asked questions.
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Board Of Health

Purpose & Overview

The Somerville Health Department provides public health services to all residents and businesses

of the City. Recognizing that Somerville is a predominantly urban working class community

with diversity in throughout each neighborhood, the Health Department strives to effectively

restore and maintain the residents’ health and wellness by developing and providing services.

This is perfonned through policymaking, school health programs, public health education

programs, sanitary and housing code enforcement, public health regulation, outreach and other

needed services and programs.

The Somerville Health Department is responsible for monitoring the health status of the city;

investigating health problems and hazards; informing, educating and involving residents in

health problems/issues; mobilizing community partnerships to solve health problems; developing

policies that support community health efforts; assuring an expert public health work force;

evaluating the effectiveness, accessibility and quality of public health services; and developing

new insights and innovative solutions to health problems.

The Department helps to control the incidence of communicable diseases (i.e. preventing

epidemics and the spread of disease) through immunizations, vaccine distribution, monitoring

and follow-up of cases. Two examples of this are the Annual Flu Clinics and last year’s

collaboration to develop a plan for prevention and/or eradication of the West Nile Virus.

The Department also ensures that housing conditions are sanitary and that retail businesses are

healthy and clean establishments for the public. We also protect the public from environmental

hazards either directly through our sanitary inspections, or often in collaboration with the City’s

Environmental Coordinator. Such collaborations include lead paint education and prevention

activities. The Department ensures public health and safety through the regulation and licensing

of certain businesses such as massage and tattoo parlors. We also monitor smoking in restaurants

and access to tobacco products by youth through retailers. The Health Department monitors and

ensures the health of school children by providing services through nurses and physicians. The

Department also prepares to respond to disasters by attending trainings on issues such as

biological terrorism and by participating in the local emergency planning council.

The Board of Health members direct the activities of the department, are responsible for

implementing and approving various regulations. The administrative staff process day to day

procedures, licenses, telephone complaints, and other related issues directing the work load to the

correct division of the department.

The Public Health Nurse is responsible for reporting contagious diseases to MA Department of

Public Health, contact patients involved, and make home visits when necessary. Surveillance of

tuberculin patients is necessary, monitoring their therapy and medication. The Public Health
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Nurse inoculates various vaccines and with the assistance of the school nurses conducts a yearly

flu clinic.

The School Nurses monitor immunization records, instruct and show films relating to drugs,

alcohol, teen pregnancy, administer day to day medical needs of the students and are available

for other issues of the day. Students in Grades K - 9 are screened for Hearing, Vision, and

Scoliosis. Parent/guardian are notified to seek medical attention when there is a questionable

reading.

The Sanitary Inspector inspects all food establishments, reviews/approves all licenses pertaining

to food, and responds to all food establishment complaints. The Sanitary Inspector interacts with

various city, state and federal departments relative to occupancy pennits for food establishments.

Housing inspectors respond to a variety of complaints, inspect for code violations, inspect for

occupancy permits, interact with various city agencies, seek court complaints when necessary

and conduct a weekly rodent control program.

Accomplishments

• Graduate interns helped to develop the following:

o a car seat/seat belt safety campaign;

o performed a literature review of obesity and obesity programs in children;

o developed a walking project for the Employee Wellness Program;

o perfonned an evaluation of obesity in fourth grade Somerville school children;

o developed a press release and campaign for the Lead Education Program;

o perfonned a data analysis on Mystic River water quality.

• Through collaborations, the Department received funding for the following:

o continuation of the Jump Up and Go program (Boys and Girls Club);

o a mini grant from the State to educate young men on teen pregnancy (Somerville

Youth program);

o a mini grant that focused on several health and program concerns of the community

agencies’ peer educators (Somerville Youth program);

o a scholarship for the team of the Somerville Healthy Community project to attend

trainings.

• Developed public health education campaigns based on identified problems.

• Developed undergraduate and graduate internships to assist in the identification and/or

response from Sept ‘00 to May ’01.

o Initiated several activities such as: health education seminars; development of

information; planning activities and development of teams to address health issues.

Such team-efforts included:

o co-chairing the Public Health Nutrition Task Force that is developing a community

based project focusing on weight, physical activity and nutrition for children;

o the development of the Somerville Healthy Community Team; “Taking Care of Our

Men”—a one day seminar for the Haitian community;

o the “Mayor’s Campaign Against Breast Cancer”;
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o the Community Food Nutrition Assessment group that developed the

o “Somerville Guide to Food and Nutrition Resources”;

o the school Dental Services Work Group that developed the “Dental Directory for

Families in Somerville”

Assisted in the development of several resource guides that are provided free to agencies

and residents.

Participated in an (ongoing) coordination and collaboration to develop two needs

assessments (risk surveys) for middle school age and high school students with the

Somerville School Department and the Cambridge Flealth Alliance. This long and carefully

planned project is in the final stages.

Ensured that the Somerville Health Agenda (SHA) addressed public health concerns at a

community level.

Collaborated with Community Affairs Department of the Cambridge Health Alliance

(CHA) to assist the Director. By collaborating with the SHA Director and the CHA
Community Affairs Department, the Health Department assisted with the initial process of

the SHA to identify goals for the year. The Health Department Director assists the SHA
Director as co-chair of the Public Health Nutrition Task Force and member of the Dental

Services Work group. The Department received a Healthy Communities Massachusetts

Institute Scholarship for a team of eight residents and providers. The team’s initial goal is

to develop and implement a plan to assist the SHA Director to reorganize and update the

SHA, making it more community-oriented and involved.

Expanded the services of the Lead Education Program to address the needs of residents

about lead paint and other environmental issues.

Collaborated with the Office of Community and Housing Development (OHCD) to provide

lead paint education and follow up services. OHCD received a Housing Urban

Development (HUD) grant and the Lead Education Coordinator will provide outreach and

education for the grant when implementation of the program starts.

Continued the projects of the Teen Health Collaboration. The Collaboration consists of the

Health Department, the Community Youth Program, Community Affairs (CHA) and the

Teen Connection. The Collaboration received funding for two projects: (1) to educate

young men on teen pregnancy, the Young Men’s Incentive Project (Somerville Youth

program); and (2) to develop a Peer Educator’s Task Force that focused on several health

and program concerns of the several community agencies’ peer educators.

Developed regulations that protect public health and ensure public safety. In response to

community needs and state requirements, the Board of Health passed regulations affecting

tattooing and body piercing and approved an amendment for changes to the regulations

affecting sale of tobacco products to minors. Regulations for the keeping of animals are

being developed.

Continued collaborating with and/or supporting community agencies focusing on public

health issues. Many collaborations have already been listed. Others include:

o hosting a meeting of community and city organizations regarding the Medical

Interpreters Program at Cambridge College;

o recruiting uninsured residents into MassHealth;

o coordinating free smoking cessation program for City employees;

o collaborating on the annual Rabies Clinic with Animal Control.

Ensured competent services delivered by staff members.
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• Ensured the use of Enhanced School Health funds to improve the School Health Services.

A competent school nurse leader was hired who directly or indirectly is involved in all

issues related to school health. The Director meets weekly with the School Nurse leader

and receives a report of the activities of School Health. During these meetings they discuss

all activities of school health and the grant.

• Supported the services and programs of the Five City Tobacco Control Program.

• The Director meets regularly with the Director of the Program and receives a weekly report

of the activities of the Somerville Tobacco Coordinator. During these meetings they discuss

all activities of Somerville and the grant as a whole. These issues include budget concerns,

regulations, activities, etc.

Public Health Services Provided - 2000

Contagious Diseases Investigated And Reported

Campylobacter 26 Meningitis 5

Hepatitis A 4 Pertussis 9

Hepatitis B 53 Shigella 7

Hepatitis C 104 Lyme Disease 4

Salmonella 12 Crypto sporidium 2

Chickenpox 5 E-Coli 2

Tuberculosis 8 Legionaries 0

Giardiasis 13 Yersinia 12

Malaria 0 Toxoplasmosis 0

Flu Clinic 2,306

School Health Services

Hearing Testing - Pre-school - Grades K - 9 5,350

Vision Testing - Pre-school - Grades K - 9 5,435

Scoliosis Screening - Grades 5-9 2,041

Burial Permits Issued By Ages

1 year - 1 4 years 1

1 5 years - 24 years 3

25 years - 44 years 18

45 years - 64 years 43

65 years - 74 years 55

75 years - 84 years 69

85 years > 60

Total Burial Permits 247

Sanitary Division - 2000

Food Establishment Routine Inspections

Food establishment inspections 231
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Food establishment re-inspections for violations 242

Emergency/voluntary closures food establishments 6

Sanitary Complaints InvesItigated

Restaurants/theaters/private

clubs

50 Odors / smoke

environment

23

Retail food stores 22 Selling tobacco to minors 2

Rubbish/garbage 45 Smoking 9

Pest 21 Miscellaneous 32

Dumpster 21 Total 225

Housing Code Enforcement - 2000

Housing Inspections & Related Issues

Full housing inspections 138

Housing units in violation 74

Flousing reinspections 198

Units in Violations corrected 68

Lead Paint - Determination/Inspections 15

Voucher Inspections 11

Non-profit voucher inspections 5

Complaints Investigated

Rubbish/Garbage 431

Plumbing 62

Asbestos 9

Electrical 32

Heat 56

Rodents (mice and rats 168

Interior and Exterior 37

Dogs/Cats/Animals/etc 26

Roaches 12

Fumes and soot 0

Odors 10

Oils 2

Birds 14

Unsanitary conditions in House 16

Miscellaneous 126

Total Complaints Investigated 1,001

Rodent Control Program
New area’s baited 166

Full areas re-baited 83

Sewer covers pulled 293
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Board Of Health Licenses & Permits Issued - 2000

LICENSES/PERMITS FEE INCOME
Food Service 217 @ 100/150/200 28,750.00

Retail Food 157 @ 100/150/200 20,900.00

Mobile Food 6@ 100.00 600.00

Catering 10 @ 100.00 1,000.00

Manufacture Frozen Dessert 50 @25.00 1,250.00

Milk Licenses 244 @ 10.00 2,440.00

Ice Cream Sale 170 @25.00 4,250.00

Commercial Food Processing 11 @ 100.00 1,100.00

Food Warehouse / Cold Storage 2 @ 100.00 200.00

Theater 2 @ 100.00 200.00

Tanning Parlors 5 @ 100.00 500.00

Swimming Pools 2 @ 100.00 200.00

Steam Baths / Whirlpools 2 @ 100.00 200.00

Massage Establishment 22 @ 100/150/200 3,000.00

Massage Practitioners 37 @50.00 1,850.00

Dumpster Users 258 @25.00 6,450.00

Dumpster Contractors 15 @ 100.00 1,500.00

Dumpster - Late fees 29 @ 30.00 870.00

Funeral Directors 0@ 100.00 0.00

Burial Permits 247 @ 5.00 1,235.00

Nursing Homes 2@ 100/150 300.00

New Business 57 @ 25.00 1,425.00

Location of Tobacco 150 @ 10.00 1,500.00

Housing Certificates 6 @ 50.00 300.00

Late Fees Various vendors 1,570.00

Total Cash Collected 81,590.00
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Somerville Public Library

Purpose & Overview

The Somerville Public Library is dedicated to providing materials and services to meet the

educational, cultural, recreational and informational needs of all people in the community. From

introducing libraries to young children and their families, to supporting their needs in school,

through meeting their recreational and educational needs as adults, the library supports life-long

learning and the reading enjoyment of the community. The library recognizes that there are

groups such as immigrants, the disabled, and the elderly that traditionally have been under-

served by libraries, and strives to provide equal access to all people.

Accomplishments

• Worked with schools to better coordinate the school reading list program. In past years, we
would get the summer list too late for our staff to order and process copies by the end of

June. The Children’s Department was able to get lists earlier so that the books were

purchased and in place before the end of school. Additionally, the High School provided us

with 25-30 copies of each of the titles on the summer reading list, so there would be

adequate copies for students. Having these copies in place early enough enabled our Young

Adult Librarian to develop a series of book discussions for each of the titles on the lists, so

students had an opportunity to ask questions and digest what they were reading.

• Participated in the Minuteman Library Network’s Laptop Training Room Grant, which

allowed us to offer expanded class offerings to the public during three months of the last

year. Classes included basic computer skills, how to use the library’s catalog, how to use

electronic database resources, and how to use the Internet.

• Expanded collections of Foreign Language periodicals and audio-visual materials. Two
additional Spanish-language newspapers, a Spanish-language magazine and Chinese-

language magazine, as well as a periodical addressing current events in India were added,

bringing our total foreign language periodicals collection to about 20. The Children’s

Department added a number of Portuguese videos, books on CD and DVD’s, as well as

several hundred dollars worth of Spanish-language audiotapes.

• Expanded number of ESL classes from 3 per week to 6 per week.

• Created a start-up collection of 60 DVD’s in order to satisfy patron requests for this new
format.

• Reorganized and streamlined the physical space of the circulation department, including

new procedures for shelving returned books. This has improved workflow by reducing the

amount of supervisor intervention and reduced the time taken for returning books to the

shelves.

• Instituted direct ILL service to branch libraries, reducing waiting time for patrons

requesting titles from outside the Minuteman Library Network.
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• Began major computer upgrade, including the replacement of older computers and

terminals (some of which are 10 years old) and the expansion of the number of public

workstations.

Circulation

TOTAL
FY2000 CIRCULATION

ADULT/YA
FY2001

CHILDREN
FY2001

TOTAL
FY2001

209,664 Books 135,324 65,934 201,258

9,359 Print periodicals, newspapers and other

print serials

7,904 380 8,284

44,175 Compact discs, cassettes, LP’s 41,384 3,649 45,033

71,311 Video cassettes, DVD’s 46,655 22,399 69,054

1,095 Electronic fonnats (CD-ROM’s) 16 826 842

1,726 Miscellaneous 1,403 193 1,596

Bookmobile 729 67 796

337,330 TOTAL 233,415 93,448 326,863

Interlibrary Loans

TOTAL
FY2000

INTERLIBRARY LOANS LIBRARY
HOLDING

FAXES &
COPIES

TOTAL
FY2001

12,643 Received from other libraries 12,986 123 13,109

10,182 Provided to other libraries 10,748 98 10,846

Nonresident Circulation Transactions

TOTAL
FY2000

NONRESIDENT CIRCULATION TRANSACTIONS TOTAL
FY2001

44,334 Total number of on-site loans to residents of municipalities certified for

FY2001 state aid

45,278

18 Total number of on-site loans to residents of municipalities not certified

for FY2001 state aid

14

44,790 TOTAL 45,792

Holdings

TOTAL HOLDINGS ADULT/YA CHILDREN TOTAL
FY2000 FY2001 FY2001 FY2001

189,633 Books 122,082 38,899 160,981

1,250 Volumes of print periodicals,

newspapers and other print serials

1,873 30 1,903

7,147 Compact discs, cassettes and LP’s 6,947 795 7,742

5,025 Videocassettes and DVD’s 3,432 1,685 5,117
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TOTAL
FV20()0

HOLDINGS ADULTA^A
FY2001

CHILDREN
FY2001

TOTAL
FY2001

119 Electronic fonnats (CD-ROM’s) 12 115 127

3,816 Microfonns 1,898 0 1,898

343 Miscellaneous (kits, framed art work,

puppets, slide sets, fdms, filmstrips)

14 295 309

207,333 TOTAL 136,258 41,819 178,077

Print And Non-Print Subscriptions

TOTAL
FY2000

PRINT AND NON-PRINT SUBSCRIPTIONS TOTAL
FY2001

431 Print serial subscriptions 441

2 Microform subscriptions 2

5 Subscriptions to electronic materials 10

10 Other subscriptions 14

448 TOTAL 467

Services

TOTAL
FY2000

PRINT AND NON-PRINT SUBSCRIPTIONS TOTAL
FY2001

3,171 Total hours the Main library was open 3,292

4,158 Total hours the Branch libraries were open 3,975

752 Total hours the Bookmobile was open 740

37 Total number of Saturdays open 39

296 Total hours the library was open on Saturdays 312

0 Total number of Sundays open 0

0 Total hours the library was open on Sundays 0

290,000 Attendance in library 291,000

112,400 Number of reference transactions 115,000

606 Number of children’s programs held 596

11,598 Attendance at children’s programs 11,123

163 Number of adult programs held 164

2,025 Attendance at adult programs 1,986

13 Number of persons volunteering 4

3,300 Estimated number of hours volunteered 725

30,989 Number of registered borrowers 30,866

2 Number of branch libraries 2

1 Number of bookmobiles in service 1
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Recreation Department

Purpose & Overview

The goals of the Somerville Recreation Commission are to demonstrate to the community the

importance of recreation and leisure activities, to provide quality leisure-time services in a

personalized, friendly manner to best meet residents’ needs, and to maintain and strengthen the

Commission’s position as the primary leisure-time vehicle to residents, now in its eighth decade

of service.

Unlike many municipal services, the Recreation Commission’s are largely intangible in nature.

Since its inception in the early 1930's, the Commission has tried to provide maximum public

leisure time opportunities at minimal costs for residents of all ages. Charges for adult programs

are based on the costs directly associated with their operation, while children’s activities and

events receive assistance from the Commission’s Annual Appropriation, corporate and civic

organizations and general donations.

Accomplishments

• The Somerville Journal of January 18, 2001, highlighted the Recreation Commission’s

programming accomplishments for the year 2000. The public relations benefit to the city of

a special Journal piece such as the 2000 highlights story cannot be understated because it

represents positive documentation to the reader.

• Departmental accomplishments from an infrastructure perspective are generally less

noticed by participants and even staff unless they directly impact programming needs. One

such helpful initiative was a database on all Summer Playground participants that instantly

cross-referenced the eligibility of children as to age, residence, past and present playground

affiliation, and parental permission for travel between units.

• Last Summer, the city benefited from the enhanced working relationship between DPW
Buildings and Grounds division and the Commission. The Parks Department was

exceptionally responsive to whatever was asked of them, which permitted the Summer
Lunch Program and events like the Inter-Playground Track Meet to logistically function so

well.

• Inter-departmental cooperation was established between the Personnel Department and the

Commission with regard to the selection and training of rookie leaders. This greatly

enhanced the Recreation Commission’s ability to run a well-supervised summer
playground program. The single most important factor in the number of children who make

use of the playgrounds in summertime, is the quality and quantity of the Commission’s

leaders. The Recreation Superintendent and Asst. Personnel Director set up an interview

schedule for applicants and after said interviews, recommended for hire the best of the best

for assignment to one of the summer playground units. All were Somerville youngsters and

fonner playground participants giving back something to today’s kids.
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Summer Playgrounds Total Attendance - 2000

PLAYGROUND A.M. P.M. TOTAL BOYS GIRLS TOTAL
Dilboy (3 Wks.-AM) 55 — 55 35 20 55

Veterans 187 224 411 240 171 411

242 224 466 275 191 466

Glen 1,057 943 2,000 1,240 760 2,000

Perkins 656 656 1,312 825 487 1,312

Florence-AM 305 — 305 132 173 305

2,018 1,599 3,617 2,197 1,420 3,617

Grimmons 583 653 1,236 969 267 1,236

Mystic 613 486 1,099 830 269 1,099

1,196 1,139 2,335 1,799 536 2,335

Kelley 633 493 1,126 691 435 1,126

Cummings-PM — 533 533 362 171 533

633 1,026 1,659 1,053 606 1,659

Lincoln 920 919 1,839 1,140 699 1,839

Sen. Corbett-PM — 796 796 419 377 796

920 1,715 2,635 1,559 1,076 2,635

Shaw-Hodgkins 392 480 872 775 97 872

Brown 359 394 753 616 137 753

751 874 1,625 1,391 234 1,625

Trum 828 713 1,541 1,111 430 1,541

Winter Hill 491 479 970 726 244 970

Lexington Ave.-AM 855 0 855 642 213 855

Albion-PM — 715 715 584 131 715

2,174 1,907 4,081 3,063 1,018 4,081

Totals 7,934 8,484 16,418 11,337 5,081 16,418

Slimmer Playgrounds Weekly Attendance - 2000

AM PM TOTAL BOYS GIRLS TOTAL
Week#l-Jun 20-23 1,110 1,154 2,264 1,678 616 2,264

Week #2-Jun 26-30 1,176 1,202 2,378 1,603 775 2,378

Week #3-Jul 3-7 819 870 1,689 1,153 536 1,689

Week#4-Jul 10-14 999 994 1,993 1,383 610 1,993

Week#5-Jul 17-21 833 943 1,776 1,187 589 1,776

Week #6-Jul 24-28 576 537 1,113 791 322 1,113

Week #7-Jul 31-Aug4 717 825 1,542 1,040 502 1,542

Week #8-Aug 7-1

1

896 968 1,864 1,285 579 1,864

Week #9-Aug 14-18 808 991 1,799 1,247 552 1,799

Weekly Totals 7,934 8,484 16,418 1,1337 5,081 16,418

Recreation Commission Activities - 2000
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Programming For Children & "

Yens Programming For Adults

*Kid Stop/Tot Time Programs 3-6 Creative Crafts Classes I & II 18+

Movies & More I 3-5 Ceramics Classes 18+

Piano Lessons 6-13 Cribbage League 18+

*Mr. Pee Wee Tennis 6-8 Line Dancing Class 18+

*Afterschool Arts & Crafts 7-12 *Recxercise/Walking Program 18+

^Special Needs Trips/Functions 6-22 *Womens Pick-Up Basketball 18+

*Youth Bowling 7-13 *Womens Daytime Bowling 18+

*Youth Basketball 8-14 ^Womens Slow Pitch Softball 18+

*Youth Street Hockey 8-14 *Womens Indoor Volleyball 18+

*Flag Football 11-14 *Mens Twilight Basketball 18+

*Girls Junior Indoor Basketball 10-14 *Mens Indoor Basketball 18+

*Girls Jr. Twilight Basketball 10-14 *Mens Slow Pitch Softball 18+

*Boys Jr. Twilight Basketball 10-14 *Mens Flag Football 18+

*Teen Soccer Skills & Drills 12-19

*Evening Open Gym Centers 12+ Programming For Senior Citizens

*Boys Varsity Basketball 15-18 ^Senior Citizens Bowling 60+

*Summer Playground Satellites 7-12 ^Senior Citizens Club 60+
*Summer Playground Magnets 7-14 ^Senior Citizens Ceramics 60+

*Prior program locations for these activities have been handicapped accessible.

Special Events

Throughout the year, the Recreation Commission also conducts singular events such as our

Kiwanis Club of Somerville Awards Night, gym and street hockey tournaments, adults & youth

league all-star games, Summer sports camps, contests & clinics, cribbage tournaments, bike fest,

Hershey track & field competition, kids fishing derby, spring fling fun walk & various group

parties, trips & outings.
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Conservation Commission

Purpose & Overview

The Somerville Conservation Commission draws its statutory authority from the Massachusetts

Wetlands Protection Act and 801 CMR 4.02 to protect wetlands, floodplains and water bodies.

The Commission is charged with the responsibility of protecting, expanding and improving

Somerv'ille’s open space, including parks, gardens and public lands to protect and enhance the

city’s natural resources, as well as participating in the Open Space & Recreation Plan

development process. The Commission is also responsible for strengthening Somerville’s

community garden program by increasing the number of plots available to residents, increasing

participation in group gardening activities in the city and increasing resources available for

maintaining and improving the existing gardens. To promote safe and successful urban

gardening through publication, educational forums, soil testing, seed distribution and accurate

horticulture information are also included in the duties of the Somerville Conservation

Commission.

A ccomplishments

• Attended an event at the Powderhouse Community School; Featured Speaker, Secretary of

Environmental Affairs, Bob Durand (Feb)

• Participated and displayed accomplishments of the Somerville Community Garden

Program at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society New England Flower Show 2001

Home Gardeners Night (March)

• Attended the Spring Massachusetts Association for Conservation Commission’s

Conference (march)

• Participated in Arbor Day Celebration with Eagle Eye Institute at the Cummings School;

Event attended by Mayor Kelly Gay, taped for Channel 15 (April)

• Participated in Nation-wide Arbor Day Poster Contest; Arbor Day presentation for 5'^

graders at the East Somerville Community School (april)

• Coordinated and participated in “Earth Week” Vacation Camp for elementary students

from the Edgerly and Cummings schools (April)

• Coordinated the Community Garden program; developed manual for volunteer garden

coordinators and lead orientation meeting (April)

• Co-sponsored spring cleanup of Alewife Brook (April)

• Co-sponsored, with Groundwork Somerville, the planning and implementation of a

beautification project at the Cedar St. end of the Bikepath (April, October)

• Helped plan and execute the 5*'’ annual Herring Run Road Race (may)

• Lead a boat tour of the Mystic River for interns and hosting organizations (May)

• Participated in spring Somersday Clean-up (May)

• Participated in MA Biodiversity Days, hosted four nature tours for residents (June)
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Tufts River Institute Intern ( 2000 hours volunteer time) assisted in office and created an

Educator’s Resource Guide to Biodiversity (June-July)

Served on Executive Committee for Greater Boston Urban Resources Partnership

Served on the Board of Directors and Project Committee for Groundwork Somerville, a

newly formed non-profit

Participated in annual Art Beat Festival (July)

Attended the Sustainable Development Forum at MIT (September)

Helped plan and participated in daffodil planting with Groundwork Somerville (October)

Attended the Agriculture in the Classroom conference in Shelboume, VT (October)

Successfully negotiated the relocation of Glen Garden which will no longer be in use due to

the construction of the Edgerly School. Coordinated volunteers and work days to remove

all valuable plants and flowers

Currently planning the development of two new community gardens, on Beacon and

Medford Streets

Served on MyRWA’s Greenways Steering Committee

Attended meetings for the Somerville Youth Worker’s Network

Attended monthly meetings for the Mystic Basin Team, a team assembled to pool efforts in

the Mystic Watershed

Assisted artist David Fichter in educating students on the Mystic River; assisted in planning

the logistics of these students’ completing the last panel of the Mystic Ave Mural (July)

Taught a weekly Garden class for this summer’s Art in a Garden Program at the

Community Growing Center (July-August)

Participated in the Mystic River Watershed Association’s water quality monitoring

program. Included being trained as a volunteer, and monthly testing of water at Alewife

Brook

Hosted a Tufts Intern from the River Institute—helped with organization of Biodiversity

Days (June-July)

Obtained funding to support ongoing education efforts and activities at the Community
Growing Center

Helped coordinate 3 follow up events to Biodiversity Days (July-August)

Assisted in creation of River and Recycling Curriculum for Somerville High Ecology Class

(August-September)

Attended presentation on Implementing the Three Rs in your business or office (reduce,

reuse, recycle) (September)

Co-sponsored Coastsweep with the Boston Harbor Association (September)

Collaborated with Engineering on planning for installation of stonnwater treatment

technology for outfall at Alewife Brook as a model for future efforts

Continued working with neighborhood communities on developing a long-temi

management strategy to obtain Class B water quality designation for Mystic River and

eventually Alewife Brook

Assisted Community Growing Center in a documentation of “stories” from the community
about the SGC
Coordinated over 50 free events at the Community Growing Center

Coordinated and led an educational forum on Alewife Brook

Participated in tour of Alewife Reservation, led by naturalist Peter Alden (October)
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Assisted City Sprouts with their annual Haiwest Event (October)

Pailicipated in preliminary planning (with Vithal Deshpande and teachers from the high

school) for the expansion of the High School Recycling Program

Attended the Riverways’ Urban Rivers Forum (November)
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Department of Public Works

Purpose & Overview

DPW Administration has submitted a budget for Fiscal Year 2002 that will support the ongoing

needs of the City. This is a conservative budget, with most increases coming from contractual

commitments and increased utility costs, however, it still provides residents, the business

community and City agencies a level of service that meets or surpasses their needs.

Efforts to control cost and manage the various public works divisions continue to improve even

as demands on the department grow. A number of unscheduled capital improvements have been

completed in FY’Ol such as the painting of Somerville High School and The Powder House

School through good fiscal management. Projects of a similar scope are planned and funded in

this year’s proposed budget.

Plans for large-scale capital projects under the purview of DPW such as the New Edgerly

School, new Public Safety Building and proposed renovations to the Homan’s Building are

advancing. Construction of the New Edgerly Early Education Center is expected to begin by Fall

of 2001 if the current schedule is maintained and bids are within expectations.

The implementation of a Capital Improvement Plan is requiring DPW Administration to assess

the future needs of the department while working with the City’s financial managers to

determine funding sources for projects. Loans and grants arranged by DPW staff will help

finance many infrastructure improvements planned for FY ‘02 and beyond. The allocation of

funds to replace several vehicles removed from service due to their age will improve the delivery

of key services. With approval of this budget, we begin a fleet replacement program that will

substantially lower the average age of the City’s fleet over the next five years.

Goals & Objectives

Specific goals and objectives are outlined by each DPW division in the following pages.

Buildings & Grounds Division

The Buildings and Grounds Division will continue to meet long established goals and

objectives and manage new responsibilities as efficiently as possible. With the addition of an

electrician and two custodial positions we are better able to meet the needs and demands placed

on this division. We expect the amount of open work orders will decrease with the addition of an

electrician to our workforce. This electrician will be used to perfonn maintenance work before

equipment fails. The hiring of two new custodians has allowed the implementation of a second

shift-cleaning schedule for each City building to supplement the existing staff.
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Recently, the DPW purchased a special sweeping machine or “MadVac” earmarked for use in

the various squares throughout the City. This sweeper is operated by one person, which will

allow the division to make better use of the workforce assigned to keep the City’s squares clean.

A new work order program has been instituted by Buildings and Grounds that separates requests

by categories such as plumbing, electrical, repairs to buildings and provides a “wish list” for

larger scale projects.

The following goals and objectives will be met:

• Schedule park cleanup to meet increased use of City facilities for parades, field days, senior

outings, graduations etc.

• Maintain and make repairs to city parks, playgrounds and fences throughout the city.

• Upgrade municipal buildings and make needed repairs to schools, fire stations, etc.

working in conjunction with the City’ Capital Improvement Plan.

• Improve the snow removal process for schools and other public buildings with the use of

new equipment.

• Maximize use of Parks Division employees to maintain the new and recently renovated

playgrounds.

Highway Department

The Highway Division will continue to meet the many needs of the general public. The majority

of the division’s workload involves the City’s response to requests for curb cuts, tree trimming,

repairs to potholes, snow removal and trash collection. It is a primary goal of this division to

respond to each and every request in a timely manner as equipment and manpower allows.

Plans to acquire much needed new vehicles and equipment over the next five years will allow the

Highway Division to improve key services and improve responsiveness. If approved, the Capital

Improvement Plan will replace many vehicles in the first and second year so the effects will be

immediate. As service levels improve with less down time, maintenance related costs would be

reduced.

This division will continue to meet the following goals and objectives:

• Improve delivery of requested services for the general public and City officials.

• Continue tree maintenance program to preserve City’s Public Shade Trees.

• Work with the Engineering Division to prioritize and expand annual sidewalk

reconstruction projects.

• Maintain weekly schedule for street and square cleaning program.

• Improve snow fighting operations through the use of new equipment

Inspectional Services Division
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The Iiispectional Services Division issued over 1700 building permits this year resulting in

approximately $700,000.00 in fees assessed by the City, the highest amount to date. This

increase in the division’s workload created the need for an additional clerk, which was requested

and allowed in FY’Ol. Storage space was converted into a planning room to provide better

access and review of active blueprints and schematic drawings.

The goals for this upcoming year are as follows:

• Meet bi-weekly with Planning Department to amend zoning ordinances, as needed.

• Implement a complaint monitoring system enabling the inspectors to follow through and

document action taken.

• Effectively enforce the news rack ordinance.

• Continue education credits for Inspectors through seminars and state sponsored training

sessions.

• Educate property owners and developers on the requirements of the Somerville Zoning

Ordinance.

Building Permits Issued 1,742 $'478,785.10

Building Plan Reviews 278 $ 6,675.00

Builders Licenses Renewals 27 $ 980.00

Certificate of Occupancies 417 $ 33,41 1.00

Certificate of Inspections 241 $ 15,828.00

Gas Permits 961 $ 30,761.00

Plumbing Pennits 908 $ 44,086.00

Electrical Permits (Collected by the Electrical Division) 1,404 $ 99,171.50

Estimated Construction Cost for January - December 2001

Jan

Feb

Mar
Apr

May
Jun

Jul

Aug
Sep

Oct

Nov
Dec

$ 1,827,333.00

$ 9,090,972.00

$ 3,289,077.00

$ 9,229,344.00

$ 2,565,414.00

$ 3,968,556.00

$ 7,592,868.00

$ 6,089,723.00

$ 7,326,195.00

$ 4,335,717.00

$10,419,510.00

$ 7,206,938.00

TOTAL $72,941,647.00
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Lights & Lines Division

The Lights and Lines Division is responsible for fire alami maintenance, citywide radio

communication, street lighting and electrical systems, all City emergency generators and

issuance of electrical pennits. Arrangements have been made over the last year to prepare for the

renovation and upgrade of a number of the City’s emergency related facilities. This work will

insure that equipment used to protect citizens and assist public safety employees will function

with maximum efficiency.

In the upcoming fiscal year, we plan to replace the following equipment, most of which has

surpassed its designed life expectancy:

• Master Tape Recording System at Fire Alarm Communications Center

• Emergency generators at City Hall and Engine 7

• Tmm Field lighting and electrical system

• Ball Square and Magoun Square omamental lighting

• Purchase new portable radios for DPW
• Upgrade radio loops that support wireless communication systems

• Purchase & Install new CAD 91 1 system.

• Add two new satellite repeaters to City’s administration frequency

Engineering Division

The Engineering Division expects to spend in excess of $800,000.00 on repairs and

improvements to the City’s sewer system again this year. We will continue our efforts to meet all

environmental compliance regulations involving storm water, combined sewer and sanitary

sewer systems. Our office completes monthly reports mandated by various government agencies

that include the Mass Water Resources Agency, State Department of Environmental Protection

and Federal Environmental Protection Agency. The division continues its efforts to reduce

flooding problems by making improvements to habitual flood areas.

Specifications are being prepared for street, sidewalk, drainage work and enhancements to be

done in this fiscal year as part of a citywide street reconstruction program. We continue to

administer a $1,000,000.00 Mass Highway Department contract for redesign of four (4) primary

roads in the City; College Avenue, Temple Street, Beacon Street and Somerville Avenue. This

contract will ultimately result in a $10,000,000.00 reconstruction project to be funded by the

State.

Additional goals for this fiscal year are as follows:

• Expand ADA related improvements, especially in older school buildings.

• Provide for the Installation of a storm water pollution control system at Alewife Brook

Parkway similar to the system recently installed at Boston Avenue near Mystic River by

using funds from grants.
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Continue to improve division’s ability to research and approve grant of location requests

for developers and utility companies.

Ensure that all new development will not negatively impact flood prone areas.

Expand interaction with various city agencies in reviewing and approving plans submitted

for city projects.

Water Department

The Water Division has been active in the continuation of its meter replacement and ARB
installation program. Recently, the division was granted a no-interest loan from the

Massachusetts Water Resource Authority in the amount of $950,000.00 each year, for ten years,

to be paid back over a twenty-year period. These monies will be used to replace unlined water

mains and lead services, which will directly result in enhanced flow and improved water quality

for consumers.

The division’s goals for this fiscal year are as follows:

• Expand use of E-mail for inquiries such as final sales, address changes and meters

readings.

• Weekly water sampling to ensure EPA standards are met.

• Complete the installation of the new meter reading system.

• Work in conjunction with a consulting firm, to develop a rate model for use in setting rates

for consumers.

• Maintain and improve the City’s water distribution system to insure the quality and

dependability of system.
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Office of Housing and Community
Development

Purpose & Overview

The Office of Housing and Community Development is the City’s chief housing, planning, and

community development department. The Office is the recipient of both State and Federal

housing and community development funding.

Accomplishments

The following accomplishments are taken from the Department’s Consolidated Annual

Performance Report And Evaluation, Program Year 2000.

HOUSING

Assessment of Three to Five Year Goals and Objectives

During the reporting period, the City made significant progress toward meeting its Five Year

Plan goals and objectives. The statistical data and narrative infonuation included in this

performance report outlines activities completed by the City’s Housing Division between April

1 ,
2000 and March 3 1 ,

200 1

:

• Continue Housing Rehabilitation Programs which repair and improve properties, provide

technical assistance, contractor oversight and quality control, and implement rent

restriction agreements that stabilize housing costs for low and very low income renters and

very low to moderate income owners. Thirty-nine (39) rehabilitation projects were

completed assisting thirty-six (36) very low and low-income homeowners and three (3)

investor owners maintain their homes and rental properties. These activities assisted an

additional twenty-three (23) tenant households through rent agreements that limit rents and

regulate annual rent increases for varying lengths of time. Eight (8) of these households

were very low and low income.

• Expand Housing Rehabilitation Programs through the Rental Incentive Program in

conjunction with the Somerville Housing Authority. This program provides very beneficial

financing terms to property owners who rehabilitate their properties to rent them to Section

8 rental subsidy recipients. Increasing property prices and the extremely small supply of

available rental units in Somerville has driven rents up throughout the city. Flouseholds

with Section 8 rental certificates are finding few opportunities to rent in Somerville because

property owners are asking and can get higher rents than the Section 8 program allows. The

Rental Incentive Program is working to expand the pool of rental units available to very

low and low income households. Six property owners have applied for and have been
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determined eligible for assistance through the Rental Incentive Program. These six

properties will benefit sixteen (16) Section 8 rental subsidy recipients by requiring a multi

year commitment by the property owners to retain subsidized tenancies.

Further Expand Housing Rehabilitation Programs in conjunction with the Somerville

Housing Authority. The City’s funding of site improvements for the Clarendon Hill state-

funded public housing development will repair leaking foundations, fix pavement and

restore proper exterior lighting. More than 200 very low and low-income tenant families

will be affected as courtyards are restored to a safe and decent condition. The use of the

City’s HOME funds remedies the inadequate level of state funding for modernization of

state-funded public housing. The Five Year Plan specifically identified these repairs in its

assessment of the existing public housing inventory in Somerville. Reconstruction will

begin August, 2001 and is expected to be complete in November, 2001.

Continue Homebuyer Training and Counselinu Programs and Downpayment Assistance

Loans for First-Time Homebuyers that educate first-time buyers, provide access to below

market rate home financing products, and expand special home purchase opportunities for

low and moderate income households. Homeowner units created by Somerville

Community Corporation, the City’s Community Housing Development Organization

(CHDO), are offered for sale to income eligible graduates of the Homebuyer Training

Program. This combination of a comprehensive education program, down payment

assistance, access to below market rate mortgages, and access to special home purchase

opportunities has made homeownership a reality for a number of families who would

otherwise not have been able to purchase homes. Properties developed by the CHDO are

subject to deed restrictions to ensure the long-term affordability of the properties. The

supply of decent, safe, affordable homeownership properties is increased as substandard

properties are rehabilitated by the CHDO.
The City conducted four (4) four (4) week-long homebuyer training workshop series during

this reporting period. One hundred forty-five (145) households graduated from the

program. Approximately 47% of these households were below 80% of area median

income, and an additional 31% were between 81% and 1 10% of median income and the

remaining 22% had income exceeding 1 10% of the median income. Six (6) potential

homebuyers were determined eligible to access City assistance to purchase homes in

Somerville during the reporting period. However, the escalation in home prices has

continued during this period therefore, these clients have been unable to identify properties

in Somerville that meet the acquisition limit criteria. The exceptionally high real estate

costs continue to hinder our ability to assist low and moderate income homebuyers through

existing programs. The City has restructured its homebuyer programs by significantly

increasing its downpayment contribution to help address the extremely high purchase

prices and large down payments now required. Although HUD has increased the

acquisition value limits, homebuyers remain frustrated in identifying properties that meet

those criteria.

A Down Payment Assistance Program funded by the City’s Affordable Housing Trust

Fund, in conjunction with the City’s other Housing Programs, is able to serve households

between 81% and 1 10% of median income. These households are ineligible to receive

assistance through low and moderate-income homebuyer programs.

Continue the Renter Revolving Loan Fund funded through the City’s Affordable Housing

Trust Fund. This fund provides loans of up to three months’ rent to low, very low and
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moderate income tenants for payment of rent an'ears, security deposits, and/or first and last

months’ rent on a new rental unit. These loans have stabilized existing renter households

who have experienced temporary financial crises. They also help renters secure new units

when priced out of their current units by rent increases, driven by the city’s heated real

estate market or forced to move due to the sale of properties. Eleven (11) loans, totaling

$ 1
1 ,440, were made during this period. Loan tenns varied from one to five years, at interest

rates from zero to five percent (0 - 5%) depending on each recipient’s financial situation.

Continue Somerville Affordable Housing Trust Fund financing for affordable housing

development. The Affordable Housing Trust Fund provides funds early in the development

process to help nonprofit developers gain site control and to fill funding gaps as they apply

for state and federal funds. During the report period, the Tmst made conditional funding

commitments to two new projects for which State funds are also being sought. It

conditionally committed $210,000 to 34 Linden Street, which will create 42 units of new
family rental housing on a vacant industrial site in a residential neighborhood. All 42 units

are expected to be affordable to households with incomes at or below 60% of median. The

City also committed to provide up to $1.76 million in City HOME and CDBG funds for

this project, waived all building and permit fees and agreed to a reduced property tax

payment for the project. An application for federal low income housing tax credits and

other state funds was submitted to the State during the reporting period and the developer

expects to learn if the application has been approved by June 2001. The Trustees also

conditionally committed $50,000 to Walnut Street Gateway, a project that will create 25

units of transitional housing for formerly homeless individuals in recovery from substance

and alcohol abuse. The nonprofit developer, CASPAR, applied for State rehabilitation

funds in March 2001, under the Housing Innovations Fund, and expects to learn if the

application has been approved by June 2001

.

Continue Transitional Housing Opportunities . Transitional Housing for Young People has

been provided in cooperation with Wayside Youth and Family Support Network, Inc. at

Shortstop. The City provides Tenant-Based Rental Assistance from its HOME funds to

fonnerly homeless teenagers and young adults as part of a comprehensive program that

educates these young people and has enabled many of them to move to independent living

situation within a one to two year transitional period. Ten (10) formerly homeless youth

were assisted during the reporting period.

Expand Transitional Rental Subsidies . Homeless families and individuals are being assisted

to transition from homelessness to permanent housing through the Prevention and

Stabilization Services (PASS) Program provided in cooperation with the Somerville

Homeless Coalition. The City provides Tenant-Based Rental Assistance from its HOME
grant funds for 12 months to homeless families or individuals anticipated to be capable of

maintaining themselves in permanent housing at the end of 12 months. Staff costs are

funded by a grant from the Somerville Affordable Housing Trust Fund. The PASS Program

provides assistance with housing search, case management, referrals to needed services,

and preparation of individualized plans for achieving permanent housing. At the end of the

first year of its three-year contract, the PASS Program has successfully housed one

household, is completing lease-up for another two households, and assisted three

households to secure housing without the need for PASS Program funds. The high cost of

rental housing in Somerville continues to make affordable units hard to find. The PASS
Program has modified its program design to allow program participants to spend a higher
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percent of their income on rent, an unfortunate but necessary adjustment that is expected to

enable additional homeless households to be housed. The PASS Program operates through

the Somerville Homeless Coalition’s Passages Case Management Program which receives

its primary funding from the federal (HUD) McKinney Program. The Somerville

Affordable Housing Trust Fund also provided supplemental funding for the Passages

program during the program period. The case management program provides over 200

homeless individuals and families each year with counseling, infonuation and access to

other services for homeless people and those at risk of homelessness throughout the city.

The Passages Program also subcontracts with Cambridge and Somerville Legal Services

(CASLS) to provide legal assistance to homeless individuals and families seeking

penuanent housing and facing discrimination issues, and Community Action Agency of

Somerville (CAAS) to provide translation and advocacy services to clients. The program

receives referrals from homeless provider agencies throughout Somerville (see below).

Expand Transitional Housing Opportunities . During the program year, the City worked

with two nonprofit developers seeking to develop additional transitional housing. It helped

one of these developers to locate a site that would be suitable for the development of

transitional housing for young single mothers. The City negotiated an agreement under

which the Somerville Housing Authority will transfer former city-owned, vacant land at

303 Medford Street back to the City and the City will sell the land to Just A Start, a

nonprofit housing developer, for $1. The City also agreed to contribute funds for

environmental cleanup costs at the site. Current plans call for the construction of a three

family home, providing three transitional apartments. Just A Start has applied for HUD
funds under the McKinney and Youthbuild programs for implementation funding. The City

also provided technical assistance to Catholic Charities in putting together an application

for 200 1 Continuum of Care funding to expand its transitional housing program for

homeless women from five beds to ten.

Increase Special Needs Housing through cooperation with city, state and private agencies

and other HUD funding sources.

o CASCAP, Inc. received its HUD’s 81 1 Program and State of Massachusetts’

Facilities Consolidation Fund (FCF) financing in December, 2000 and moved
forward on the rehabilitation of the property at 131 Highland Avenue into eight (8)

units of studio and one bedroom housing for adult individuals with mental illnesses.

In 1997 the City of Somerville provided $270,000 in HOME funds that allowed

CASCAP to secure site control providing it time to finalize its HUD 81 1 and FCF
financing. The City’s HOME funds were repaid when the HUD 81 1 and FCF
financing was received at which time the City provided an additional $80,000 in

HOME funds toward the permanent acquisition of the property,

o The community’s first Assisted Living Residence for frail elders aged 55 or older,

completed the rent up of the units and its first full year of operations during the

reporting period. This 97 unit development is owned and operated by the Visiting

Nurses Association (VNA) and provides housing with appropriate medical and daily

living assistance for frail elders from Somerville and surrounding communities. Of
the 97 units, 75% (73 units) were assisted with City of Somerville HOME funding

and have been rented to elders earning less than 60% of area median income. Forty-

five percent (45%) of the 73 HOME-assisted units were rented to Somerville

residents. Construction of this project also cleaned up the contaminated site of a
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former factory with funding provided through Somei-ville’s Urban Brownfields

Program. This $15 million project combined funding from City and State HOME
programs, Somerville Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds, the

Somerville Affordable Housing Trust Fund, Massachusetts Housing Partnership Fund
(MHP Fund), Federal Flome Loan Bank of Boston (FHLB), Somerville Brownfields

Program, fee waivers donated by the City, and private investment. When approved

for funding, this project had the largest number of affordable assisted living units in a

single site to date in the northeast.

Continue to Develop Affordable Homeownership Opportunities through financial support

to the City’s Community Housing Development Organization (CHDO), Somerville

Community Corporation, the completion of eight (8) homeownership units at 89-94

Wheatland Street is imminent. Marketing for all units is underway. All units will be offered

to very low and low income first-time homebuyers for prices well below market levels. We
expect all eight (8) units to close by mid summer, 2001. The project consists of five three-

bedroom, one two-bedroom, one one-bedroom, and one studio unit and was designed to

accommodate zoning and neighborhood concerns. This $1.5 million project combines

funding from City and State HOME program funds, quasi-public funds, public utility

company grant funds, private grant funds, and City fee waivers. When the units are sold,

returned funds can be used by the City for future affordable housing development. The

project will increase the supply of affordable homeownership opportunities and restrict

future resale in perpetuity to future low and moderate income homebuyers.

Affirmatively Further Fair Housing . During this reporting period, the City updated its

Analysis ofImpediments to Fair Housing and continued and expanded efforts to address

these impediments and affirmatively further fair housing.

o Updated Analysis of Impediments . In May 2000, the City completed an update of its

1998 Analysis of Impediments. The original Analysis identified high rents and home
sale prices, combined with a rental vacancy rate of 1-2%, as the primary impediment

to fair housing in Somerville. These first became problems in 1994, when rent control

ended in the adjoining cities of Boston and Cambridge, leading many renters and

would-be homebuyers to begin moving to Somerville. The May 2000 update found

that affordability remained the primary impediment and that cost problems have

worsened since 1998. Rents for new movers rose by 50% between 1998 and 2000,

while the rental supply diminished as a number of two- and three-family homes were

converted to condominiums (254 rental units between January 1999 and April 2001).

The median price for homes rose 84% between 1995 and 2000, including 24% in the

past year alone. The updated Analysis found that cost and supply barriers have

disproportionately affected lower income households, including first-time

homebuyers, many of whom are minority households (African-American and

Hispanic homebuyers made 14% of all purchases in Somerville from 1993-1998).

Both the 1998 and 2000 Analyses found that while discrimination based on the

presence of children or source of income has been reported informally by social

service agencies, the lack of affordable rental housing is the primary barrier

experienced by lower income households. It found this barrier affected all lower

income households, including those with Section 8 certificates and vouchers, without

regard to race, national origin, disability or source of income.
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o Initiatives to Address Impediments . During the reporting period, the City took a

number of steps to address these impediments.

• Affordable Housing Development During the program year, almost 1 00 rental

and homeownership units affordable to households with incomes at or below

80% of median came on line through the inclusionaiy zoning ordinance (1),

rental rehabilitation programs (23) and completion of the VNA Assisted Living

development (73). In addition, the Somerville Housing Authority began seeking

ways to increase the number of units available to Section 8 households through

the project-based option of the Section 8 housing choice voucher program. The

Authority plans to issue an RFP for interested owners in June 2001

.

• Lead Paint Abatement and Hazard Reduction During the program year, to

increase the availability of lead safe housing to families with children, the City

successfully applied for a three year $ 1 .48 million HUD Lead Hazard

Abatement grant, receiving notification of its approval in October 2000.

Interviews for staff to operate the program began and the City began accepting

applications for assistance. During the coming year, the City will use these

funds to fully delead an estimated 35 rental units. Assistance will be limited to

units occupied by households with incomes not exceeding 80% of median with

children under age six. Owners will be required to continue to rent the units to

low income households for five years at affordable rents. The City will also use

the grant funds to provide outreach, education and training to property owners,

tenants, realtors, lenders, contractors, community based social service agencies

and others.

• Increased first-time homebuyer assistance Traditionally, first time homebuyers

in Somerville have purchased two- and three-family homes. While these

properties were generally priced within the reach of first-time homebuyers using

city assistance programs in 1998, very few are now affordable. During the

program year, in response to rising prices, the City revised its downpayment and

closing cost assistance program, increasing the maximum from 7% of the

purchase price to 1 5%. Six households were pre-approved for assistance and are

searching for homes to purchase.

• Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance Revisions During the program year, the City

revised its inclusionary zoning ordinance in order to increase the number of

affordable units provided. The revisions, adopted by the Board of Aldermen in

October 2000 retroactive to June 2000, expanded the applicability of the

ordinance to cover projects with eight or more units (previously the threshold

was 10 units). They also increased the percentage of units that must be

affordable to 12.5% (previously the requirement was 10% of the units) and

strengthened enforcement provisions.

• Rental Rehab Incentive Program During the program year, the City created a

new rehabilitation loan program specifically targeted to owners who commit to

rent units to tenants with Section 8 vouchers or other fomis of rental assistance

(state and locally funded tenant based rent subsidy programs). The program

provides no-interest, defened payment loans and grants using HOME and

CDBG funds to owners who commit to keep rents affordable and rent to rental
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assistance households for five years. Six applications for assistance have been

received, covering 16 rental units.

• Coordinated Marketing ofAffordable Units During the program year, the City

revised its marketing procedures for affordable rental and homeownership units

developed under its HOME and CDBG programs, and under its Inclusionary

Zoning ordinance to better assure these units were meeting affimiative

marketing requirements. In the past, marketing was handled by the owners.

Now, the Housing Department is encouraging owners to have the City handle

all marketing, coordinating advertising and ensuring fair housing requirements

are met.

• Monitoring the Availability ofHousing Programs and the Distribution ofFunds

in Relation to CiU Population The City designs, operates and monitors its

programs to ensure they are equally available and successfully reach all eligible

households, including members of racial and ethnic minorities and people with

disabilities. These efforts have proven successful to date. For example, while

racial and ethnic minorities represent approximately 23% of the City’s

population, according to the 2000 Census, over forty percent (40%) of the new
affordable rental units that came on line during the reporting period went to

members of racial or ethnic minority groups and/or people with disabilities. The

City uses a variety of techniques to ensure equal access. The Housing

Department staff is multi-lingual and provides translation for additional

languages on an as-needed basis using other City staff and contacts in social

service agencies. It also maintains infonnation on other agencies that offer

homeownership classes in a variety of languages. It holds public meetings and

its Homeownership Workshops at City Hall, which is physically accessible, and

provides accommodations for people with disabilities. The City also works

closely with local nonprofit agencies that provide services and housing for

people with a wide range of disabilities, including CASCAP and CASPAR, and

the local coalition for homeless services. It collaborates with these agencies to

advertise the availability of city programs. It also supports the housing and

service initiatives of these agencies, providing financial and technical assistance

and help with zoning, permitting and neighborhood meetings.

Fair Housing Activities

o Fair Housing Commission The City has had a Fair Housing Commission since the

1980s, composed of five Somerville residents, including a low or moderate income

tenant, a person with substantial civil rights experience, a representative of nonprofit

community based organization, a City or Housing Authority employee, and a person

working for a real estate or financial firm. Several of these positions had become

vacant in 1999 and 2000, as terms expired and former Commissioners became

ineligible due to residency changes. After actively soliciting new appointees through

mailings, newspaper postings, and public announcements, three new Commissioners

were appointed in March 2001.

o Fair Housing Education, Outreach and Complaint Processing The Housing

Department and the Mayor’s Office of Human Services handled several fair housing

inquiries during the reporting period. The majority of these inquiries were referred to

Cambridge and Somerville Legal Services (CASES) and the Massachusetts
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Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD) for further review and investigation.

The Housing Department also began work on fair housing education. It began taping

a video, using interviews with local officials, brokers, bankers, lawyers and residents,

that outlines the basic tenets of fair housing law and how to file a fair housing

complaint. The video will also provide information on city and other programs to help

property owners comply with fair housing law, including grants and loans for

deleading and for modifications to make units accessible to people with disabilities.

The video will run on the local cable television station during the summer of 2001

.

The Department also began planning a Fair Housing Art Contest for elementary

school students, to be held in April 2001. The winning design will be used for City

fair housing outreach materials.

o Implement the Recommendations of the Affordable Housiim Task Force . The

Housing Division implemented several of the Task Force’s recommendations, and

has begun work to implement others, detailed below.

• Inclusionary Zoniim and Housing . The Affordable Housing Task Force

recommended lowering the trigger for Inclusionary Zoning units from one ( 1

)

affordable unit for every ten (10) market-rate units to be built to one ( 1

)

affordable unit for every eight (8) market-rate units to be built. The Housing

Department drafted an Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance change to implement

these recommendations and strengthen enforcement provisions. The Board of

Aldemien approved the changes in October 2000, retroactive to June 2000.

During this period, the Housing Department also began revising its developers’

packet that sets out the inclusionary zoning rationale, process, standards, and

includes application materials and sample legal forms has been produced. It is

still in draft form, but has been in use pending final approval. During the

program year, two new affordable condominium units were completed (24

Gorham Street), one restricted to households with incomes at or below 80'/o of

median and the other restricted to households with incomes not exceeding 1 10%
of median. Several more residential developments subject to inclusionary

zoning are expected to bring affordable homeownership units on line during

2001. These include the “Sanctuary” property, which will yield two off-site

units in the same neighborhood and the Weston Ave project, which is expected

to yield two inclusionary units. During the past year, other units that have been

developed under the Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance and are presently occupied

by lower income households include five (5) units of affordable rental housing

at Highland Commons. This new rental development project produced five (5)

units of affordable rental housing which are now occupied by qualified low and

moderate income tenants.

• Linkage Ordinance . During this period the Housing Division has drafted

changes to the Linkage Ordinance related to the Task Force’s recommendation

to tighten the application of the Linkage Ordinance. The changes proposed

include commercial uses that were not included in the original Ordinance. The

Housing Division is simultaneously considering undertaking the steps and

studies necessary to increase the City’s linkage fees

• Promoting On-going Affordable Housing Development . Housing Department

staff provided technical assistance and support to nonprofit housing and service
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agencies seeking to develop new or rehabilitate housing for low income special

needs clients. In particular, staff provided extensive assistance regarding a site

that was under consideration by two nonprofits for development for up to 24

units of specialized housing for their clients. After extensive research and

analysis of ways to stnicture a partnership with a private developer, the

nonprofit determined that this particular project was not feasible under existing

condition. Staff also assisted a local nonprofit agency to identify and negotiate

the purchase of a large residential building that will be converted to a 25 bed

short-term transitional housing program for people with disabilities. This

facility (Walnut Street Gateway) will be in use before the end of the year. They

also helped another local nonprofit agency. Just A Start, to locate a site for a

new transitional housing development for young mothers and their children.

• Encourage New Production of Affordable Housing . With the exception of a

few units or subsidies through Somerville’s Affordable Housing Tmst Fund

(SAHTF), virtually all housing created, rehabilitated or protected during the

reporting period is compliant with HUD Section 215 definitions of affordable

housing. Under its trust charter, the SAHTF can provide assistance to families

earning up to 1 10% of area median income. This assistance represents a very

small percentage of trust funds invested. During the reporting period, over 90%
of the funding awards from the trust served households of low and very low

income who qualify under Section 215. The City provided funding in support of

affordable housing for both renters and homeowners of low, very low and

moderate incomes during the period covered by this report. This assistance

included rental subsidies, below market rents provided through special

development projects or housing rehab programs, down payment assistance to

first-time homebuyers, housing created or maintained as affordable through the

City’s inclusionary housing program, Rental Revolving Loan Program loans to

stabilize low income tenants, and funding commitments to tax credit properties

which will provide long tenu affordable rental housing.

Continuum of Care to Promote and Provide Housing and Services for Homeless

Individuals and Families . The City continues to work closely with the Somerville Homeless

Providers Group (SHPG), the network of service providers, housing groups and other

nonprofit agencies that work with Somerville’s homeless individuals and families and

others in danger of becoming homeless. During the program year, the City awarded

$1 18,450 in Emergency Service Grant (ESG) funds to five shelters serving individuals and

families, including domestic violence victims. It also awarded $9,550 in ESG funding to

Community Action Agency of Somerville’s (CAAS) Eviction Prevention Project, which

provides advocacy services and legal assistance to families facing eviction. This project

also receives funding through Somerville’s Affordable Housing Trust Fund. The Project

helps households through education, translation, referrals to legal services, and negotiation

with landlords. Program Advocates contact every family facing eviction in the Somerville

District Courts, inform them of their rights under the law and offer to advocate for them.

Hundreds of individuals and families have been served during the first four years of the

program. During this reporting period an additional 100 families were contacted. Program

advocates can work with residents whose primary language is Spanish, Haitian Creole and

Portuguese (the three primary languages spoken by the community’s immigrant
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populations) in addition to English. The cooperative and supportive relationship between

the Homeless Service Providers and the City helps the Continuum of Care planning

process. Somerville’s Continuum of Care is managed by the Somerville Homeless

Providers Group (SHPG), consisting of the nonprofit agencies which work directly with

people who are homeless in Somerville in collaboration with homeless individuals and

families as well and other community-based housing and service agencies. SHPG meets

monthly throughout the year, with more frequent meetings in the months leading up to its

annual application for HUD Continuum of Care funds. The City provides funding for a

consultant to assist SHPG in refining its continuum of care process and in developing it

annual application to HUD for McKinney funding. Funding priorities are arrived at by

consensus of the homeless provider community with approval of the City. During the

reporting period, the community was awarded $1.07 million in McKinney funds from the

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for a number of projects

serving homeless individuals and families in Somerville. These include funding to continue

CASPAR’S First Step mobile van outreach program, which provides assistance to homeless

people living on the street and to continue the Passages case management program,

operated by the Somerville Homeless Coalition (see above). In addition, HUD provided

funding for supportive services at Kent Street Apartments, to enable them to serve 8

homeless individuals with disabilities. All three activities increase outreach and intake

options for homeless individuals and families and begin to move them along the

Continuum of Care toward Permanent Flousing. As of the closing date of this reporting

period, the 2001 McKinney SuperNOFA (Notice of Funding Availability) application

process had begun. Several successful programs funded in prior program years were

expanded in the last funding round and will be up for renewal this year. In addition to

applying for renewal funds, the Continuum intends to submit an application that will

prioritize penuanent affordable housing for homeless individuals and families, through the

Shelter Plus Care program. It also expects to apply for funds to expand a transitional

housing program for homeless women as well as to create new transitional housing for

young single mothers. Attached are two charts delineating Somerville’s Continuum of Care

Strategy. Exhibit 1 outlines the various aspects of the Continuum and the currently existing

facilities and programs. Exhibit II shows programs and services and identifies which

McKinney Program funded each of them.

Other Actions . The City continues to provide funding in support of the Public Housing

Authority’s Public Safety Programs in the form of CDBG funding and foregone taxes. The

city also works closely with the Somerville Housing Authority on comprehensive planning.

Leveraging Resources . The City has been quite successful in leveraging other resources in

support of affordable housing and homelessness programs. Some of these leveraged funds

include the following:

o HOME Matching Funds , largely through match contributions from the state rental

subsidy program (MRVP).
• This year, an additional $3 13,090 in FIOME Matching Funds were leveraged

against a match requirement of $104,912.84 (25% of HOME revenue at

$419,651.35) incurred this year. The $313,090, came from a combination of

$151,223 in MRVP payments by the Somerville Housing Authority (SHA);

waived permit fees on the construction of the VNA Assisted Living Residence,

MHFA below market rate loans given in conjunction with homeowner rehab
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activities, and $80,780 from supportive services at Kent Street. Thus the City

has an excess Match of $4,140,519 to carry over for future year requirements.

• The City 's $500,000 investment ofHOME and SAHTF funding, Brownfields

moniesfrom an EPA Grant, and variousfee waivers for the VNA Assisted

Living Development has successfully leveraged $600,000 in HOME funds from

the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development and

approximately $14.5 million in funding in Low Income Housing Tax Credits,

Federal Home Loan Bank subsidies, and contributions from private foundations

and individuals

• The City ’s investment of$336,000 in grantfunding, $300,000for a construction

loan and $200 - $300 in fee waivers for the Somerville Community

Corporation’s Wheatland Street project has leveraged $240,000 in HOME funds

from the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development

for that project, as well as an additional $41,000 in contributions from private

and public grant-making organizations.

• The City ’s investment in its Homehuyer Training Program activities leveraged

$2,587 in administration support grant funds from Massachusetts Housing

Financing Agency (MHFA) as well as $1,674 in fees for various MHFA loans,

and $1,465 in fees from participants in the Homehuyer Training Workshops.

o CDBG Entitlement Funds for Housina . The City’s use ofCDBG funding for Housing

Activities during the reporting period complied with the priorities outlined in

Somerville’s Consolidated Plan. There was no significant deviation in funds

expended from priorities identified, and populations identified as being in greatest

need of assistance received funding consistent with their priority level. The City

certifies that it did, in the areas of housing programs and services to alleviate

homelessness, pursue all available funding outlined in its Consolidated Plan.

Unfortunately, the Homeless Service Providers did not secure as much HUD
McKinney funding as was anticipate, due to a technical error on the grant application

for the Somerville Homeless Coalition’s Passages Case Management Program. The

loss of this critical program will represent a tremendous loss to the 200 homeless

individuals it serves each year. The Somerville Homeless Coalition is adjusting its

budget and actively seeking ways to save the program. The City further certifies that

to the maximum extent possible, and consistent with the Consolidated Plan, these

funds were distributed geographically and in a fair and impartial manner. The City in

no way interfered with or hindered the implementation of its Consolidated Plan by

willful action or inaction. The City did, in fact, aggressively pursue the goals and

objectives outlined in the Consolidated Plan. Program Income generated as a result of

the City’s various programs for Housing and serving the needs of the homeless were

generally reinvested into the same programs from which they were generated, with

the exception of repayments ofCDBG rehab loans which were allocated to CDBG-
eligible activities other than housing. CDBG Program Income generated $92,937

during the report period. CDBG funds expended on housing totaled $41,452 with an

additional $37,800 obligated to housing rehabilitation activities still in progress,

o HOME Program Funding . HOME funds were distributed according to the needs

identified in the Consolidated Plan. Details are provided on the attached pages.

HOME Matching Funds are reported on the attached forms. It should be noted that
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the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development has not yet

confirmed the figure the SHA gave us for last year’s MRVP amount, $419,336.66 for

the period from 4/1/98 through 3/31/99. When HOME funds are returned as Program

Income they reinvested in HOME-eligible activities. Details regarding HOME
Program Income and HOME funded projects are included on the attached pages. Also

included on attached pages are all required HOME report forms, including Match

Report, WBE/MBE Report, and the HOME Annual Performance Report.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Assessment of Five-Year Goals and Objectives

Economic Development activities undertaken during this program year addressed certain

objectives that were outlined in Somerville’s latest (4/1/98 - 3/31/03) Five-Year Consolidated

Plan. Overall, the city established certain specific goals for economic development over the five-

year period, as follows:

• Coordinating economic development component of the Neighborhood Revitalization

Strategy

• Completion of Phase I of the Boynton Yards Revitalization Project

• Planning and implementation of Phase II of the Boynton Yards Revitalization Project

• Development of Tax Increment Financing (TIF) proposals for specific projects under the

state’s Economic Development Incentive Program (EDIP)

• Continued planning and implementation of the Brownfields Economic Development

Program (BEDP) Pilot

• Working with other departments, agencies and the private sector to develop strategies for

the expansion of the telecommunications sector in Somerville

• Working with the Somerville Housing Authority to offer residents the opportunity to utilize

advanced technology in moving toward self-sufficiency

• Elimination of blight

During the 4/1/00 - 3/3 1/01 CAPER reporting period, primary activities undertaken from the

above list of five-year goals involved the continued Phase I efforts for the Boynton Yards

Revitalization Project, continued implementation of the SIP and SEDP programs, continued

implementation of the BEDP program, initial implementation of a new Brownfields Cleanup

Revolving Loan Fund (BCRLF), and initial implementation of a new Groundwork/Somerville

program.

Boynton Yards Revitalization Project

In Somerville’s Five-Year Consolidated Plan, activities were described for the completion of

Phase I of the Boynton Yards Revitalization Project. As the Boynton Yards Phase I wrap-up has

evolved over the current reporting period, this work effort now includes the following:

• Disposition of Parcel D (to Lanco Scaffolding)

• Disposition of Parcel G (to Royal Institutional Services)

• Negotiations on Disposition of Parcel H (to Millers River Development)
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• Design of Business Parking Lots for Construction on Parcels E & F

• Formal Engineering Roadway Acceptance (of new rights-of-way)

• Tracking of Jobs Creation/Retention Goals (project wide)

• Implementation of Land Disposition Agreement (LDA) requirements

In accordance with state urban renewal regulations and on behalf of the Somerville

Redevelopment Authority, OHCD negotiated directly with business abutters to facilitate the

execution of LDA documents with purchasers of “residual” Boynton Yards parcels. In each case,

the business had been utilizing the subject parcel, on a tenant-at-will basis, for a number of years

prior to actual land disposition. These small remnant parcels resulted from roadway construction

and were of greatest use to direct abutters. Further, these abutting businesses have utilized the

subject parcels for parking, loading and/or storage of vehicles or materials, and such use was key

in enabling these businesses to remain in the Boynton Yards district.

During this CAPER reporting period, OFICD worked closely with city staff from the Somerville

Traffic & Parking Department to devise parking lot designs on behalf of the Somerville

Redevelopment Authority for Parcels E and F. The location for these two pending parking lots

represents residual Boynton Yards parcels. Once improved, the lots will provide much needed

off street business parking for the district. The Traffic & Parking Dept, will be assisting OHCD,
during the next CAPER reporting period, in publicly bidding for the constmction of the parking

lots as well as administering a lottery to distribute parking spaces among interested area

businesses.

Actual construction of new Boynton Yards rights-of-way and other infrastructure upgrades

concluded a few years ago. However, OHCD Just recently finalized the large amount of survey

work needed in order to have sufficient documentation for submission of the new Boynton Yards

rights-of-way for formal, public acceptance by the city’s engineer and ultimately by the

Somerville Board of Aldennen. Presently, the overall Boynton Yards Roadway Acceptance

package has been submitted to the Somerville Planning Board and to the Somerville Board of

Aldennen for their collective review prior to final approval. Formal acceptance of all newly

constructed Boynton Yards rights-of-way will be finalized during the upcoming CAPER
reporting period.

For some time now, OHCD has been actively engaged in the tracking ofJob creation and Job

retention by new and existing Boynton Yards businesses that have enjoyed either indirect or

direct benefits from the project. At the time of the project’s inception, OHCD established a broad

goal of 300-500 Jobs created or retained by the BoyntonYards Phase I Urban Renewal. During

this CAPER reporting period, OHCD was successful in obtaining Job creation documentation

from six (6) different Boynton Yards businesses. This documentation included a total of 526

employee self-certification forms, to demonstrate low/moderate income status. Overall, OHCD
was able to demonstrate that 444 of the 526 Jobs created in the district were filled by low/mod.

individuals, which is well within HUD’s guidelines of 51%. HUD has since provided Somerville

with correspondence that acknowledges the existence of satisfactory Job creation documentation

with regard to the Boynton Yards Phase I Urban Renewal project.
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Somerville Economic Development Partnership

The SEDP is a small business loan program which consists of both a Direct Loan component, for

amounts up to $50,000, and a Participating Loan component, for amounts up to $100,000 where

a primary lender is jointly involved. The SEDP has been funded through repayment of prior

loans, which were originally funded through the Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG)
program. During the current reporting period, Somerville added one new loan to its portfolio of

SEDP small business loan recipients. Jules Catering, Inc. received a $100,000 loan to support a

major business expansion, including a move to a new location along with tenant fit-out of that

location as a modem commissary kitchen and production facility. Fortunately, this Somerville

business was able to remain in the city even after its growth by finding suitable industrial space

within Somerville’s Boynton Yards district. Below is a summary ofjob retention and creation as

a result of this activity:

Existing Employees (at move) New Employees (aclclL, over 3 yrs.)

total jobs low/mod jobs total jobs low/mod jobs

Jules Catering: 40 28 30 20

Brownfields Economic Development Pilot

The city is currently administering an innovative program that provides financial incentives

toward redevelopment of fonner commercial/industrial sites burdened by known or suspected

contamination. Funding from a $200,000 Brownfields Site Testing Pilot grant from the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has enabled Somerville to provide environmental site

testing and remediation cost estimates for cleanup of brownfields sites. An additional component

to this Pilot program utilizes CDBG funds to offer remediation cost-overrun coverage to the

participating brownfields redevelopers, in the event actual site cleanup costs exceed the

remediation estimate. Somerville has committed to EPA that this Pilot model will be tested at

four (4) different project locations. During this CAPER reporting period, OHCD engaged three

new BEDP applicants, each of which has received EPA approval to become a Pilot participant.

These new Pilot locations are as follows:

Pilot Location Applicant Project

220 Washington St. City of Somerville Reconstruct Public Safety Bldg.

Yard 21, Assembly Sq. Som. Redevelopment Authority Reuse former rail yard

56 Webster Ave. Royal Institutional Services Business expansion

Site testing activities for the above mentioned projects will take place over the next few months.

Thus, OHCD will be able to profile overall progress with the BEDP in the next CAPER
reporting. Through its Brownfields Pilot program, EPA seeks replicability. Thus, should

Somerville’s model prove effective, it could become an approach to be used by other

communities also burdened by brownfield properties.

Brownfields Cleanup Revolving Loan Fund
Although funded entirely through a grant from the EPA, Somerville’s BCRLF program

represents another vital tool for local economic development. Due to this program’s potential of

working in tandem with Somerville’s BEDP or SEDP programs, it is relevant to profile the

BCRLF in this CAPER report. The fund is being capitalized with $460,000 from EPA and will
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pro\ ide short-temi loans for environmental remediation activities to redevelopers of Somerville’s

brownfields properties. In addition to representing another “tool” in the city’s economic

development “tool bag,” the BCRLF may also serve as a complement to such programs as

SEDP (small business loan program) or BEDP (brownfields site testing program). Also,

Groundwork Somerville could actually become a BCRLF participant as this new community

organization embarks on various brownfields enhancement projects. Currently, Royal

Institutional Services is an active BEDP participant and has indicated a strong desire to

participate in the BCRLF once comprehensive site testing data has been obtained. This

prospective BCRLF project will be profiled in future CAPER reporting.

Groundwork Somerville

Through a $100,000 grant from the National Park Service (NPS), it has been possible to launch

Groundwork Somerville. This organization employs a community-based approach, modeled after

a veiy' successful British program, to facilitate the reuse or enhancement of brownfields sites or

properties in proximity to brownfields sites. The NPS funds could be used toward organization

and planning for Groundwork Somerville and its intended projects. However, implementation of

actual Groundwork projects must take place through other funding sources. During this CAPER
reporting period, the Groundwork Somerville Steering Committee, which is comprised of local

organizations, government officials, businesspersons, and academic institutions, voted to become

incorporated. The Steering Committee then became the Board of Directors for the new
corporation, and a Program Manager was hired to undertake a variety of activities, including

fundraising for the organization, marketing Groundwork Somerville to local and regional

agencies, filing proper documentation to establish Groundwork Somerville as a 501 (c) 3

organization, and meeting with local, state and federal officials in order to gain their support.

Unfortunately, this Program Manager was employed by Groundwork Somerville for a somewhat

brief period of time, after which he relocated to take another employment position elsewhere.

The Board of Directors has been aggressively searching for a replacement Program Manager

while simultaneously sharing general responsibilities for Groundwork Somerville, so that it can

continue to move forward. Groundwork Somerville planned and designed “phase I” of its first

project, an enhancement project at the Cedar Street entrance to the Somerville bike path. Just

recently installed, these landscape improvements serve to beautify a fonner rail right-of-way and

demonstrate the use of native plants in the urban landscape. OHCD has budgeted a small amount

of CDBG funding to support Groundwork Somerville as this young community-based non-profit

organization gets launched. Upcoming Groundwork Somerville activities and projects will be

profiled in the next CAPER reporting period.

Leveraging of Resources

Many of Somerville’s business assistance programs utilize CDBG or other types of public

funding in tandem with private investment. This public/private leveraging of resources

maximizes the economic development benefits of the city’s public assistance to businesses.

Two different Boynton Yards disposition parcels were sold to abutter businesses during the

recent CAPER reporting period. Lanco Scaffolding purchased Parcel D for $50,000 from the

Somerville Redevelopment Authority, to facilitate parking and storage for this business.

Retention of Lanco’s twelve employees, a majority of which are Spanish-speaking, was the

subsequent benefit to the Boynton Yards district.



Similarly, Parcel G was sold to Royal Institutional Services to facilitate parking and loading

activities for this business that employs nearly 300 persons. It is worth noting that Royal will

utilize this parcel as a part of an overall business expansion that will involve its 520 Columbia

Street headquarters as well as the 56 Webster Avenue site that is presently the subject of a BEDP
pilot. Royal has not yet provided estimates of their total private investment dollars associated

with this expansion. However Royal acquired the 56 Webster Ave. property from the Savransky

family for $360,000, and Royal acquired Boynton Yards Parcel G for $120,500 from the

Somerville Redevelopment Authority. Combined, these acquisitions represent a total investment

by Royal of $480,500 in the Boynton Yards district thus far. Resulting from Royal’s planned

expansion, an additional 90 Jobs will be created.

Another Boynton Yards property. Parcel H, is under negotiations for sale to an abutter business

as well. Millers River Development, the purchasers and redevelopers of the 561 Windsor Street

industrial condominium building, intend to acquire Parcel H from the Somerville Redevelopment

Authority for $70,000 to facilitate parking and loading uses for this facility. Although now

greatly underutilized, the 561 Windsor Street building is undergoing significant rehabilitation,

which could exceed $4 million in private investment. Redevelopment of the building’s 80,000

square feet of usable space is forecasted to create as many as 15-20 additional jobs for the

Boynton Yards district, resulting from phase 1 of the building’s renovation. Additional job

creation would also be anticipated once the final phase of renovation is complete.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Municipal Property Preservation and Restoration

Over the past year the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) has focused most of its energies

on repairing and restoring the City’s historic properties, all of which are in serious need of

attention. One major undertaking has been the renovation of the circa 1704 Old Powder House,

located in Nathan Tufts Park. The work involved drafting the construction specifications, bidding

and then re-bidding the job due to excessive costs, selecting a qualified contractor, and then

overseeing the work that was particularly sensitive because of the structure’s age, condition, and

significant architectural and historic importance. All of the work has been done based upon a

Historic Structure Report completed in 1999 and in compliance with the Secretary of the

Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. The renovation work was 50% done

by the end of this program year, April 2001, and is expected to be fully completed by the end of

August 2001

.

The HPC has also been actively engaged in establishing the scope of work to be done on several

other municipal properties that are listed on the National Register of Historic Properties, and are

designated as historic districts by the City under its M.G.L. Chapter 40C Ordinance. All of these

properties are projected to commence and be completed during the next program year, 2001.

HPC Staff will be assisting with execution of each project through technical assistance, project

management, and/or coordination with various municipal and State officials. Each project

involves different levels of repair and restoration, and has different funding sources as follows:



Project Name
Nathan Tufts Park

Sumniarv Description

Development of Master Plan to include

interpretive signage system and comprehensive

renovation of historic park. Once completed

the Plan will be executed.

Fiindine Sources

DEM Grant: $200,000

CDBG Match: OHCD
& HPC staff contrib.

Old Police Station Emergency stabilization of building exterior MHC Grant: $90,000

CDBG Match: OHCD
& HPC staff contrib.

City Bond: $50,000

Field House Renovation of both interior and exterior of

structure, including repair or replacement in-

kind of roof, doors, windows, hardware,

lighting, and masonry repointing

City DPW: $10,000

CDBG: $117,000

West Branch Library Repair or replacement in-kind of exterior

fencing, front doors, wood trim & entry,

windows, and front lawns

CDBG: HPC staff

contrib.

City Bond: $100,000

Central Library Exterior renovations to include repair or

replacement in-kind of windows, entry,

gutters, and terra cotta brackets

CDBG: HPC staff

contrib.

City Bond: $580,000

Another site added to the list of municipally-owned properties that are in critical need of

immediate attention is the Old Milk Row Cemetery, located on the periphery of the City’s Union

Square Revitalization Area. Established in 1804, it is Somerville’s oldest and only civilian

cemetery. It also incorporates a Civil War monument reputed to be the first one erected in the

nation by civilians honoring their local kin. Although the Cemetery has been regularly

maintained by the Department of Public Works, it has noticeably suffered from the ravages of

time and the environment. In response the MPC Staff, in concert with the Open Space and Parks

Staff of OHCD, drafted a grant application to the State Department of Environmental

Management (DEM) for preparation of a comprehensive Master Plan for the cemetery site. It

was submitted on April 15'*’ just after the CAPER 2000 Program Year ended. If successful, the

requested grant of $34,000, with a local CDBG match of $16,000, would be awarded in

September 2001, and the hiring of a preservation planning team would soon follow.

The HPC Staff began to work with the Department of Traffic and Parking on replacement of

municipal street signs with larger signage that incorporate the original, historic names and dates.

Residential and Commercial Preservation

The HPC continued to administer the City’s Historic District Ordinance over the past year,

which involved reviewing applications for alterations to historic properties, notifying abutters,

conducting public hearings, preparing meeting minutes and decisions, and advising historic

property owners about sensitive restoration techniques. The Staff also reviewed 20 demolition

applications, and 3 projects subject to Section 106 review, primarily through the OHCD’s



Storefront Improvement Program. The Staff regularly provides technical assistance to private

and non-profit owners of historically designated or eligible properties, and to various municipal

departments involved with such properties, such as Inspectional Services, Housing, Parks and

Economic Development Divisions of OHCD, the Planning Department, and the Department of

Public Works.

Public Education and Outreach

The Commission continued its public education efforts on several different levels. The Staff

prepared materials for a City-wide bus tour of historic sites for new teachers and librarians to

Somerville, attended a workshop on a new national project about local history and the legislative

process, and discussed possible curriculum additions with elementai'y and middle school

teachers. The Commission also sponsored its fifth annual Preservation Awards Program in May
2000 to raise public awareness and appreciation of homeowners who have made historically

sympathetic improvements to their properties throughout the City. The program also actively

involves local high school students who create reproductions of the winning properties using a

CAD program and help produce the power point presentation that accompanies the final awards

ceremony.

The Commission also embarked on a new project this past Program Year to help preserve one

neighborhood of older houses and historic streetscapes. The area lies adjacent to the City of

Cambridge, and is threatened by rising real estate prices and housing demand. In collaboration

with the City of Cambridge, the HPC began the process of researching the history and

development of the Orchard Street Area in order to establish it as a Joint National Register

District for both cities. One Walking Tour with residents of the area occurred in December 2000

and a follow-up tour was in the planning stages for the beginning of the next CAPERS Program

Year, in May 2001

.

During the 2000 Program Year a major new initiative was undertaken by the HPC to help

broaden City residents, business owners, and visitors interest in both Somerville’s historic assets

and its role in American history. This was done by developing special programs to commemorate

historically significant events that took place in Somerville, reaching back to the birth of our

nation. The first event was a Re-Enactment of the Raid on the Old Powder House on September

2, 1774, complete with fife and drum players marching to the Site, and the King’s soldiers

surreptitiously removing barrels of gunpowder from the circa 1 704 structure under the outraged

eyes of the local citizenry.

A second program involved a Re-Enactment of the Raising of the First Grand Union Flag on

January 1, 1776 all the way from the ground to the 70 foot high peak of the Prospect Hill Tower.

This structure was built in commemoration of the historic event that helped mark the beginning

of local defiance against the Mother Country. Students from several different schools dressed up

in period clothing and marched with the procession from City Hall to the Tower in order to

witness this inspiring event.

A third program was developed to celebrate the famous Ride of Paul Revere on April IS"’, 1775

from Boston to Lexington to alert the surrounding townsfolk of the route being taken by the

advancing British soldiers. The Flag Raising ceremony was re-located from the traditional site at



City Hall to the spot on Cambridge Road (now Washington Street) where Paul Revere was

nearly intercepted by the British. Participants then proceeded to Foss Park for an hour long

program re-living the historic event through a selection of “Songs for America”, and a series of

poetry and historical readings, by elementary and middle school students from several local

schools. A wide range of public officials, tlie Somerville High School Band, and children dressed

in period clothing, also participated in both program events.

The HPC Staff has also been actively working on filling all of the vacancies and expired terms of

the fourteen member Commission. This has required widely advertising and promoting the HPC
and its responsibilities, as well as providing orientation sessions for each prospective member.

We expect all of the slots to be filled and confirmed by the Board of Aldennen by the end of

August, 2001. Other administrative projects undertaken by the HPC Staff during the 2000

C.A.P.E.R.S Program Year included setting up a new office within City Hall, hiring an

additional staff member, developing a more ambitious work program and associated budget, and

establishing new financial and administrative structures to accomplish the expanded historic

preservation agenda. The creation of a separate website for the Commission is in the early stages

of development, and is hoped to be fully in place over the next six months.

OPEN SPACE AND PARK DEVELOPMENT

The City’s Consolidated Plan 1998-2003 identified two high priorities for continuing to improve

Somerville neighborhoods and the quality of life for its residents. The priority categories are as

follows:

• Improved Park System

• Street Tree Planting

The department within OHCD works with various community groups, state and federal agencies,

other city departments and city officials to create new parks, renovate existing parks, improve the

streetscape and educate Somerville residents about important urban open space issues. It is

involved with every aspect of neighborhood improvement that relates to Somerville’s limited and

therefore critically important open space.

Improved Park System

As in the previous years, to meet the goals set in our current consolidated plan, this department

continues to focus a concerted effort toward renovating its parks and playgrounds. Over the past

year we have completed or are close to completing five (5) park renovations and a new park

construction project. All of these projects are neighborhood parks and provide open space

amenities for residents of all ages within walking distance from their homes. These sites are

located throughout the city. For example Osgood Park, re-opening in June 2001, will have a safe

new play structure, a new water play area and new shade covered picnic tables to host the City’s

“Summer Lunch Program”. In the “vacant lof’ across the street new swings and community

garden plots have been constructed with a special “accessible” swing to accommodate children

with different abilities.
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One (1) new park and three (3) other park renovation projects are in the design and engineering

stages. A Spring 2002 construction start is planned for all of these parks.

One of the goals set for all new or newly renovated parks has been to fully provide for mobility

impaired individuals. To meet this goal, we continue to design and install all play equipment to

meet the most current Americans with Disabilities Act and Consumer Product Safety

Commission standards for safety and accessibility. In addition, all our projects are designed with

shaded seating areas for older adults and parents with infants.

Another goal for our park projects is to design and build them to meet the needs of our culturally

diverse community. Every project goes through an active outreach and community participation

process. We draw on resources within the community for information about cultural and site

history and try to reflect that history through themes developed for each park project. One of the

projects that will be completed this fall, Conway Park East, will have an innovative outdoor

cultural histoi7 “museum” that will document accomplishments of Somerville residents, both

historically and in the present.

The neighborhood residents not only participate in the design decision making for their park, but

in many of our projects they have the opportunity to help “constmct” our parks through our

“Community Build Program”. This program matches community members with construction

experts to install play equipment in their neighborhood park and is available to all residents in

Somerville.

In the past year, we have also completed a Master Plan for one of our two historic parks in

Somerville. With this Master Plan and an $200,000 grant from the Massachusetts Department of

Environmental Management, the City is planning to restore import aspects if the Nathan Tufts

Park and develop an interpretive program for this important place in Somerville.

The Open Space and Park Development Division has also successfully competed for another

$520,000 this past year to be used toward our ongoing park construction and renovation efforts.

This brings last years grant contribution from this department to a total of $720,000.

Street Tree Planting Program
We have continued to improve our aggressive tree planting program according to the current

Consolidated Plan. A full time staff member continues to oversee the planting of over 200 street

trees this year. Each year we improve our planting specifications to stay out-to-date with the

latest horticultural information and technology. Again this year, for the sixth year in a row,

Somerville has been awarded “Tree City USA”. This award includes meeting standards for

creative educational and interpretive programming that will help to protect the City’s investment

in it’s urban forest.

PUBLIC SERVICES

The Boys & Girls Club, Healey Homework Club, was implemented at the Mystic Clubhouse

located at the recently reconstructed Healey School which opened last year. Funding was sought
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to hire stat'f to operate the educational program. The program provided educational assistance to

reinforce infomiation and study skills necessary to retain material reviewed during the school

day. The program ran daily following the school calendar (Monday through Friday from 2:30

PM to 6:00 PM). Average attendance was 54 youth daily; this suipassed the number expected.

The increase in participants has been attributed to the success of the program last year. Once

enrolled in the program, children have to complete their homework before they can participate in

other Clubhouse programs. On average 14 parents were contacted monthly and updated on the

child’s progress. Parental involvement is a key component in the child’s ability to succeed. Six

teen volunteers served as Homework Helpers. The teens are 100% female and Haitian. The girls

participated because they enjoyed helping the staff and saw the value of helping the younger

children with their homework. It has been difficult to get volunteers from local colleges.

Educational support has been provided to 61 youth. All of the youth were from low income

families and 78% were from the minority community. Funding for this program was leveraged

with United Way funds, on-going special events (beano, golf tournament, annual drive, etc.) and

the Boys & Girls Clubs of America.

The Cambridge Public Health Commission tried new ideas developing a teen training process

and recruitment system. Thirty-five students attended a recruitment meeting, which was used to

screen potential peer leaders. Two training meetings were held - three pregnant/parenting

females were trained and two previously trained peer leaders served as advisors to other students.

Through meetings and two-dimensional outreach, the program was able to provide valuable

education to a wide range of teens. The meeting’s agenda focused on discussions and activities

around stereotypes, myths and realities of teen parenting. The Teen Health Advisory was created

with the mission of increasing awareness around topics such as teen pregnancy in Somerville.

The group met bi-weekly and has a solid base attendance of five to seven high school students.

The teens held discussions around teen pregnancy and developing ways to get information to

other students. The group worked on bulletin boards, health fairs and resources for teens.

Education was provided through health fairs at the local library and the Somerville Charter

School, as well as, an infomiation table at the community’s “Spice of Life” celebration. Fifty-

eight adult presentations were made to high school students in health classes on the topic of teen

pregnancy. Professional workshops were attended in regards to parent involvement, Haitian

health issues and presentations techniques. Teen peer presentations to after school groups such as

COPE (case management program for pregnant and parenting teens in school) and the

Newcomers group (mentoring group for student immigrants in the high school) allowed teens to

discuss and learn about teen pregnancy. Additional collaborations continued with the Somerville

Youth Program, Haitian Coalition, Somerville Youth Workers Network and the Youth Summit

committee. Eighteen teens were actively involved in the Peer Leadership training and/or Teen

Health Advisory presentations. All were from low income families and 78% were from the

minority community. The agency is encouraged to continue and build on the activities that have

begun through this new initiative. The Somerville Family Planning Program applied and

received additional funds for education and outreach from the Mass. Department of Public

Health. These funds were used to hire an additionally health educator to work in the 7"' and 8*'^

grades and in the bilingual Spanish classes.

The Community Action Agency of Somerville was funded to develop a plan to increase

accessibility of services to residents of East Somerville. East Somerville was chosen because it is



the neighborhood in Somerville that has the most low-income people and the largest number of

immigrants. East Somerville comprises about one-fifth of the city, but only about half of East

Somerville is residential, with the other half used for light industry, big box retail, offices and

entertainment complexes. The future of that area is the focus of much well-organized activism.

That activism, however, does not address issues of the primarily residential part of East

Somerville, which is a section of the city that many have considered underserved. Through

CDBG funding in April 2001, CAAS will address the need of vulnerable, low-income people to

achieve their potential, the need for low income people to own a stake in the community, the

family and community need for low income people to become more self-sufficient and the need

to develop and sustain partnerships among supporters and providers of services to low-income

people. Outreach regarding Steering Committee meetings will be listed in the East Somerville

Com. Initiative Newsletters and flyers will be distributed to neighborhood residents in three

languages.

In July 2000, teens at the Parents Count Cook-out interviewed attendees to obtain feedback as to

what changes or improvements they wanted to see happen in the neighborhood. Approximately

500 people attended the cookout. The consensus felt that more community events and a drop-in

service site were needed. CAAS identified and coordinated space at the cookout for 18 local

service providers who were available to discus programs with attendees, answer questions,

distribute hand-out information and make referrals. In July 2001, CAAS will again invite

agencies to set up information tables at the Parents Count Cook-out. Five hundred copies of each

newsletter will be mailed to clients on the mailing list and the balance will be distributed at

various community locations - St. Benedict’s Church, Project SOUP Pantry, local library, Grace

Baptist Church, etc.

CAAS is in the second year of the East Somerville Service Initiative, which has sought to better

connect residents with services. The strengths upon which the project was build is based on the

resiliency, creativity and family orientation of the East Somerville community. Funding for this

program will be leveraged with local funding from the Cambridge Health Alliance and private

foundations - Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.

CASPAR'S Outpatient Clinic provided a broad range of outpatient services to individuals and

families who struggle with issues of addiction. The service delivery has been expanded to

include not only women substance abusers and trauma survivors but also men and adolescents.

Over two hundred and fifty clients quarterly (men and adolescent boys) participated in the drop-

in sobriety groups at off-site locations. Outpatient staff continued to provide off-site drop-in

groups for women in early sobriety at local hospitals. Intake information was obtained from

clients that included a psychological assessment. An intake team formulated the treatment

modality that was reviewed quarterly. Some clients have received long term support from the

agency. Approximately 27% of the clients served were from the minority community, 97% were

low income. Collaborative planning, technical assistance and case management was coordinated

with numerous Somerville agencies, i.e. Somerville Hospital Addictions Dept, Dept, of Social

Services, CAAS HEADSTART, Mobile AIDS Resource Team, Somerville Mental Health

Center, etc. Staff at CASPAR provided on-going support to community agencies and coalitions

to share resources and coordinate patient care. Funding from the Dept, of Public Health, Bureau

of Substance Abuse Services, several health insurance plans, local hospitals and HEADSTART
have enabled the vendor to leverage funds to cover the costs of providing service to its clients,

case management consultation and community trainings.



Center Inc - Guidance Center provided early intervention services to families with children

under three years old who have developmental delays (motor & language), difficulties with

behavior problems resulting from premature births or medical conditions. The target population

sen'ed with this funding consist of families carried over from the previous funded year and

qualified new referral families of limited English proficiency with a child who has special needs

or was at risk of development problems due to family and environment factors. Case

management and advocacy, as well as, staff support and development was based on the services

outlined in the Individualized Family Service Plan. Services included multi-disciplinary

developmental evaluations, home visits, parent-child groups, toddler groups, center-based visits,

activities for parents and transition services. CDBG funds have assisted in the development of a

“pure Spanish” parent-toddler group including a sibling component and parent-child groups for

children experiencing language and more generalized developmental delays. A South Asian

parent-toddler group is soon to be scheduled. Since Early Intervention (E.I.) became an

entitlement in Massachusetts in 1992 (all children under three are entitled to an eligibility

evaluation and to on-going services, if found eligible), the agency must respond to each referral

within a tight timeframe. The hiring of bilingual and bicultural staff have enabled recent

immigrants and others who speak little or not English to obtain this critical and preventative

serv'ice. Early Intervention means doing something early to avoid doing more later; it implies

making a good investment - saving money, time and human anguish. Leveraging for this

program came from the primary sponsor - the Mass. Department of Public Health. Additional

services were charged to Medicaid, HMO’s and other insurance companies. The new FOCAS
Program (Families of Cambridge and Somerville) served first time parents age 19 and under; its

Healthy Families provided newborn home visiting to other families who were at risk. This

program complemented the work of El and strengthened collaborative ties to other agencies in

the community. Seventy-nine limited English-speaking families were served (96% were low

income). Many have recently arrived here, scared, very poor, lacking social and economic

supports. Immigration regulations, fears of deportation and threats of domestic violence mean it

takes longer to establish enough trust to assess problems and begin helping. Someone who
speaks their language and appreciates their cultural heritage may be the only one who can form a

relationship to begin to provide assistance. All staff working with these families were bilingual.

Collaboration with area service providers in the community enabled staff to advocate for families

to get medical and economic support for which they were eligible.

Child Care Resource Center (CCRC) sponsored a partnership with the City of Somerville

through its Summer TAP Program which offered a tangible service to "working poor" families in

Somerville who often have to choose between quality child care and other essentials, such as

food and rent. CCRC received 59 requests for information on the TAP program. In all 56

applications were received. Twenty-two families received awards and 3 of these families

withdrew from the TAP program. In all a total of 19 scholarships were awarded, serving a total

of 29 children. Eight families were not eligible to receive Summer TAP funds because they did

not meet income guidelines or because of their employment status. Fourteen families were

placed on the waiting list. This program provided tuition assistance to low and moderate income

Somerville families seeking a camp experience for their child(ren) while depending on full-time

summer child care in order to continue working. Parents shared the cost of care with the City of

Somerville, according to a sliding fee scale, while remaining self-sufficient, in the work force
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and adding to the City's quality of life. This funding responded to the need of families to access

quality, safe and affordable summer childcare by defraying the cost of camp tuition. The

agency's child care information and referral counseling is designed to empower parents to

evaluate and choose a quality child care setting that meets their needs and the needs of their

child. Nineteen households (29 children) were served, 100% of the families were low income

eligible and 58% were from the minority community. A portion of the coordinator’s salary was

funded with Corporate Contracts. Additional agency support and revenue was from government

contracts and the United Way.

Concilio Hispano de Cambridge has responded to immigrant and refugee population by

offering social services, reliable translation and inteipretation services, ESOL, GED &
Citizenship Education at its Somerville location, 52 Broadway. Through its Adelente Program,

Concilio provided bilingual information/refenal services related to health care; immigration; the

public school system; job training; employment; legal services; housing and adult education to

629 linguistic minority persons residing in Somerville. There are 144 residents enrolled in ESL
classes, 53 persons have participated in Citizenship training. Concilio provided transportation to

Somerville residents to the polls. The number of walk-in clients has increased significantly this

year, due to the hiring of two fulltime workers at the Somerville office. The services of a legal

advisor have assisted clients with Immigration and legal issues. The agency provided culturally

sensitive interpreter/translation and information and referral services and a Citizenship,

ESOL/GED program on site. A 6 week Women’s Leadership group met at the Somerville site.

All of Concilio’s programs were geared toward encouraging self-sufficiency among low-income

immigrants and linguistic minorities. This program addresses the City’s plan regarding

Discrimination and Diversity. Concilio has worked in concert with agencies seiwing the minority

community and social service agencies (MAPS, Haitian Coalition, CAAS, Welcome Project,

Somerville Head Start, etc.) to maximize resources and service effectiveness. Concilio

collaborated with, accepted referrals from and provided referrals to social service agencies and

organizations serving the Somerville community. Additional funding, for excellent performance,

from the Department of Education has enabled the agency to increase student enrollment in its

Native Literacy and ESL class, making a total of four classes. Most of the students were

residents of Somerville. Of the 629 clients served, 99% are low income and from the minority

community.

Council for Children improves parenting skills and strengthens families by providing training,

support systems and empowering parents and providers through its Parents Count Project parent

support groups, convened for parents in conjunction with the Mayor’s Office of Human Services

and the Somerville Family Network. Groups learned good listening skills, formed trusting

relationships to help and encourage one another. Stable and consistent membership in the groups

has developed a high level of safety and support among the participants. The annual Parents

Count Cook-out was a celebration of parents and showcased community agencies that serve

Somerville families. Train the Trainers provided training to staff from organizations that work

with Somerville families to enable them to build stronger relationships with the parents they

serve, increase parent involvement in their programs and provide more effective support to

parents. Favorable evaluations were received from the 8 participants. One participant was so

inspired that she arranged an in-service training for teachers in her elementary school entitled

“Improving Communication Between Teachers and Parents”. A dozen staff persons (teachers,



school counselors and the vice principal) attended and a half-day follow-up workshop for the

entire staff is scheduled for June 22. Funding for the Council to do a similar training at the

Winter Hill Community School is currently being written into a grant proposal by the school’s

grant writer. The potential to have a significant impact on the dialogue between teachers and

parents is very exciting and represents an important step in the growing visibility and influence

of the Council. The Supper Hour Workshops focused on parents who are seeking to reduce the

stress of parenting, improve their parenting skills and build community with other parents. The

workshops began with a free dinner for parents and children, followed by a workshop for parents

during which children participate in a child care program. By holding the workshops in public

elementary schools in low-income neighborhoods, hard-to-reach families with the greatest need

for support and resources were reached. A total of nine workshops were conducted, 3 in English,

3 in Spanish and 3 in Haitian Creole. Low turnout at the English and Spanish workshops held at

the East Somerville Community School is a concern. Opportunities to win a grocery store gift

certificate have been initiated in hope to boost attendance. Funding for this project was leverage

from a variety of sources from private foundations (Anna B Steams, Boston Globe, etc) to the

Someiwille Public School Department.

Elizabeth Peabody Flouse, through its After-School Program, offered affordable school age day

care to low income working families or those in training. During July and August children

attended Camp Gannett in Sharon, MA where they enjoyed nature exploring, swimming,

boating, hiking, arts and crafts and many more activities. School Age children were transported

to and from Camp Gannett and offered extended day at EPH until 5:30 (extended day care was

funded through this program). The space was licensed to service 39 children through the Office

for Children. Full enrollment has been maintained with a waitlist of 30-35 children. Fewer staff

vacancies have occurred as the agency has explored ways to offer competitive salaries and

provide staff development workshops in collaboration with Child Care Resource Center and the

School Age Advisory Council. Additionally, the school age program has partnered with Tufts

University for 3 volunteers who led groups 3 days a week. This has been a definite asset to the

program, providing the children with exposure to young adults and experiences. Thirteen

children participated in the Bones Project, a study of the effect of calcium on bone development

in C' and 2"^ graders. Through calcium enriched snacks and gross motor activities, the children

will be followed for the next 2 years. Children were transported to the after-school site from 13

schools coordinating the various schools’ schedules. Thirty-eight children from low income

families were serviced through this grant, 72% were from the minority community. Funding for

staff, training, supervision, supplies, etc. was through a variety of sources. Department of Social

Service, Department of Transitional Assistance and United Way were the primary funding

sources supplemented by the vigorous collection of parental fees.

The Ethnic Arts Center of Somerville used an expressive arts model to foster cultural

awareness, mutual support and self-discovery through after school programming at the center

and multi-cultural workshops at neighborhood schools. CDBG funding enabled the Center to

open 3 days a month providing 1 0 to 11 hours of enrichment programming monthly to area youth

ages 5 through 12. Programming was interrupted when the landlord removed the heating system

and resumed again at the East Somerville Community School. Forty-four youth participated in

the integrated arts approach to learning multiple avenues of expression and creativity. The

director participated in the Parents Count Cook-out in July, lead a puppet show at the Spice of
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Life celebration in October and coordinated an International Folk Dancing at the Winter Hill

Community School in January for 16 students. A primary concern of the director and the Board

has been the need to identify a new space. Alternatives have been explored but very few options

remain. Ninety-eight percent of the youth enrolled in the program were low income and 66% are

from the minority community. The agency worked to expand its funding base by establishing a

fee for professional services delivered, soliciting donations from area businesses and submitting

grant proposals. Funding has been leveraged with awards received from the Somerville Arts

Council, Mayor’s Office for Neighborhood Improvement Grants and Tenant Assistance Program

with the Commonwealth.

Greater Boston Legal Service (formerly CASLS Cambridge & Somerville Legal Service)

was able to provide 82 households confronting battering and abuse with full family law

representation by the Somerville Abuse Prevention Project. Free legal representation was

provided to low income households, services ranging from brief preparation and advice to full

representation in matters of restraining orders, child support, alimony, custody and visitation

orders. The project attorney supervised two senior paralegals & 4 interning law students and was

responsible for maintaining project relationships with court personnel, including Probate Court

judges. Paralegals went to the Middlesex Court 5 days a week and provided free advice and

assistance for pro se women and men seeking restraining orders. The paralegals followed up on

referrals for post restraining orders legal service, such as divorce, custody & support. Effective

legal assistance enabled women to take care of their lives, maintain their housing and keep their

family safe. The family law advocates continued to pursue other activities to build community

capacity building - MA Association of Portuguese Speakers, CASPAR (Cambridge &
Somerville Program for Alcohol and Drug Abuse Rehabilitation), area hospitals, etc. Project

staff also worked with Respond and the Somerville Haitian Mental Health providing case

consultation. Staff worked with area coalitions including representatives from CASLS, the

Women’s Bar Association, the Volunteer Lawyers Project to strategize ways to train and recruit

pro bono legal services to assist victims of domestic violence in family law cases. The agency

staff continued to conduct trainings to community groups and service providers throughout the

city. Monthly trainings were made to at-risk teen mothers around issues of domestic violence and

family violence prevention (average attendance was 12 people each month). Diversification in

funding was emphasized. The agency increased income from fund drives to local law firms and

attorneys and added additional government and foundation grants to its income. CASLS
embarked on a Major Gift fundraising initiative to increase unrestricted revenue dollars to assist

victims of domestic violence and their families.

The Haitian Coalition has improved the economic, political and social environment for Haitians

in Somerville through a program of community organizing, community education and peer

leadership groups for youth. Seven hundred persons have benefited from the agency’s advocacy

services. Community organizing efforts took place at Clarendon Hill Public Housing

Development, where the majority of the residents are Haitian. The Coalition worked with the

Housing Authority to open a new activities center in July. Since then, it has installed more than a

dozen donated computers on site for residents’ instruction and use. In conjunction with

community agencies, family support seiwices have also been offered at the activities center. The

Coalition offered programming there 5 days a week, including domestic violence services, youth

programs and financial counseling. Citizenship classes met once a week for twelve weeks (one in
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the afternoon and one in the evening). ESL/ESOL classes and Literacy classes were offered

twice a week for tw'o hours for a period of fifteen weeks at Clarendon Hill. Outreach was

conducted through several announcements on Haitian Creole-speaking radio shows. Audiences

were informed of the range of social services available and the goals of the Coalition. The

Coalition hired a full time staff person to focus on economic development. The Child Care

Providers Project, the flagship of the program, has graduated 13 women and eleven more are

near completion. Additionally, small business owners can receive training and business

development opportunities through a collaboration with the Jewish Vocations Services. Youth

Peer Leadership Groups have challenged tobacco product availability and advertising in retail

establishments. Through social activism, Haitian youth have gained self-confidence, developed

communication and leadership skills, worked individually, in teams and with caring adults and

became agents for positive change in the communities they live. The youth have helped plan the

Great American Smokeout in the Boston area and made presentations at schools and arts

festivals. Field trips have been planned for youth that focused on job preparation and eareer

workshops. The Haitian Coalition continued and expanded their active fundraising efforts - new
initiatives in community economic development were funded through CDFC/Urban Initiative

Fund. Additional funding from the Mass. Department of Public Health for youth peer leadership

has enabled the agency to increase its work with youth for alcohol and drug prevention. The

formalized arrangements with the Housing Authority have increased activities for Haitians.

Jiist-a-Start’s, Mentor/Aftercare Program, provided services to 47 families (young

mothers) between the ages of 14 and 19 whose personal histories are filled with experiences of

homelessness, abuse and neglect. Mentors were matched with the young mothers and provided a

support network for clients after they left the program and were adjusting to independent living

and parenthood. Mentors established a strong network of information and support that was

critical to the survival of these families. Additionally, mentors were matched with mentees to

link them to career options, further education and social connections. Mentors agreed to support

the young mothers for up to one year. One match has been going strong for five years. Mentors

were recruited, trained and received monthly support. Funding for mentor training and guest

speakers was from corporate and foundation support. Two trainings were scheduled in the Fall

and Spring. Due to the incredible response in the fall and increased number of advertisements

that ran throughout the year, not much outreach was necessary for the Spring training. The

Mentor/Aftercare Program is cost effective as it prevents further homelessness by providing

interpersonal and systematic supports. Just-a-Start Mentor Program has concentrated on

expanding and improving on follow-up services for current mentors. Monthly mentor meetings

have focused on trust building and sharing infomiation pertaining to girls’ psychological

development. Literature was available at the meetings to better support adult women in

connecting them with a teen mother. Special activities were planned each quarter to capture the

energy and spirit of the new matches, such as free tickets for a dinner out followed by a classical

concert that was enjoyed by all participants. Some changes are being made in the Mentor

Program’s training, particularly in the sessions that addresses culture and teen sexuality. The

agency hopes to contact an outside trainer who has expertise in the area. With such a great

response from volunteers in the community and a training filled with excellent knowledgeable

trainers, the agency expects the Spring training to be followed by a number of new
mentor/mentee matches.



Massachusetts Alliance of Portuguese Speakers (MAPS), through its Family Support

Services, provided culturally and linguistically competent case management and counseling

services to Portuguese speakers in Somerville whose needs were not adequately addressed by the

mainstream service deliver system. As an entry point to all services, the program provided

counseling, translation and interpretive services to help clients meet their important needs. The

increase of Brazilians in Somerville required specialized, immigration- related assistance for this

vulnerable group. While the older generation of Azorean immigrants, many who have never

learned to read or write in Portuguese, make learning English skills to become independent and

self-sufficient very difficult. As European Poituguese are no longer considered a minority

according to HUD regulations, the Brazilians and Cape Verdeans make up 54% of the minority

population served by the bilingual, bicultural case manager. The case manager met with 1 12

clients and provided counseling, translation and interpretive services to enable these monolingual

persons to obtain basis services, such as health insurance, SS/SSI benefits, housing, food stamps,

fuel assistance, explanation of utility charges, legal issues, disability, etc. Generally 28 clients

were served each month receiving just under 1 hour of counseling. The agency is able to tract the

types of seiwices or referrals made. They are as follows; 20 clients were referred for legal

services, 7 to an immigration attorney, 1 1 received assistance with citizenship application, 8

received assistance regarding retirement benefits, 13 assistance completing free care application,

23 were assisted with state housing applications, 4 with federal/elderly housing applications, 10

with food stamp applications, 3 with child support payments, 4 with unemployment benefits and

20 were eligible for infomiation on the fuel assistance program. Although it is the goal of the

Portuguese-speaking immigrants of Somerville to become bi-cultural and bi-lingual, contributing

to the diversity and productivity of the city, funding shortfalls have caused the agency to

discontinue offering Basic Life Skills Classes to Social Services clients. However some clients

are working toward self-sufficiency by learning to copy what was written on their money orders.

For others this task would be impossible on their own because they are either illiterate or cannot

write. The agency received funding for a variety of its health-related services, elderly ser\'ices,

domestic violence prevention and home ownership assistance. Funds from United Way, Citizens

Bank, Draper Lab and Children’s Hospital are used for general operating expenses. MAPS filed

numerous applications for support including requests for Social Services funding. Funding for

family support programs remains problematic which is critical to address the gaps in the service

delivery system for low-income Portuguese speaking newcomers and immigrants. There is

currently no other support for the Somerville open-referral program outside of CDBG.

Mystic Learning Center Inc. provided school age child care, youth employment training and

parental involvement activities to low income residents of the Mystic Public Housing community

through its parent and youth service model. As Mystic’s children, youth and parents managed,

designed and became active participants in Center’s enrichment activities, they acquired skills,

learned problem solving strategies, built neighborhood support networks, made contributions to

community life and helped create a healthy community at Mystic. Through the childcare

provided at the Center, parents were able to seek education and career opportunities. Fifteen

teens received job training during the summer and returned in October to design educational

plans and evaluate the learning experiences of the participating children in the Fall and Spring

sessions. Three additional teens worked with the Teen Choice Club and were paid from private

grant funds. In addition to being financially compensated for their work, teens received valuable

early parenting education. Teens served as leaders for the younger children and assisting children
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to develop positive attitudes toward self, education, others and community. Fifteen to twenty

parents participated in Board meetings became active in the community life. Parents gained skills

in managing the program and assisted with grassroots fundraising efforts, social events and

family events. A sense of pride and community spirit was built as both youth and parents became

active in their community through the program. The program was a great vehicle for community

members to come together for fun, friendship and learning. Through involvement they learned

leadership skills and developed support networks. This made for a healthier Mystic community.

CDBG funding allowed the Center to collaborate with other funding agencies, in turn expanding

the level of services the Center could offer the community. Examples: E.R.I. funding for teen

employment and staff supervision, Boston Globe Foundation for Teen Choice Club, Somerville

Housing Authority for family events, Somerville Arts Council/Local Writer/Books of Hope
Collaborative, DSS and Child Care Resource Center for school age day care slots, etc. A new
collaboration was established entitled “The Art of Compassion” to develop a work of art for the

Somer\ulle Museum expressing Mystic youths’ vision for a non-violent world. Continued

collaboration with the Mystic Counseling Center of the Somerville Mental Health has added a

therapeutic group to the Teen Choice Club. The hiring of a Grantwriting Consultant for 10

hours/month increased the number of new grants submitted as well as helped set up a system for

managing all grant resources including timelines for reporting, invoicing and other contractual

obligations. One hundred and nine children from low income families received service, 83% of

the children were from the minority community.

Respond, Inc. has been busy providing direct service to women and children and outreaching to

the community. The children’s services coordinator with the assistance of volunteers and interns,

provided an average of 29 children’s groups. These groups followed a 12 week curriculum, for

children ages 3 to 17. The groups enjoyed a variety of activities, such as a playgroup for younger

children and a theatre and creative arts group for the older children. The number of teens

serviced has increased with the receipt of a Teen Dating Violence Prevention and Education

contract to service six high schools in the RESPOND service area (Somerville, Malden,

Medford, Stoneham, Wakefield and Reading). The agency offered two evening crisis support

groups and a parenting group. Coordination with the HORIZON INITIATIVE has provided

volunteers for childcare and opportunities for more women to attend support groups. Eight

HORIZONS PAL volunteers provided childcare and structured time with the children at the

shelter. The Haitian Coalition and RESPOND have been involved in joint efforts to provide

intensive services to the Haitian speaking population of Somerville. A RESPOND counselor and

a Haitian Coalition counselor have been present on site at the North St. family development one

morning and one afternoon per week, to provide referral information and to counsel residents

around a multitude of issues. Weekly groups and a canvassing campaign have been conducted.

MAPS conducted focus groups and community outreach, while RESPOND provided advocacy

and counseling and co-facilitated a support group. RESPOND has provided counseling and crisis

intervention with an increasing number of community teens through its Teen Dating Violence

Prevention and Education Program. In collaboration with CASPAR and the Family Center,

RESPOND received a pilot project grant from DOE to provide teacher training at Winter Hill

Community School. RESPOND’s semiannual 36-40 hour volunteer and staff training took place

during October-November and January-Febmary. A legal Clinic and individual legal

consultation has been offered to participants at RESPOND one afternoon per week and on as

needed basis. The clinic was staffed by Harvard Law School student, under the mentoring of a
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local attorney. In Somerville District Court, the Haitian and Latina Advocate assisted an average

of 61 women each quarter. RESPOND hosted two Americorp Volunteers, who provided

community outreach and education. In addition to CDBG funding, the agency received funding

from DSS, foundations, individual donors and fund raising events.

SCM Community Transportation Corporation is a local transportation service consortium

developed to increase efficiency and utilization of available resources. SCM exists to provide

transportation to eligible persons in order to foster independence by enhancing a clients’ quality

of life and allowing them to live and function as independently as possible. SCM served 544

senior citizens and/or mobility impaired individuals who had increased need for medical &
nutritional purposes. By making health care and fresh food more accessible, SCM promoted

good health and reduced the need for further medical care and transportation. Prompt attention to

one’s health makes both medical and economic sense by preventing more drastic and costly

home-based or institutionalized intervention. SCM’s rides provided a most cost-effective and

empowering service to the senior and disable community. Over 490 one-way medical trips were

provided monthly. Medical transportation was scheduled on a more individualized dial-a-ride

basis, to better accommodate individual appointment times between 9 AM and 4 PM. Over 91

one-way nutritional shopping trips were provided monthly - a 20% decrease from last year

perhaps due to increased usage of the new Senior Shuttle to local markets. Nutritional shopping

was provided on a subscription trip basis, three times per week at designated times, to create

significant efficiencies in scheduling. SCM’s Fact Sheet for Caregivers was updated and

distributed to social worker & case manager staff throughout the medical/senior serv ices

network. Brochures were mailed to prospective riders and program notices were posted on local

community cable T.V. SCM publicized these services to insure community awareness. All 544

senior and disabled clients seiwed were low/moderate income as defined by HUD regulation.

Approximately 3% of the clients were from the minority community. SCM acted as a centralized

transportation network with 32 vans on the road daily. CDBG funds were used to defray the

operating costs for Somerville’s medical and nutritional shopping transportation. Each contractor

supported and strengthened the network enabling resources to exist to serve other groups in the

community. Matching funds from the State and private sources were used to support vehicle

acquisitions.

The Shepherd’s Center provided escorted transportation, telephone contact, counseling, referral

and follow-up to 29 frail elderly persons who have remained in their home, quite independently.

The Center was successful in maintaining the same volunteer drivers including two additional

drivers bringing the total to 12. Fifty eight round trips were provided by escorts transporting

clients residing in Somerville. A paid staff was hired to expand publicity and increase public

exposure and local support. It has been noted that the demand for transportation is far greater

than the supply. Frail elderly or disabled persons often need an escort to accompany and remain

with them until they are returned to their home. The Center has been able to provide this service.

Funding for this program has been leveraged with funds received from sponsoring congregations

in Cambridge and Somerville, Youville Lifecare, Som/Camb Elder Services, and the Robert

Wood Johnson Foundation.

W ayside Youth & Family Network recmited, trained and hired 6 diverse student leaders to

work in the Violence Prevention Program. Ten presentations were made to Shortstop residents
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on Musical Lyrics with Sexual Messages, Healthy Communication and Paving Your Pathway to

Success. The Shortstop residents enjoyed the discussion and felt they learned and gained skills.

There was a mutual feeling of respect and friendship between the peer leaders and the residents.

UnforUinately, the residential aspect of Shortstop closed down abruptly in Febmary. The

residents were removed and the presentations at the shelter ceased. Matignon High School

invited the Peer Leaders to deliver a presentation to 25 students in January on Healthy

Communications. Using skits, role-plays, interactive games and small group discussions, peer

leaders engaged the class in a session of learning and health exchange of thoughts, questions and

ideas. Peer Leaders received training on Anger Management, How to Conduct Meetings, Roles

and Responsibilities of Leaders, Violence Prevention through art and Curriculum Adaptation.

The Peer Leaders began a Violence Prevention through Art collaborative mural project with

several peer leadership programs and residents of the Clarendon Hill Housing Development who
have been identified as a population in need of community intervention. Using a curriculum, peer

leaders will teach anger management and alternatives to violence to the Clarendon youth. They

will paint what they have learned and felt on a mural which will be displayed in the community.

Wayside applied for and received the Massachusetts Violence Prevention Task Force Coalition

building grant for $8K. An additional grant is pending for a year-round violence prevention art

program. Six youth (primary clients) were involved a peer leadership program throughout the

contract year. Their dedication and commitment to the position enabled them to bond as a group,

enhance their communication skills and work through difficult situations. Eighty-three percent

were low income youth from the minority community who received a stipend for their time

training, preparing and presenting. The peer leaders were excited about the success they

experienced with the shelter resident and were disappointed to no longer work with them.

However, they are now focusing their attention on the youth who attend the mural project at

Clarendon Hill and who have experienced similar feelings of achievement.

Somerville Homeless Coalition, through Project SOUP, provided food to feed the hungry while

focusing projects that empowered its clients and created community while maintaining and

improving existing programs, increasing funding sources and food resources. The majority of the

projects involved increase collaboration with local organizations. Project SOUP ran three

Emergency Food Pantries furnishing 3-4 days worth of nutritious food to help tide families over

until other resources came in. Over 295 household were served monthly at one of the three

pantries Cross Street, East Pantry and West Pantry. Two client inclusive community suppers

were offered, serving 258 meals monthly. Clients helped cook, set up, serve and clean up while

sharing community with each other. Twenty take-out meals a week were delivered to HIV+
residents. Participation in SHARE was promoted, for $14 and two hours of community service

monthly, clients could double their money and received $30-35 worth of nutritious food. Clients

were given the option to empower themselves by extending their food dollars and an opportunity

to contribute to their community and neighbors. The Cross Street pantry operated a weekly

Dollar-a-Bag site, supplementing families with affordable fresh produce and bread for $1 each,

approximately 205 households participated monthly. Project SOUP worked with Hugh Joseph

from Tufts on a citywide FOOD ASSESSMENT project to identify gaps, assess needs, etc.

around food, hunger and nutrition. As an outcome of this year long project, the infonnation

collected was compiled into a printed booklet to be distributed to city departments and social

service agencies. Project SOUP will remain on the on-going Steering Committee to continue

work on the project, as well as participating in the Community Kitchen Task Force panel. Project
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SOUP worked with Project Bread Agency Network Advisory Meetings on goals to help change

legislation on a state level and redefine goals to end hunger. Project SOUP served as the

representative for Somerville. The group focused on how to work with the Boston Food Bank to

more efficiently spend MEFA funds for pantries. Project SOUP continued to work with many

volunteers and students on food drives and meal programs. The Somerville Post Office

employees collected over $2000 worth of food (3 DPW trucks) in April for SOUP, Redbones

BBQ & Farmers Market held an annual Veggie Cookout in August raising over $800, around the

holidays SOUP received over $5,000 worth of food from local business, schools, churches, etc.,

over 100 turkeys were given away and over $800 worth of Johnny’s Food Master vouchers were

distributed. The Traffic and Parking held a TICKET AMNESTY in which donations of food

eliminated people’s ticket fines. The Department received approx. $30,000 work of “food for

fines”, all of which was delivered to Project SOUP by DPW trucks. Project SOUP collaborated

with the American Red Cross, Cambridge Care for AIDS, the Housing Authority, Elder Services,

etc. on various joint fund raising and grant writing efforts. Additional networking with local

organizations enabled Project SOUP to discover new ways to collect, distribute food and

improve client options. The agency continued to work closely with other agencies on efforts to

end hunger. The agency relied heavily on volunteers and community service to keep the

programs running efficiently. Thousands of volunteer hours were coordinated from local

churches, social service agencies, businesses, schools and organizations. Project SOUP served

over 2,150 households each month, all were low income, 58% were from the minority

community.

Somerville Community Corporation (Mediation Program) promoted racial understanding

and redueed violence in the schools and the community at large through education. Two hundred

twenty-eight youth were involved. They were taught to manage anger, resolve disputes, exercise

self-control and exert moral authority. Twenty-two youth were trained to serve as mediators at

Someiwille High School. Eighteen currently trained mediators assisted in the interview and

selection process. One hundred and fifty-seven referrals were received from school

administrators, teachers, police officers, parents and youth. Mediators assisted each party to

articulate his or her feelings and fears, respect the individual and recognize the common ground.

The program has dealt with issues ranging from gang disputes and harassment to student- teacher

conflicts through role play, training of student mediators and teaching students to settle problems

through work, not with fists. Cases dealing with race-based conflicts have dropped as have the

incidence of physical fights. The program has focused on teaching students to resolve disputes

peacefully as the national incidence of violence among youth is on the rise. The program has

drawn attention both locally and nationally. The program has been supported in part by

contributions from the School Department, the Law Enforcement Block Grant, Attorney

General’s Office, Boston and MA Bar Association and private foundations. Student interns

supplemented the staff Two hundred and twenty-eight youth have been involved in the program,

all were from low income families and 49% were from the minority community. One hundred

and twenty-eight students were recruited and interviewed. Twenty-two new students mediators

were trained and 40 student mediators were supervised. One hundred and thirty-four conflicts

were resolved through mediation.

Somerville Homeless Coalition’s Information/Referral and Volunteer program has seen an

increase in demand since its inception several years ago. Many more poor working families have
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found it impossible to meet their expenses due to increasing rental and utility costs. There has

been an increase in the number of inquires made by senior citizens and a staggering increase in

the number of 1 8 to 22 year olds seeking services or infomiation about services. The Coalition

has become the “command central” point for homeless services and refen'als. Passages

(information & referral) responded to an average of 20 clients per day, both from telephone calls

to in-house appointments. Accurate information and referral information was made to low and

low poor persons in Somerville in need of assistance with a range of issues including housing,

legal, interpretive, substance abuse, domestic violence, benefits eligibility, etc. Many people

came in for emergency needs such as shelter and food and many clients are frustrated over their

inability to access housing. The Coalition accepted calls 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Collaboration with CASPAR has been strengthened to insure that all programs work

cooperatively. All the agencies programs have seen an increase in the demand for services,

resulting in an increase in the reliance of volunteers. Project SOUP was the most heavily

dependant upon volunteers both for the meals program and for staffing at the pantries. During the

holiday season, many schools and organizations conducted food and holiday present drives.

While it is sobering to think of how long Project Soup has been in business, the community

support has been wonderful. The City’s amnesty for parking tickets - over $30,000 forgiven and

turned to food for SOUP - was a great example of support. Funding for these programs are

leveraged with HUD McKinney funds, FEMA, Project Bread, foundations, fund raising, etc.

Increased exposure and participation in the community has expanded the mailing list of

donations. Committed sponsors continued to orchestrate successful annual fund raising events.

Somerville Housing Authority, through its Anti-Drug and Community Police Program,

provided decent, safe and sanitary housing for low income families, elders and handicapped

persons. The agency has been successful in eliminating most of the blatant street level drug

activity on-site at both family developments (Mystic and Clarendon Flill). The high visibility and

aggressive action taken on the part of the Community Policing staff, a relationship of tmst with

the community has ensued results in the reporting of more incidents of crime. Residents feel

safer from revenge motivated crimes due to the presence of the public safety staff and on-site

management. Staff received training in race relations, drug and domestic violence issues, civil

rights enforcement, CPR and first responder Criminal Justice Training, etc. Education seminars

were provided monthly for elders on fire prevention, drug and alcohol programs, etc. The staff

attended monthly meetings with the tenant associations (elderly and family groups), service

providers meetings, grievance hearings, etc. The agency collaborated with the Someiwille Police

Department Dmg Unit, District Court Probation Department, Public Schools, Department of

Social Services, Catholic Charities, Elder Services, Tenant’s Association, Senior Association

Representatives and other Human Service providers to coordinate services for the residents in the

community. One thousand three hundred and eighty families were living in public housing and

benefited from the services provided. Forty percent were from the minority community. Funds

for this program are leveraged with additional State and Federal funding for operations,

renovations, anti-dmg grant, etc.

Somerville Mental Health Association, through its Neighborhood Support Services for Infants

(NSSI), provided active outreach, culturally sensitive home-based education and counseling,

training in parenting skills, family support, advocacy and case management in close

collaboration with other community agencies to low income families of differing cultures whose
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children (3 to 5 years olds) were at risk of maltreatment or related developmental problems. Bi-

lingual family support workers have been collaborating with parents to develop individualized

Family Action Plans based on parent(s)’ interests and family needs. By building an opportunity

for parents to consciously focus on their family strengths and hopes and expectations for the

future, family support workers actively engaged parents in recognizing the process as well as the

outcomes of the plans they helped to develop. Collaborations with Somerville Hospital and the

Visiting Nurses have helped identify infants and toddlers who are at risk and cemented this

prevention program with its culturally supportive, problem solving strategies and educational

approaches and intervention in social problems. Nineteen families were served and tend to be

recently arrived immigrants or socially isolated families whose children have not been exposed

to the usual pre-school activities and experiences necessary to develop good social skills, self-

esteem and school readiness. NSSl families received regular home visits but were invited to bi-

monthly play groups to prepare the way for pre-school. Two NSSl parents have joined a self-

directed parents’ group which meets weekly facilitated by graduate students. The mothers have

developed a high degree of self-empowerment during their involvement with NSSl and this is a

positive indication of the likelihood of their success in the future. The agency used a framework

which stressed empowenuent and parents-as-partners, as a non-threatening catalyst for the parent

to address some underlying issues. As of January 2001, the staff has begun to plan for the

transition of NSSl families into Head Start or other pre-school programs in September. It has

been decided that NSSl will no longer provide home-base services to families after June 30.

Home visitors and supervisors are working with NSSl families to ensure that they receive

necessary and appropriate transition notice and services in the areas of health and mental health

referrals, placement of parents in ESOL or Job-training programs whenever possible, and

especially, for families of children with special needs, close coordination with the Early

Childhood Coordinator of the Somerville Public Schools to ensure continuity of services. While

some State funding has become available for home visits to first-time mothers with newborn

infants (through “Healthy Families”), and Somerville Mental Health Association has obtained

federal funds to provide home-based, preventive services for 120 children from birth to age 3,

there is no funding other than CDBG to pay for home-based, family support services for children

between ages 3 and 5. The agency served 19 households, 95% were low income families and

95% were from the minority community. The families were struggling with multiple problems

such as low income, unemployment, overcrowded housing, child care nutrition, physical health,

mental health and/or substance abuse.

The Somerville YMCA fonued, in a city-wide response to substance abuse, the Outreach

Program to assist at-risk youth (ages 10-17). The program was centered around behavioral

contracts and a systems approach to adolescent counseling. Through youth counseling

(individual and group), family counseling and crisis intervention, minibikes and high adventure

activities were the motivating tool to attract hard to reach youth and bring about behavior

modification. Youth were identified by service providers, home visits made, behavior contracts

signed, training and rap sessions commenced. This was a 6-9 month program, meeting twice a

week for 3 hours each week. Monthly monitoring calls were made to the referral contact and/or

parents and was the basis of the reward/punishment aspect of the minibike riding privileges or

activity session. By consistently monitoring the youth’s contract and establishing close ties with

their families and local support systems, the agency has been effective in encouraging youth’s

self sufficiency and consequently reducing the need for specialized services. Human service
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agencies have acted as referral agents for the program and as monitors of the behavioral

contracts that were established with the youth. Thirty youth participated in the program, all were

from low income families, 50% were from the minority community. Leveraging for funds for

this program came from matching grants from the United Way and the YMCA’s own Partners

with Youth Campaign. Additional funding was received from grass roots efforts (car washes,

candy sales, raffles, etc.) and foundations (Ronald McDonald Fund). Affiliation with American

Honda Motor Co, National Safety Helmet Foundation have provided equipment, products and

sendees free or/at reduced costs.

The Somerville Visiting Nurses (Mystic Charles Continiicare), through its Family Home
Visiting Program, provided efficient, responsive health care to infants, their families and care

takers from the prenatal period through the first year of life who were identified as having

psycho social and environmental risks for adverse health, social and physical development. The

Family Home Visiting Program has improved the health status and access to health care of

childbearing women through a community based, culturally sensitive programming by

identifying and educating young mothers in the earliest possible stages of pregnancy so that

effective inteiwention can take place before risk becomes harm. Through identifying the early

signs with case management and advocacy, clients and families received assistance to access

health insurance, welfare benefits, primary prenatal and pediatric care, enrollment in WIC and

assistance with other specialized services by initiating referrals. Families were strengthened

through in-home services, education, learning parenting skills, counseling and skills needed to

deal with emotional problems. The agency collaborated with numerous community resources to

assist families to establish a safe home environment and connect them with linguistically and

culturally appropriate agencies to prevent future problems. The agency provided nurses, social

workers, therapists and other professionals working as a team to meet the needs of the low-

income families in their home/and or shelters. Many families have expressed hesitation regarding

the forms, numerous questions asked by the nurses and, in accepting additional service, they fear

it will jeopardize their ability to stay in this country or obtain a green card. The transience of the

clients and the language barriers created obstacles in continuity of service. Arrangements were

made for additional staff to assist with interpretation. Thirty-five low/moderate income families

were served, 85% were low income and 46% were from the minority community. Funds for this

program were leveraged with contracts from the Department of Public Health, Boston Globe

Fund, McComber Family Fund and the United Way.

The Welcome Project, through its Community Advocacy Program, organized immigrant tenants

to develop mutual support and leadership skills to become their own advocates and improve the

racial climate. The Welcome Project and the Haitian Coalition have played the role of advocates

to the Somervdlle Housing Authority (SHA) for the Clarendon Hill Community. Due to the

lobbying of these two groups, SHA assigned space on site at Clarendon Hill to be used as an

activities center. More than a dozen computers have been installed in order to create a Small

Business and Employment Resource Center. Additionally, representatives from 30 non-profit

organizations and city agencies were invited to a forum on how to provide better services to

development residents. Based on its success revitalizing the Mystic Tenants Association, the

Welcome Project has begun recruiting new members for the Clarendon Hill Tenants Association.

The Welcome Project offered advice, training and technical support to the Board and staff of the

Mystic Tenant Associations and attended their negotiations with the Somerville Housing
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Authority. The Welcome Project interceded with the Cambridge Health Alliance (CHA) to

secure its commitment that the Mystic Health Clinic remain on site. In collaboration with CHA,

the Welcome Project helped establish a Medical Interpreter Training Program at Mystic. The

program allowed bi-lingual immigrants to take advantage of their knowledge of their native

languages and obtain highly paid work at medical institutions. A core of 60 families were

involved in activities, all were low income and 95% were from the minority community. Ten

proposals were submitted during the 3 month contract period for restricted and unrestricted

agency support. Volunteer contributions have helped the homework club and adult ESL students.

Collaborative planning took place with the Haitian Coalition to organize tenants at Clarendon

Hill Public Housing Development.

The Mayor’s Office of Human Services coordinated the training for municipal departments in

the use of the AT&T language line. Through this program instant phone interpretations were

provided for non-English speakers seeking services in the municipal government (24 hours, 7

days a week). Twelve clients received assistance. All clients were presumed to be low income by

HUD guidelines. The majority of the assistance was by Spanish speakers. Three clients requested

Portuguese. Since we do not know if these were Brazilian or Portuguese residents, we must

assume that they were white, a non-minority group.

Somerville Arts Council, through its Art Without Walls, offered multi-faceted, innovative, high

quality and accessible arts programming to low-income Somerville youth and their families.

School and summer programming were offered at sites where the youth are already comfortable

going for activities and entertainment - neighborhood parks and youth service sites. Using this

strategy the agency has made real progress reaching families and children who are truly under

served, that is, who have little or no exposure to the arts and who are not likely to make a special

trip to an arts center. Art in the Garden has been inspired by one of the city’s unique resources -

the Somerville Community Growing Center - a garden oasis in the heart of urban Somerville.

Following the abrupt departure of the lead teacher three days before the program was scheduled

to start on July 10, an artist and arts educator accepted the position and took on the task of

creating programming. With Just a few days preparation time, she put together a range of arts

activities and projects suitable for drop-in, as well as, regular participants. A Tufts intern served

as an assistant teacher. The program ran Monday through Thursday from 9 AM to 1 PM from

July through August 24, 2000. Breakfast and lunch were served on-site at no cost to participants

through the School Department’s Food Service Program. Due to the late start of the program,

attendance was down compared to past years. The total number of children who signed in over

the course of the program was 219 (with daily totals ranging from a low of 6 to a high of 29). A
grant from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts’ Riverways Program in Spring 2000 enabled

the Arts Council to commission an additional design by mural artist, David Fichter, which will

connect the two sides of the Mystic River Mural and create a “gateway” entrance to Shore Drive

and MDC riverfront park areas. In spring 2001, approximately 12 teenagers in the Somerville

High School Painting and Decorating program will work with the artist to create the new mural

panels which will then be installed by the Mass. Highways Department. In preparation for the

project, the City’s Greenspace Coordinator, organized a canoe trip in October 2000 for the teens

and their teachers to explore the watershed first hand. Other funding for these programs came

from the Massachusetts Cultural Council through the Local Cultural Council program, local

businesses and donations.



Somerville Community Schools provided educational, social & recreational programs and

activities for school age children offering enrichment & enhancement opportunities. Programs

offered were funded in part with CDBG funds and parent fees. Adults were encouraged to

become involved in the planning, actualization & evaluation of relevant programs through

participation in the Community Schools Advisory Council. Through its after-school

programming at 6 sites, children participated in courses, clubs and/or tutoring. Two twelve-week

semesters began in October and February at the City’s schools. Qualified instructors, many of

whom were high school students, taught classes ranging from karate to ceramics each week.

Building monitors registered children, supervised classes, obtained course feedback and

evaluations from youth and their parents. Monitors provided central staff with communication

infonnation to expand the program to meet the needs and interests of the residents, to maintain

the most dependable and productive staff based on parent feedback, to repeat the more popular

courses and to enable policy recommendations. Consolidated Open Houses took place at the end

of each semester enabling students and families to view programming at different schools.

Monthly field trips were planned and implemented from all schools. A drop-in alternative

program was designed for latch key families and children in need of childcare. Quality services

were offered at a reasonable cost enabling the agency to maintain fiscal self-sufficiency. Program

income and fees generated were used to support the program. Transportation was aiTanged

monthly to enable (11) visually impaired residents to attend pre-planned activities. The agency

coordinated the utilization of the school buildings by providing permit space to a variety of

human service, social service and community organizations for meetings or workshops with low

and moderate income Somerville residents. Collaborations with various providers enabled the

agency to translate brochures and flyers in order to conduct outreach to the minority community,

as well as, to provide staff with skill building activities for other cultures. Nearly 32% of the

youth served were from the minority community. Two hundred and thirty-three youth were

enrolled in after-school programming and 74% were from low income families. Income and

ethnicity statistics were not collected on the countless number of youth participated in the

monthly field trips offered to amusement areas and environmental sites. During this report period

program income totaled $122,167.62 collected from parents for course payment, open door

tuition and field trip fees. Program expenditures totaled $97,145.50, including payroll expenses

for instructors, printing of course catalogues, outreach advertisements for instructors, program

supplies, transportation expenses for youth field trips, transportation expenses for Project

Outlook and checks returned for insufficient funds. Funding fo*r the program was leveraged with

program fees collected, funding from the State Department of Education, ERI, Bureau of

Nutrition, Department of Social Services and volunteer efforts. The agency worked with local

colleges and universities to form a student volunteer base to supplement staff instruction and

offer tutoring. Tufts University visited each site with their Traveling Trunk, a mini-circus.

Somerville Council on Aging, through its Wellness Program, served the needs of the city’s 60+

population by offering various recreational and educational programming at three citywide

senior centers. All 3 locations could be accessed by the Senior Shuttle, and all were nutrition

sites offering hot meals every weekday. The Council also offered social services in the fonn of

client outreach and education on topics relevant to elders. CDBG funds were used to expand the

agencies Health and Wellness initiative. This was achieved by offering several different

programs at 3 senior centers. Combined attendance for the Wellness Program classes at the 3
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sites was just under 250 participants per quarter. The clay building, music and painting classes

stimulated creativity while the weight loss support groups and Chi Gong classes provided an

arena for seniors to improve their physical fitness. Participation in the courses served to decrease

isolation . All of these are essential elements to building a healthy life for a community of seniors.

Presentations were made to all residents in senior public housing centers focusing on relevant

social services available to low income elders. In conjunction the Community Policing Program,

residents were familiarized with scams affecting the elders. Residents were encouraged to

participate in programming at the senior centers. Affordable field trips were scheduled each

month. Additional roll-over funds from the prior year enabled the outreach staff to make

presentations reaching 1,380 low income seniors residing in public housing. Funding for this

program was leveraged with health promoting private agencies, formula grant money,

fundraising and city appropriation.

Somerville Volunteer Corps, Volunteer Coordination, was fonued to assist agencies and

community groups in the recruitment, placement and recognition of volunteers who would foster

a spirit of community, cooperation and volunteerism. Through its information resource, primarily

the Volunteer Handbook, persons expressing interest in volunteering in the community are

mailed a handbook. Volunteers were then to contact the organization that best matches their

interests. Volunteer outreach was conducted via the city billboard and word of mouth. Prior to

the beginning of the calendar year, a part-time coordinator was hired with strong organizational

skills and untiring energy. She worked part of the week in the Council on Aging and the balance

as the Volunteer Coordinator. With this duality, she fostered many connections with the elderly

community and service providers. She has promoted GIVING IN ORDER TO RECEIVE. She

has identified benefits for retired militaiy^ personnel (reduced prescription drugs, tax reductions,

etc.) and then she has recruited them to participate in a community service project. DYS youth

helped sort and distribute toys for the TOYS FOR TOTS Program and were permitted to choose

one for a sibling. The agency coordinated community service activities for 110 high school

honor students from the state who were lodged for a weekend in dorms at Tufts. Their stay

coincided with the HomeFirst Fair and the America’s Cup Bike Race; they were involved in

these activities while in Somerville. The coordinator made arrangements for the youth to use the

cafeteria at the West Somerville Community School while they were visiting. In conjunction

with DYS, outdoor activities (clean-ups) have been coordinated for court mandated youth in the

Spring, Summer and Fall. Various sites were identified through citizen complaints. The

coordinator organized the pre and post clean-up related to the Union Square celebration - THE
SPICE OF LIFE. The coordinator orchestrated the TOYS FOR TOTS distribution for Middlesex

and Essex counties. Over 2,000 families in Somerville registered (serving approx. 5,000

children). In all this translated to 9,878 families or 44,451 children receiving a gift during the

holidays from 4 distribution centers. Outreach to businesses for Spring Clean-ups has netted

nearly $3,400 in program income that has been expended on the coordinator’s salary, outreach

supplies and professional training seminars. The Volunteer Corps has undergone numerous

staffing changes. The next contract year will once again be one of adjustment as the current

coordinator has resigned. However, the filing system in place with names/contacts, timetable,

after action reports (things liked, things not liked and things to do differently) should be an

invaluable tool to the person hired. The volunteer database included approx. 80 persons.

Approximately 2, 130 persons were involved in 1 or more of the activities coordinated through

the agency, 99% were low income persons and 69% were from the minority community. Along
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with the above mentioned projects, the staff person coordinated the United Day Campaign,

Mother & Daughter Breast Cancer Awareness Tea and winter clothing drive for the homeless.

Additional funding for the coordination efforts were primarily from City appropriation and

donations solicited from groups and individuals.

Somerville Youth Program, through its Peer Leadership Program, recruited teens from grades

7‘'’, 8‘'' and the high school to organize community service projects and develop personal skills in

the areas of decision making and leadership while offering stipends to students for participation.

The first session began in October 2000 and the curriculum portion ended in December. Three

different groups of 10-15 first year participants met for three hours and participated in leadership

training, educational activities, field trips and perfonned community services in January 2001.

One group saw a need to bridge the gap between the elderly and the youth of Somerville. They

facilitated an intergenerational talent show, mixer and karaoke night which showcased both

senior and youth talent and enabled both groups to become better acquainted. The second group

focused on the need to aid homelessness through Project SOUP. They solicited donations for

food, beverages and decorations and planned a menu and prepared a meal, as well as, some
entertainment for a community supper. The third group saw a need to identify and treat teen

depression, particularly leading to suicide. To accomplish this goal the youth wrote and

perfonned a skit which was part of a larger presentation put on by the counseling department of

Powderhouse Community School. The 2"^ year group of 7 participants explored leadership skills,

facilitation skills and group dynamics. This group spent most of their session preparing for and

helping to train the year participants. The second session began in March and will run through

May 2001. Two groups of 10-20 first year participants met for three hours; the 2”^ year group

included 10 participants. During this period the Somerville Community Youth Program went

through many changes. The director left the program as did the Program Developer. The Mayor

had put together an Ad Hoc committee to advise her on the future of the youth program as well

as perform an executive search for a new director. Although these changes have been

challenging the Youth Leadership Development Program has continued and remained for the

large part unaffected. Ninety-nine youth participated in the program, 80% were from low income

families and 52% were from the minority community. The Youth Leadership Development

Program collaborated with the Transition house to start a teen hotline (20 youth received

training). The YLDP coordinator was a member of the steering committee of Youth Workers

Network and attended the YWN meetings.

TRANSPORTATION AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Assessment of Three-to Five-Year Goals and Objectives

The Transportation & Commercial Development (TCD) Department worked on the following

projects funded by CDBG in the 2000 Program Year;

• Union Square Revitalization Study

o Image & Identity Program - Light Pole banners

o Public Safety Building Feasibility Study

o Union Square Transportation Plan

• Storefront Improvement Program

• Broadway Theatre
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• Sacramento Street Underpass

• East Broadway Streetscape Project

• 165 Broadway Elevator

• Davis Square Plaza

Union Square Revitalization Study

Consistent with the Five-Year Consolidated Plan, TCD is in the process of completing a

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area (NRSA) to be submitted as an amendment to

Ol lCD’s Five-Year Consolidated Plan. OHCD initiated the “Union Square Revitalization Study”

in Fall 2000 and the NRSA is intended to be both part of the Five-Year Consolidated Plan as

well as a Master Plan for the Union Square neighborhood. The Union Square Revitalization

Study is an effort to review the issues and challenges facing Union Square so that a

comprehensive planning approach can be developed to guide the revitalization of the Square.

The total land area included in the Union Square study area is about 5 million square feet, and

encompasses a Central Business District and the surrounding residential neighborhood.

Approximately 55% of the. study area consists of residential uses. According to the 1990 U.S.

Census, 57% of the residents included in the study area are low- to moderate- income persons.

The OHCD assigned a Project Manager specifically to coordinate the revitalization efforts for

Union Square in the Fiscal Year 2000, and has sponsored a series of public workshops to

determine the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats within the square.

OHCD used CDBG funds in previous years to hire a design firm to create an identity and image

for Union Square. The City matched 85% funds with the Somerville Chamber of Commerce to

install light pole banners with the logo and slogan, which were installed this year. The City is

cun'ently undertaking a Public Safety Building Feasibility Study (the existing facility is located

in Union Square) and a Union Square Transportation Plan. The Public Safety Building

Feasibility Study and the Transportation Plan are utilizing CDBG funding for the planning

phases of the projects. The Public Safety Building Feasibility Study is expected to be completed

Summer 2001 and the Transportation Plan is to be completed in December 2001.

Storefront Improvement Program (SIP)

The City of Somerville has an ongoing program that assists local businesses with the renovation

of retail and commercial building facades. The SIP is a grant program that requires 50%
matching funds from the business owner, the maximum SIP grant being $40,000 per project. The

SIP also provides architectural services for a client if they choose to go with an architect

contracted with by the city. SIP projects must be conducted in areas of the city eligible for

CDBG funding. During the current CAPER reporting period, Somerville assisted in the

successful renovation of the following storefronts through the SIP:

SIP Project

691 Somerville Ave
78 Broadway

21-29 Union Square

Total

CDBG Funds

$ 42,600

$ 36,701

$ 40,000

$119,301

Private Funds

$ 41,150

$ 33,951

$300,000

$375,101

Total Funds

$ 83,750

$ 70,652

$340,000

$494,402
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Additionally, some SIP participants completed the design phase of their pending projects during

the most recent reporting period. These projects are now either under construction or soon to

begin implementation, and their project costs will be detailed in the next CAPER. Such newer

projects include;

SIP Project

163 Washington St.

62-66 Summer St.

667 Somerville Ave.

391 Somerville Ave.

415 Medford St.

75 Union Square

359A Somerville Ave.

CDBG Funds (+arcli. fee)

$40,000 +$6,600

$40,000 +$2,650

$15,000 (est.)+$5,350.

$ 4,000 (est.)

$12,000 (est.)

$40,000

$30,000 (est.)

Private Funds

$60,000 (est.)

$80,000 (est.)

$1 5,000 (est.)

$ 4,000 (est.)

$12,000 (est.)

$50,000 (est.)

$30,000 (est.)

Broadway Theatre

Over the last few years, TCD has been working with the Broadway Theater Task Force on the

potential constmction of artists’ studios in the building. When it was detennined that the City

could not afford to bond the amount of money necessary to move forward with construction of

artist studios as envisioned by the Task Force, the City decided to develop a Request for

Proposals for sale of the property. The RFP will be issued by Fall 2001 and the selection criteria

emphasize the redevelopment of the Property into uses that benefit the East Somerville

neighborhood as well as the City’s artist community. The RFP indicates that the developer must

repay the City $149,609.00 which it has expended on the property using CDBG funds in

previous Program Years. If these funds are not repaid, the developer will be required to meet

federal low/moderate income job creation standards and any other requirements or standards that

are otherwise mandatory with the use ofCDBG funds.

Sacramento Street Underpass Project

TCD has been working on this project for the last two years. This project involves the

reconstmction of a pedestrian connection underneath the Fitchburg Division of the Boston &
Maine Railroad, connecting Somerville Avenue to Beacon Street. TCD hired Green International

Affdiates, Inc. to prepare the design and engineering plans for the project, and Sequoia

Construction is the contractor for the construction phase. The new underpass will be made ADA
accessible by constructing ramping structures on either side of the underpass. The underpass will

be improved by adding a larger water pumping system to remove rainwater which accumulates

after a heavy rain. The existing stairway will be improved to provide added safety and security to

the underpass. CDBG funding in Program Year 1997 for the design and engineering funding.

TCD will build and construct the underpass this year (Program Year 2001).

East Broadway Streetscape

TCD is currently working with an urban designer to assist the City and the East Somerville

neighborhood to develop a conceptual plan for streetscape improvements along East Broadway,

to identify physical improvements that could be made to strengthen the sense of place along East

Broadway and to improve pedestrian amenities. CDBG funds are being used for the preparation

of the conceptual plan, which is expected to be completed in Fall 2001.
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165 Broadway Elevator - ADA Improvements

TCP utilized CDBG funds to hire CBl Consulting, Inc. to provide architectural services for the

design and preparation of construction drawings and specifications for the installation of an

accessible elevator within a City-owned building located at 165 Broadway. The stmcture was

originally constructed as a firehouse and is now occupied by the Somerville Youth Center and

Cross Street Senior Center. The drawings and specifications were completed in April 2001.

However, due to the estimated cost of the elevator installation, the City has not proceeded with

the construction phase of the project. The City is in the process of evaluating all City-owned

buildings and until it is determined that the City will retain ownership of 165 Broadway, TCP
will not commit funds for the installation and construction of an elevator.

Davis Square - ADA Improvements

TCD completed the reconstruction of Davis Square Plaza, a pedestrian plaza located above the

Davis Square Transit Station. The project involved the replacement of an existing 6-foot high

skylight structure with an 18-inch glass block structure. Street furniture, lighting, and other

updates to the Plaza were completed. TCP used CDBG funding to reset portions of the Plaza that

did not meet current ADA standards. Also, CDBG funds repaired the existing sidewalk ramps

located adjacent to this Plaza and added an ADA compliant drinking fountain. This project began

in June 1999 and was completed in September 1999.

Long Range Planning

The Long Range Planning (LRP) Division was split off from the Transportation and Commercial

Development (TCD) Division during the 2000 Program Year in order to concentrate on

community development and transportation activities with a longer implementation timeframe.

LRP has worked towards the following goals from the 1998-2003 Five Year Consolidated Plan,

Commercial and Economic Development section:

1. Assembly Square Revitalization

2. Inner Belt Area Upgrade

3. Transportation and Commercial Development (TCD) Plan

Specifically, LRP worked on these projects in Program Year 2000 to help meet these goals:

1. Assembly Square Revitalization:

• Assembly Square Planning Study and Urban Renewal Plan Update

• Yard 21 Acquisition and Legal Work
• Preparing for Yard 21 Disposition

• Assembly Square Rezoning

2. Inner Belt Area Upgrade:

• Inner Belt Signage program

3. TCD Plan:

• Somerville Community Path Feasibility Study
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These projects have been essential to the City’s work towards the elimination of blight in

commercial districts and the increase in mobility that will assist in providing job opportunities

for residents.

Assembly Square Planning Study and Urban Renewal Plan Update

In Program Year 2000, LRP worked with a team of consultants and the public to develop a

policy plan for the Assembly Square district of the City. This policy plan, known as the

“Assembly Square Planning Study,” will guide development of the district for the next 20 years

to ensure that it is redeveloped in a way that is consistent with the needs and goals of the City’s

residents and tax base. This Planning Study was not funded by Community Development Block

Grant (CDBG) money, but serves as a roadmap on how to use such funds in this blighted district.

LRP is now developing a major amendment package to the Assembly Square Urban Renewal

Plan, a state Urban Renewal Plan that will also require CDBG money for implementation. It is

expected that CDBG money will be used in the next few years for roadway improvements such

as the Foley Street reconstruction, park improvements, accessibility design and improvements

and Yard 21 site improvements.

Yard 21 Acquisition and Legal Work
Yard 21 is a 9.3-acre site located in the Assembly Square district. Redevelopment of this site into

a rapid transit station and commercial development is a key component of Assembly Square

redevelopment as outlined in the Planning Study. LRP completed acquisition of the property

from the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority in September 2000, after several years of

negotiations. The City’s $3.1 million purchase price was funded with $2.1 million of previous

CDBG funds and $1 million to be paid over the next 5 years from future CDBG funds. As part of

this purchase, the City hired Design Consultants, Inc. to perform survey services at Yard 21 with

CDBG funds. This purchase required the use of Gatsby and Flannah, a legal firm with significant

experience in acquisitions and purchase of property. Gatsby and Hannah have been retained with

CDBG funds, and their assistance was essential in speeding the acquisition of this parcel for

redevelopment.

Preparing for Yard 21 Disposition

The Somerville Redevelopment Authority currently owns Yard 21. LRP intends to dispose of

Yard 21 fairly quickly, in order to take advantage of the current market for commercial real

estate and the cunent interest in rapid transit improvements at the site. Yard 21 will be offered

for redevelopment as a transit-oriented, dense commercial development with a new rapid transit

station that will become the centerpiece of redevelopment in Assembly Square. In order to

maximize the benefits to this blighted district from the disposition of Yard 21, LRP retained the

commercial real estate development firm of GLC Development to assist in drafting a Request for

Proposals (RFP) for master developers for this site. Assistance in drafting this RFP was funded

through CDBG. The RFP is currently being completed, and LRP anticipates releasing it in June

of 2001.

Assembly Square Rezoning

The current zoning districts in Assembly Square require significant revisions in order to

implement the goals of the Assembly Square Planning Study. As a first step in a major revision

of the zoning districts, LRP developed an Interim Planning District that will apply to the
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Assembly Square district for the next two years. As part of developing this interim zoning, LRP
used CDBG funds to retain two consulting firms on small contacts. The law finn of McGregor

and Associates reviewed the language for form and planning concepts, and the architecture firm

of Icon Associates reviewed the urban design concepts in the ordinance. Both firms played small

but important roles in helping LRP draft an interim zoning ordinance that will protect the district

while providing the flexibility needed to allow development to occur in the next two years. LRP
also relied on Gatsby and flannah, the law firm that assisted in the acquisition of Yard 21, in

working out the language of the ordinance. Their assistance was paid for by CDBG funds as

well.

Somerville Community Path Feasibility Study

The bicycle and pedestrian path that passes through the western part of the City enjoys high

levels of use and provides a regional transportation need. In the past year, LRP retained the

engineering and planning firm of Rizzo Associates to conduct a feasibility study of extending the

existing path eastward from its current terminus to the City line near the Lechmere district of

Cambridge. This project would significantly increase bicycle and pedestrian access from lower

income areas of the City to employment centers in Assembly Square, Lechmere, Rendall Square,

and downtown Boston. This study was funded by CDBG funds, and LRP plans to use CDBG
funds to help pay for design of this project in the upcoming year.

Inner Belt Signage Program
The Inner Belt district is a blighted, formerly industrial and transportation based district of the

City located near the junction of several rail lines. In the 1960’s much of the district was cleared

to make way for an interstate highway that was never constructed. Since that time the district has

been redeveloped, first for warehousing uses, and more recently for telecommunications uses. In

the past year, the City pennitted over 400,000 square feet of telecommunications switching

hotels in Imier Belt. As Inner Belt redevelops, LRP has worked with the Chamber of Commerce
and local businesses to develop an identity for the district. As part of this work, LRP committed

funds towards a signage and landscaping program for the district, which will be used with a

match from local businesses to construct unique signage for streets and businesses in this district

and to improve landscaping. These funds were not CDBG, but we anticipate using CDBG funds

towards future projects in this district such as infrastructure improvements.

EMERGENCY SHELTER GRANT

CAAS-Community Action Agency of Somerville

CAAS’s Eviction Prevention Project has successfully intervened in numerous cases, enabling

tenants who would have been unrepresented to get assistance from lay advocates or

representation by an attorney. The project screened summons that were filed at Somerville

District Court and sent outreach letters in four languages. Thirty percent of those tenants

receiving letters responded during the period and the advocate assisted them to reach an

agreement with the landlord. Some tenants were able to reach an agreement prior to appearing

before a judge. The agreement consisted of: additional time allotted for moving purposes, funds

for moving, past rent forgiven, payment plans & repairs made by the landlord. Somerville

Housing Authority cases were referred to the Welcome Project. Cambridge & Somerville Legal
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Services and the Volunteer Lawyers Project took eligible referrals from CAAS working jointly

with the CAAS advocate and the attorney to best serve the needs of the tenants. The Project has

the secondary outcome of increasing housing code enforcement and assisting tenants with

counterclaims for code violations.

CAAS acted as a central coordinator of legal assistance to tenants at risk of eviction. CAAS
Advocacy Program met regularly with CASLS and Mass. Law Refonn Institute to discuss

strategies for improving the treatment of tenants at Somerville District Court.

ESG funded approximately half of the proposed budget for the project. Matching funds for this

program came from the Somerville Affordable Housing Trust Fund.

CASPAR
CASPAR’S Emergency Service Center (ESC) provided shelter, food, clothing, medical

assistance and social services to homeless men and women from Somerville. As the only 24 hour

program in the area, the shelter offered homeless men and women, most still in the throes of

addiction, a wann, safe place to return to. The agency kept people alive. Shelter guests made

42,621 visits last year, 31,760 resulted in overnight accommodations (of this number 6,676 noted

Somerville as their residence). ESG funding was for shelter operations in order to offset costs

associated with providing a twenty-four hour program and maintaining over flow beds on line

year-round. Budget areas included utilities expenses, food (over 20,000 meals were served) and

transportation expenses (ambulance-medical emergencies to the hospital and cab vouchers - to

transport guests to detox programs when staffing patterns did not permit use of the shelter

vehicle). Matching funds were received from the Department of Public Health.

The ACCESS Transitional Program has demonstrated itself to be an effective bridge between the

world of substance abuse on the streets and entry into residential treatment. The program

provides a structured environment that combines scheduled, supervised, paid employment and a

variety of relapse prevention skill building activities. In individual and group settings, guests

explored the challenges of early sobriety, money and time management and social support

building while experiencing living clean and sober. Twenty-seven persons participated in the

program.

The First Step Outreach Van transported 1,508 guests to ESC for an array of treatment services

including overnight respite care. The Phoenix Center provided a safe, sober environment for

homeless individuals to go to an AA meeting and find companionship with others trying to stay

sober. CASPAR has noted an increase in visits from Somerville residents of 15% over previous

year.

Catholic Charities

Catholic Charities, St. Patrick Shelter, is a 35 emergency bed dry shelter for women. During the

contract period 68 different women were sheltered and intake information was collected. The

agency tallied over 6,251 bed nights to homeless women and 98 refusals due to lack of space.

Referrals were received from Rosie’s Place, Pine Street Inn, Women Inc, VinFen, Betty Snead

House, On the Rise, Shattuck Shelter, Somerville Homeless Coalition, Bridge Over Troubled

Water, the Somerville Police, Cambridge Police and the Chelsea YWCA.
The shelter served breakfast and dinner each day and lunch on Sunday. A total of 13,491 meals

were served. The Health Care for the Homeless nurse practitioner visited the shelter every

Thursday evening for a total of 175 outreach contacts. During the contract period, six women
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moved on to permanent housing situations, four moved into transitional programs at tlie

Cambridge or Berkley YWCA’s and four women went into reeoveiy program or AIDS housing.

ESG funding was intended for shelter operations: food, shelter supplies (towels, bed linens, etc.),

housekeeping/seasonal labor and direct service staff for Sunday programming. Additional staff

was needed since the shelter remained open on Sunday when day programs and public facilities

were closed. Shelter guests have been hired to provide housekeeping maintenance and seasonal

labor. Matching funding for shelter operations came from the Department of Transitional

Assistance.

Respond

Respond’s shelter for battered women and their children is housed in a confidential location in

the city. The shelter housed 21 women and 34 children, answered an average of 280 hotline calls

per month, provided counseling to 202 women, counseled 66 children and assisted 302 women in

court. ESG funding was for shelter operations that included mortgage payments, repairs, upkeep,

maintenance, utilities, insurance, furnishings and operational staffing. During this reporting

period funds were transferred from repairs and maintenance to shelter supplies and furnishings

and the utility line. The agency continued to provide 24 hour staffing for the shelter residents

through its full time shelter coordinator, full time evening shift work, full time night shift and

pool or relief workers covering weekends and holidays. Matching funding came from

contributions and donations from private corporations, civic and religious groups and individuals

and volunteer hours.

All women at the shelter receive individual counseling and advocacy services and attend one

crisis support group a week. Respond expanded services in the shelter to include on-site

children’s groups, the provision of emergency shelter to women from Somerville and increased

flexibility in serving women with substance abuse or mental health issues. Respond has received

funding from DSS to utilize safe home beds for battered women and their children.

For Respond’s shelter residents, maintaining safety for themselves and their children and finding

appropriate housing are the top priorities. Assisting residents with housing issues is one of the

staff s most challenging tasks. While the agency cannot create housing that does not exist,

it can minimize the frustration of women seeking safe, affordable housing by providing reliable

infonnation and consistent support. Residents are encouraged to keep a log of all housing related

interactions and to meet frequently with staff to discuss progress.

Wayside Youth & Family Network
Shortstop, through its Short-Term Emergency Placement Service (STEPS) and transitional care,

provided shelter and care to high-risk youth (ages 8-17) approximately 225 DSS involved youth

were served. All clients were assigned a case manager who assessed the client’s needs and

assisted in making plans for the teen’s future. An individual plan was established for each client

during the admission process which met their immediate need for placement or housing and

which began to address the issues that resulted in their homelessness. Both the shelter and the

transitional housing program provided both the direct service such as individual counseling and

the linkage to other services such as job training which can assist the teen in stabilizing his/her

life and avoiding homelessness in the future. Intensive case management services were provided

to the teen and his family and to DSS to assist in securing permanent placement for the youth.

Efforts were made to strengthen the individual to insure the long-term ability of the individual to

avoid homelessness and to function independently within society.
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ESG funding was for shelter operational expenses that included mortgage payments, utilities

expenses and operational staffing. Facility utilities, repairs and maintenance costs continued to

be major expenses due to the nature of the program and the clients served. Matching funding for

this grant came from the Department of Social Services, Bureau of Nutrition and FEMA.
Wayside has been challenged in the hiring and staffing of the program. Retaining staff in the

shelter has been very difficult. This barrier has made it difficult at times to maintain a full census

although the program remained open to receive clients on an emergency basis from police and/or

other community agencies. Wayside closed its ‘short-term’ shelter in the latter part of February.

Somerville Homeless Coalition

Somerv'ille Homeless Coalition (SHC) operated two shelters in Somerville. The family shelter is

the only one in the City that will accept young men, has a total of 20 beds to serve 5-8 families at

any given time. Families have waited a long time to acquire a Section 8 and then had difficulty

leasing. A few years ago, 85% of families with a voucher were able to utilize them; now, due to a

housing crisis, only 35% of the Section 8 vouchers are being used. The result, families have

stayed longer in the shelter. The lack of affordable housing in Somerville and the surrounding

communities remains problematic for low income, single parent families.

Funds for the Family Shelter were used for rent, utilities, food, furnishings and repairs and

maintenance. A recent contract with the Dept, of Transitional Assistance (DTA) has mandated

that the community room (often used to house ‘working poor families’, non Emergency

Assistance eligible) be used for DTA referrals only. This has been a real blow to the staff. The

Adult Shelter had 58 guests in 7 months, yearly guests are expected to be 75 adults. The majority

of the guests have disabilities that impact the type of housing that is appropriate for them. Many
should not live alone because they will relapse back into substance abuse. Additional guests have

housing obstacles, such as, poor credit and/or criminal histories. These factors, coupled with the

lack of affordable, safe housing, have challenged the housing outreach staff.

Both shelters offered a variety of services that enable homeless families and individuals to move
toward increased independence and self-reliance. Basic services included: food, counseling,

laundry facilities, clothing, continuing education, medical services, budgeting and nutrition

education. Voicemail boxes were utilized by guests to secure private calls from potential

landlords and/or employers. Shelter staff have worked closely with the case managers of the

Passages Program in order to insure a smooth transition and adequate follow up after permanent

housing is secured.
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